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ABSTRACT 

This study concerns the longitudinal dispersion of fluid particles 

which are initially distributed uniformly over one cross section of a 

uniform, steady, turbulent open channel flow. The primary focus is on 

developing a method to predict the rate of dispersion in a natural stream. 

Taylor's method of determining a dispersion coefficient, pre

viously applied to flow in pipes and two-dimensional open channels, is 

extended to a class of three-dimensional flows which have large width

to-depth ratios, and in which the velocity varies continuously with 

lateral cross- sectional position. Most natural streams are included. 

The dispersion coefficient for a natural stream may be pr e dicted from 

measurements of the channel cross-sectional geometry, the cross

sectional distribution of velocity, and the overall channel shear velocity. 

Tracer experiments are not required. 

Large values of the dimensionless dispersion coefficient D/rU >:< 

are explained by lateral variations in downstream velocity. In e ffect, 

the characteristic length of the cross section is shown to be proportional 

to the width, rather than the hydraulic radius. The dimensionless dis

persion coefficient depends approximately on the square of the width to 

depth ratio. 

A numeric al program is given which is capable of generating the 

entire dispersion patte rn downstream from an instantaneous point or 

plane source of pollutant. The program is verified by the theory for 

two-dimensional flow, and gives results in good agreement with 

laboratory and field experiments. 
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Both laboratory and field experiments are described. Twenty

one laboratory experiments were conducted: thirteen in two-dimensional 

flows, over both smooth and roughened bottoms; and eight in three

dimensional flows, formed by adding extreme side roughness to produce 

lateral velocity variations. Four field experiments were conducted in 

the Green-Duwamish River, Washington. 

Both laboratory and flume experiments prove that in thr ee 

dimensional flow the dominant mechanism for dispersion is lateral 

velocity variation. For instance, in one laboratory experiment the 

dimensionless dispersion coefficient D/rU':' (where r is the hydraulic 

radius and U>:< the shear velocity) was increas e d by a factor of ten by 

roughening the channel banks. In three-dimensional laboratory flow, 

DI rU>:' varied from 190 to 640, a typical range for natural streams . 

For each experiment, the m e asured dispersion coefficient agreed with 

that predicted by the extension of Taylor 1 s analysis within a maximum 

error of 15o/o. For the Green-Duwamish River , the averag e experi

mentally measured dispersion coe fficient was within 5% of the pr e 

diction. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This study seeks an understanding of the mechanics of longi

tudinal dispersion in flow conditions similar to those found in natural 

streams. Longitudinal dispe rsion is the action by which a flowing 

stream spreads out and dilute s a mass of pollutant. Rather than mov

ing downstream as a slug, such a mass will be distributed along the 

length of the stream, some parts traveling faster and some slower t h an 

the mean flow velocity. The rate at which the cloud spreads out, the 

decrease in peak concentration, and the r esulting conc e ntration pattern 

along the stream are of great importance in pollution control. The 

dispersion characteristics of natural streams have been observed to 

vary greatly from stream to stream; preparation of a rational pollution 

control program for a particular stream r equires knowledge of the 

stream's individual dispersion characteristics. 

Accelerated programs to end pollution of individual streams 

are being proposed by Preside nt Lyndon Johnson and members of 

Congress . Impressive economics are involved; Fortune magazine (1) 

has proposed a thre e billion dollar per year program of pollution 

control, and the State of New York has passed a $100 million bond 

issue to clean up the Hudson River. Thus considerable practical im

portance attends estimation of rates of dispe rsion. In this study, a 

method has been sought to link the dispersion characteristics of any 

channel to other flow parame ters, such as the width, depth, and 

distribution of flow velocity. 
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The first important study of dispersion in turbulent shear flow 

was published by G. I. Taylor (2) in 1954. Taylor asserted, for 

reasons given in the next chapter, that although the primary mechan-

ism for dispersion in shear flow is the variation in convective velocity 

within the cross -section, the entire process could be described by a 

one-dimensional Fickian diffusion equation, written in the direction of 

flow. Taylor restricted his analysis to a long, straight circular pipe, 

and found that the coefficient in the diffusion equation would be, 

D = 10. 1 a U':' ( 1 ) 

in which a is the pipe radius, and U':' is the shear velocity (Ji , 
where 'f is the wall shear and p is the density). Dis called the dis

o 

persion coefficient, to distinguish from classical diffusion. Using the 

same reasoning, Elder (3) found for an infinitely wide open channel, 

D = 5. 9 d U':' (2) 

in which d is the depth of flow. Since the geometric radius of a pipe 

is twice its hydraulic radius, and since natural streams are geo-

metrically some cross between an infinitely wide channel and a pipe, 

these two equations seemed to many workers to define the entire range 

of dispersion coefficients. 

Both Taylor and Elder verified their results e xperimentally for 

the conditions under which they were derived, Taylor using a 3 I 8-inch 

diameter pipe and Elder a flow 1 cm. deep down a wide water table. 

Experimental results in natural streams, however, have not been 

within the expected range; dispersion coefficients have varied from 

50 to 700 r U~' (see Section II-E), where r is the hydraulic radius. 
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Nor have previous investigators been able to obtain any correlation 

between the dispersion coefficient and any group of bulk channel para

meters. Moreover, the shape of experimental curves measured in 

natural rivers has been distinctly non- Gaussian, implying that the 

whole concept of Fickian diffusion might be in er ror. 

The next chapter gives first the basic equation for convective 

turbulent diffusion. Attempts at solution by various workers are ex

plained, the most important of which is Taylor's concept of one

dimensional dispersion. The results of previous experiments o n 

longitudinal dispersion are summarized, and turbulent diffusion co

efficients for transvers e mixing are discussed. 

In Chapter III a qualitative explanation is given for the appear

ance of non-Gaussian concentration distributions in natural rivers. 

Fickian diffusion is shown to be a correct description of dispersion 

only after an initial convective period, whose length may be estimat ed 

from a dimensionless parameter. Finally, a method is given for pre

dicting dispersion coefficients in natural rivers, which satisfactorily 

explains the large measured values of the dispersion coefficient in 

rivers, and the reason why they do not fall in the range of equations 

1 and 2. 

Chapter IV describes a typical experiment on longitudinal dis

persion, and details how a dispersion coefficient i s calculated from 

experimental data. Chapter V pres.ents laboratory experiments, both 

f o r conditions under which Elder 1 s analysis should apply and conditions 

r e sembling natural streams. Chapter VI describes a series of experi 

m ents in a natural stream. In Chapter VII the hydraulic conditions of 
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some of the experiments described in Chapters V and VI are used in 

conjunction with a numerical program developed in Chapter III, and 

the numerical and experimental results are compared. Chapte r VIII 

discusses the results and summarizes the experimental conclusions. 

Chapter IX is a self-contained unit recapitulating what is known 

about dispersion in natural streams, what has been contributed by this 

study, and what requires further research. The reader wishing a brief 

summation may turn first to Chapter IX. 
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CHAPTER II 

PREVIOUS STUDIES 

This chapter gives the results of previous studies of dispersion 

in turbulent shear flow. Analytical studies of the basic differential 

equation are described, followed by experimental results reported in 

the literature. 

II- A The Conservation of Mass Equation 

The motion of a solute in a turbulent flow is described by an 

equation for the conservation of mass, which may be derived from the 

instantaneous conservation of mass equation by a procedure given by 

Holley and Harleman ('4). In this procedure , the instantaneous equa-

tion is averaged over a time period long enough to average short-time 

turbulent fluctuations, but short enough so that one may speak of long-

term changes in the time-averaged values. Two types of mass trans-

port result: conve ction by the time-ave raged v e locities , and diffusion 

by turbulent fluctuations (by use of the Boussinesq assumption as dis -

cussed below). The r e sulting e quation is: 

(3) 

In this equation: 

c = time-ave rage d value of concentration; 

t =time ; 

x, y, z = cartesian coordinat es; 

u, v, w =time-averaged velocities in the x , y, and z 

directions, r e spectively ; and 
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" € E: = turbulent mixing coefficients in the x, y, and z 
"x' y' z 

directions, respectively. 

The left hand side of equation 3 describes convection along a 

streamline, and the right hand side diffusion between streamlines. 

Molecular diffusion has been neglected, its effect being much less thap. 

that of the turbulent motion. Turbulent transport has been assumed to 

be proportion~l to the gradient of mean concentratio1:1, a suggestion 

made by Boussinesq (5) for momentum transport and applied to mass 

transport according to the Reynolds analogy (6). The mass transport 

coefficient should act~ally be written as a two-dim'ensional tensor, 

-E; .. 
lJ 

(Jc 1 
(}X. - T>'o< 

J 

u" . c" dt, 
1 

in which c" and u" are instantane ous value s of conce ntration and 

velocity, the subscripts i and j refer to the coordinate axes in usual 

(4) 

tensor notation, and T'!' is the period required for time averaging. •If 

the principal axes of the tensor are assumed to be the coordinate axes 

the non-diagonal terms ar e zero, i.e. €·. = 0 for i 'f. j , and the notation 
lJ 

may be abbreviated to €-. This assumption is untrue if there is a pre-
1 

£erred direction of mot ion diagonal t o the coordinate axes, as in the 

vicinity of a sloping wall, but it is usual for convenience. 

Equation 3, a linear partial differential equation with Neumann 

boundary conditions, is the basic description of convective turbulent 

diffusion on which the remainder of this study is based. Solution is 

difficult only because of its variable coefficients . In channel flow the 

coefficients v and w are often zero, and the mixing coefficients €· may 
1 
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be assumed constant without introducing much e rror, but the variation 

of u is of paramount importance. Some workers have tried to avoid 

the problem by substituting for u the mean flow velocity u; however, 

as will be seen in the next section, the cross-sectional variation of u 

is the primary mechanism for longitudinal dispersion, and must not be 

n e glected. Because of this, no complete solution to equation 3 at 

present exists; various workers have devised approximate or asymp-

totic solutions , which will be examined next. 

II-B Taylor's Concept of One-Dimensional Dispersion 

An important approximat e solution of equation 3 has been given 

by G. I. Taylor (2), who studied the cas e of uniform flow in a long, 

straight pipe. Adopting his theory of diffusion by continuous movements 

(7), he reasoned that in a coordinat e system moving with the mean 

velocity of the flow the spre ad of the cross- sectional mean value of 

concentration must follow a Fickian diffusion equation: 

in which s = x - ut, 

x = direction of the mean flow, 

u = cross-sectional mean velocity of flow, 

c = l J J c dA, and 

A 

A = area of flow cross section. 

(5) 

Here, and in all that follows, an over bar i ndicates a cross- sectional 

average as shown, rather than a temporal average. It must b e 
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emphasized that all of the temporal averaging normally connected with 

turbulence analysis has been carried out in the derivation of equation 3. 

Taylor obtained the coefficient, D, in equation 5 by making 

certain simplifications in equation 3. Let 

c = c + c' (6) 

and 

u = u + u ' (7) 

define the spatial variations of concentration, c' , and velocity, u 1 , 

from the cross- sectional mean values. Taylor's assumptions were: 

(1) c' = c'(y,z) ; 

(2) h a ( _(le ) h 1 . d" 1 t e term, - r:: , t e ong1tu ina transport due to 
()X X ()X 

turbulence, may be neglected ; 

De 0 c - 0 c 
(3) the term D t = ~ + u (Ix , which is the time rate of change 

of concentration at a point moving at the mean velocity, may also be 

neglected ; and 

(4) v = w = o. 

Equation 3 becomes: 

o (Jc' +- (E: "'.:\z ), 
(}Z Z u 

( 8) 

with the condition that the normal de r ivative of c ' vanishe s on t h e 

boundary. This is a linear, seco nd-order , inhomogeneous Neumann 

problem for c '; it has the general solution, 
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c' = f(P) (Jc os 

in which f is a function depending only on the flow parameters and 

shape of the cross section, and P is any point on the cross section. 

(9) 

The coefficient in a diffusion equation is a measure of the local mass 

transport, M, defined by: 

M =I u' c' dA = -A n ° c as ( 10) 

A 

Substituting the value for c 1 given by equation 9 into equation 10 gives: 

D = u'f (11) 

To obtain values of£, Taylor used the universal velocity dis-

tribution for pipes given by Nikuradse, and assumed the Reynolds 

analogy (discussed in section F). Since only radial variations need to 

be considered, equation 8 can be written in radial coordinates in terms 

of radial distance only, and a solution obtained by integration. Taylor 1 s 

result, given as equation 1 in Chapter I, was 

D = 10. 1 a U>:<. 

II- C Applications of Taylor 1 s Concept 

The first use of Taylor 1 s concept in other than pipe flows was 

presented by I. E. Thomas (8) as a Ph.D. dissertation at Northwestern 
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University in 1958. Thomas considered unidirectional flow in an 

infinitely wide open channel, in which variations are in the vertical (y) 

direction only. He assumed a power law velocity distribution. 

Y n 
u = (-d) ' (12) 

and obtained E: from the Reynolds analogy. Equations 8 and 11 corn
y 

bine to give: 

D = -d2 

l y' 
J u' dy' J 

0 0 

1 
E: 

y 

y' 
d y' J u' a y', 

0 

( 13) 

in which y' = y/d. The integration gives a complicated function of n, 

which for smooth channel s can be plotted as a function of Reynolds 

number , as shown on page 232 (Appendix II). 

Elder (3), a year later, presented a.. study identical except in 

assuming a logarithmic v elocity profile, 

U':' u' = - (1 + log y'), 
rt e 

( 14) 

in which x. is the von Karman constant. Equation 1 3 was inte grate d to 

yield: 

D = 0. 404 d U'!'. 
f(,3 

( 15) 
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The effect of turbulent diffusion was assumed to b e additive, and equal 

to the cross-sectional average of t,y' 

( 16) 

Assuming that 1i. = 0.41, Elder presented the result given in chapter I: 

D = 5 . 93 d U>:< ( 17) 

The figure on page 232 shows that Thomas' s and Elder' s results 

are quite similar . Elder'-s has been used more frequently, partly 

because it is simpler and has no R eynolds numbe r or friction factor 

dependence, and partly b ecaus e it is the only one published. 

II-D Other Solutions of the Basic Equation 

Aris (9) conside r ed uniform flow in a long straight tube of 

arbitrar y cross section and velocit y distribution, and obtained a solu-

tion of equation 3 which does not neglect any of the t erms except those 

containing secondary mean velocities (i.e. v = w = 0). By taking 

moments in the dir ection of flow (x ), he obtained sets of equations for 

the pth moment, 

c (y, z) 
p 

c{x, y, z ) xp dx , ( 18) 
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c , which could be solved to any 
p 

d e sired value of p . In practice, only the first three moments are 

required, since for a finite source the distribution can be shown to tend 

to normality. Aris' s solution can be applied to the flows considered by 

Taylor and Elder, and yields identical results in both cases. 

Saffman (10), in e x t e nding Aris's method to include flow between 

paralle l planes, noted that Taylor 1 s approach yields only an asymptotic 

solution, which should not be expected to apply for short times. Aris' s 

equation for the zeroth moment is the diffusion equa~ion in the cross 

section: 

in which € is an isotropic turbul e nt diffusion coefficient. Saffman 

reasoned that the characteristic times for diffusion within the cross 

section and application of Taylor's solution would be the same; hence 

he limits Taylor's solution to times much greater than t 2 /2€, where 

t is a characteristic length and € a characteristic mixing coefficient 

for the cross section. 

A more conve ntion al approach to equation 3 has been given by 

Farrell and Leonard (11 ), w ho inv estigated convective diffusion of a 

point source on the centerline of laminar flow in a pipe . The y were 

able to solve the Laplace transform of the equation with initial and 

boundary conditions, but e x perienced difficulty in inverting the trans-

formed results. Their work is difficult to extend to more complicated 

initial, boundary, or flow conditions. 
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Yotsukura and Fiering (12) have given a numerical solution to 

equation 3, valid for the same flow conditions as studied by Thomas 

and Elder. In a published discussion (13, Appendix II) the writer has 

pointed out that, although their solution seemed to represent the dis -

persion process correctly, the asymptotic dispersion coefficient ob

tained was not in agreement with the work of Thomas, Elder, or Aris. 

In their closing discussion (14), Yotsukura and Fiering report discovery 

of their error, and claim to have a workable solution. Their method 

requires 1. 75 hours of computation by an IBM 7090 computer to reach 

a value of 15 on a dimensionless time scale(to be defined in chapter III). 

Bugliarello and Jackson (15), also using a high- speed computer, 

have presented a random walk solution. A large number of individual 

particles originate motion from one point in the flow. During each time 

increment, there are two steps: first, in the plane of the cross section 

a step of given length but random direction; secondly, in the direction 

of mean flow, a step of length corresponding to the velocity at that 

cross-sectional point at which it is locate d after the first step . An 

experiment was conducted simulating laminar flow in a straight pipe, 

using 3000 particle s . After a certain period, the longitudinal variance 

was observed to grow linearly at approximately the rate predicted by 

Taylor's analysis for laminar flow (16). 

One other suggestion must be include d for complete ness. 

Patterson and Gloyna (17), basing their work on experiments by 

Yotsukura (18) and Godfre y and Frede rick (19), proposed an e xpe ri 

mental formula, 
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(20) 

in which: b = width of channel; 

k 1 = 0. 258 (laboratory flumes), or 229 (natural streams);and 

k 2 = 0. 830 (laboratory flumes), or 0. 269 (natural streams). 

The suggestion is not dimensionally homogeneous, is not claimed to 

apply equally to laboratory and field conditions, and is even a poor fit 

to the data on which it is based. 

II-E Longitudinal Dispersion Experiments 

Table 1 summarizes a literature search for experimental values 

of the longitudinal dispersion coefficient. As much descriptive infor-

mation is included as possible; blanks indicate that the data were not 

available. The dimensionless time span, t' = t/T, where T is a time 

scale for the channel as define d in chapte r III, is for the pas sage of the 

mean from the first to the last measuring station; in most cases, 

intermediate measurements were also taken. 

E x periments are listed in order of ascending dimensionle ss 

dispersion coefficient , D/r U>!' . The hydraulic radius is us ed in com-

paring results , since for most channels it equals approximately the 

mean depth, and is the more consistently reported parameter . The 

depths listed are believed to be the maximum depth of the channe l 

except where noted. 



Table l. Previoua Meaaurementa o! Lon&itudinal Di1peraion. 

Source Ch&nnd Tr:acer Depth Width Hyd. Rad. Mean Shear Dimenaionlea1 Oi .spera ion 
d b r Vel'!..city Velocity Time Span Coeftic 1ent 

(cm. ) (m.) (cm. ) u U• t' D 
(cm. / oec.) (cm. i •ec.) (cm~ / .. c.) 

Elder (3)1. Laboratory Flume Dye l. Z7 . I. Z7 I. Z7 I. 6 Z-lO l4 

Schuster (ZO) Z. Yuma Mesa A Canal Gold 198 HS 181 68. l 3. 45 7, 600 

Glover (Z 1)3· Laboratory Flume, Salt 15. 0 z. 4Z 13 . 4 6Z. 5 6.9 4. 5-13. 5 I, 170 
Rough Bottom ·-

" Triangular Flume Sa lt 44. 8 o. 896 lS . 9 70. I z. 75 z. 0-10. 0 766 

" Laboratory F lume, Salt 16. 6 Z.4Z 14. 6 4Z. 5 I. 83 I. 6- 4. 8 653 
Smooth Bottom 

Thomas (8)4' Chicago Ship Canal T r itium 807 48. 8 6 15 Z7. Z I. 91 3. 9-15. 1 30, 000 

God!rey !. Frederick (19)5· Clinch River (below gage) Gold 198 Zll 59. 4 ZIO 93. 8 10. 4 0. 6- 5. 8 111 , 000 

" " " " " " " Z09 53. 3 zos 83. I lO. 7 0. 7- 9. 4 1IZ,000 

Sacr amento R ive r 
6 

S.icramento River Agricultural 400 380 53 5, I 150, 000 
Pollution Study (ZZ) · Drain water 

Godfrey &i Frederick Clinch River (below gage) Gold • 98 104 H .Z 103 3 l. 5 6. 86 0. 8- 9. 8 91, 000 

Owens , Edwards &: Gibbs (l3/'' River Derwent Bromine 8Z ZS 38 14 46 , 000 

Godfre y &:. Frederick Copper Creek (above gage) Gold l 98 39. 4 17. I 38. s 15. 8 11. 9 l.4- 9. 3 91,000 

" " Coachella Canal " 156 24 . 4 149 70 . 9 4 . 08 0.6-36.0 l 77. 000 

" " Copper Creek (below ga ge) " 49. 8 15. 8 49. 4 Z7 . I 8. 03 l. 4-37. I l SI , 000 

" " " " ,. " " 49.1 16. 0 47. 9 Z6. 3 7.9Z 1.3-33.8 155,000 

" " " " " .. " 84. 4 18. z 8Z. Z 60 . 4 10. I I. 3-ZZ. 5 418 , 000 

Glover South P latte River Potasaium 46. 3 65. 8 6 . 90 l6Z, 000 
carbonate 

Godfrey &r Frederick Clinch River above Gold 198 58. z 35. 8 57. 8 ZI. I 4 . 78 l. 1-10. 5 197 . 000 
Clinchport 

" .. Powell Rive r " 85. 4 33. 8 84 . 6 15. 4 5. 43 3.6-Z0.5 Z68, 000 

Notes: 

I. Concentrations obtained from photographs o! dye drops. Channe l 4. Diaperaion coet!icient calculated by author, using change o! moment 
considered infini tely wide because edge of drops did not ;ipproach method. Method s used in source not correct. 
sides of chaMel. 5. Di1pera ion coefficients calcul•ite d by plotting momen ts, and a l s o 

z. Dispersion coefficient obtained by Sayre (Z4), u sing change of from decay of pe.ik conc:entu.tion. Moments obtained by comparing 
moment method (described in Chapter IV) . mca.aured curvca to P e.t.rson Type III distr i bution; thi .s may ca.use 

3. Method o! obtaining dispersion coet!icients not reported. Probably t ignifica.nt erro r s. Depth! indicated a re mean depths. 

compared mea!lured cur ve s to Gaussian distributi on, alth ough due 6. Oisp eraion coe!Cicient calculated by autho r, using change o( moment 
to low dim ensionless t imes compadson wa!I p r obably poor. m e thod. Depths and hydraulic radiu :!I a re estima ted average over 

reach . Width o( River Derwent unknown; de-pth used ti.> calcu l a te-
dimena ionlets coef!icient. 

Oimenaionle1s 
Oi s peu ion 
Coefficient 

D/rU• 

6. 8 

IZ 

13 

18 

Z4 

Z4 . 9 

50. s 
Si. S 

77 

109 

Ill 

Zl 6 

Z78 

355 

408 

477 

510 

535 

654 

,_. 
(Jt 
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The table indicates that r e sults in open channels cannot be 

correlated solely on the basis of hydraulic radius and shear velocity. 

In general, laboratory experiments have give n smaller dimensionless 

coefficients than field expe riments, which explains why some workers 

have suggested the need for a ''scale factor". However, both the 

deepest and widest channels (the Chicago Ship Canal and the Clinch 

Rive r) have relatively small dimensionless coefficients. The reason 

for the diversity of results is e x plained by an analysis in chapter III. 

In Table 31 (Chapter VIII) the list of previous results is repeated along 

with the results of present expe riments . The dime:q.sionless results of 

the present laboratory experiments will be seen to span entirely the 

range of previous studies. 

11-F Turbulent Mixing Coefficients 

In S e ction II-A the tensor of turbule n t mass transpo rt, E:. . , was 
lJ 

discussed and limited to a diagonal form containing only the terms E: , 
x 

E: , and E: • The lateral and verti cal coefficients, E: and E: , ar e of 
y z y z 

fundamental importance in the study of longitudinal dispersion, because 

of their appearance in e quation 8, Taylor ' s simplified version of the 

basic conservation equation . Experimental data on these coefficie nts 

have been obtained only in r e ctangular flumes with smooth sides and 

either smooth or rough bottoms. 

The coefficient for vertical transport of momentum, E: , may 
y 

be obtained theoretically for turbulent flow in an infinitely wide open 

channel , since both the distribution of shear and velocity are known. 
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Using the logarithmic velocity profile, equation 14, and the linear 

shear distribution, 

(d-y) gs = -u"v" (21) 

in which 'f* is the local shear stre ss, p the mass d e nsity, g the ac-

celeration of gravity, d the depth, and S the slope, we obtain 

ey = 11. (1- y Id) (y Id) d u,:, (22) 

for the transport of momentum. Experime ntal evidence for Reynolds' s 

analogyof mass transport has been obtained by Kalinske and Pien (25), 

Vanoni (26), and Al Saffar (27) . Vanoni studied the distribution of con-

centration of small sediment particles with respect to depth; Al Saffar 

introduced neutrally buoyant salt solution at the surface and measured 

downstream concentration profiles. Both studie s were extensive and 

detailed, and validated the Reynolds analogy over the entire depth 

within a maximum error of 10%. Kalinske and Pien obtained the same 

verification, but in less detail. 

The coefficient of lateral mixing, i;; , has received less atten
z 

tion. The only accurate experiment in which the tracer extende d 

throughout the depth has been that of Elder, who , as part of his study 

of longitudinal dispersion, obtained a lateral diffusion coefficient, 

= O. 23 d U ':'. (23) 
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Orlob (28) studied lateral diffusion at the surface of a flow in a 

rectangular flume, in which increased turbulence was generated by 

roughening the bottom with expanded metal mesh. His analysis is 

based on an extension of the Kolmogoroff similarity hypothesis to 

turbulent mixing, although the connection is somewhat obscure. On 

the basis of a large number of experiments he proposed that 

(24) 

in which E is the rate of energy dissipation per unit mass, and L is 
e 

the Lagrangian eddy size. In discussion, this was modified to include 

effects of the friction factor, which could not be proved by the experi-

ments. 

Orlob's arguments for the similarity hypothesis apply equally 

well if one considers vertical mixing, for which the dependence on 

d U>:< has been well established (equation 22). Ther~ is no reason to 

believe that lateral mixing, at least in an infinitely wide channel, should 

depend on any other parameters. Equation 24 can be made compatible 

with equation 23 if 

L 
e 

adf 118 
~~ 

(25) 

in which £.,, is the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, but there is no ,,. 

direct evidence for this. Neverthless, a brief check of Orlob's data 

indicates no major disagreements with equation 23. 

Sayre and Chamberlain (29) made a study similar to Orlob's, 

using a flow 18 cm. deep over sand dunes 0. 9 cm. in height. They 
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obtained 

(26) 

Of the three experiments, Elder' s is the most applicable to 

longitudinal dispersion, since it is the only one in which the tracer was 

distributed over the depth of flow. Neither Orlob's nor Sayre and 

Chamberlain's results being in conflict, Elder's result (equation 2~) has 

been adopted for provisional use. 

II-G Summary 

This chapter has presented several approximate solutions to 

the equation for conservation of mass in a turbulent flow. Taylor's 

approach, applied to flow in an infinitely wide open channel, yields a 

result which is greatly different from measurements in natural streams. 

The essential difference and consequences thereof between an infinitely 

wide open channel and a natural stream, and the proper application of 

Taylor's approach to natural streams, will be discussed in the next 

chapter. 
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CHAPTER III 

ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATIONS 

This chapter discusses th e assumptions involved in Taylo r's 

concept of one-dimensional dispe rsion, and shows how the analysis 

may be applied to three -dimensional flows such as found in natural 

streams. First, however, a qualitative explanation will be given for 

the frequent observation of skewed concentration distributions. 

III-A Explanation of Skewed Distributions 

If the initial condition is a Dirac delta function distribution of 

concentration, the solution to the diffusion equation (equation 5) is the 

Gaussian distribution . N e vertheless, every experirne nter has observed 

that, following introduction of a point or plane source of tracer (cor

responding to a delta function in the direction of flow) into any channe l 

flow , a longitudinal concentration distribution is produced which is 

markedly skewed. Concentration in the leading (downstream) limb of 

the cloud rises very steeply to the peak, while the concentration in the 

trailing (upstream) limb d e cr e ases slowly. This phenomenon has 

caused seve ral spe c ulations on the nature of dispe rsion. Elder (3) 

assumed that the material in the trailin g part was caught in the laminar 

sub-layer , so should be subtracted from the overall concentration dis

tribution in obtaining a dispersion coefficient. The pronounced skew 

observed in concentration curves from natural streams by Godfrey 

and Frederick (19) has been e xplained by Hays, Schnelle, and Krenkel 

(30) as resulting from dead zones along the stream banks, which 
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absorb and hold material from the leading limb for later releas e into 

the trailing limb. 

A more reasonable explanation is that, as Taylor (16) originally 

noted, the one-dimensional diffusion e quation represents only an asymp

totic behavior of the tracer cloud some time afte r its insertion . Fig- . 

ures 1 through 3 show qualitatively the initial behavior of the trac e r 

cloud originating from a plane source in an infinitely wide channel flow. 

The dominant initial motion is by convection; the ideal plane source 

quickly assumes a shape similar to that of the velocity profile . In

duced vertical concentration gradients are then destroyed mor e slowly 

by vertical diffusion. If, shortly after insertion, a plot is made of_ 

cross-sectional mean concentration as a function of distance, the r e sult 

(figure 3) is a sharply skewe d curve. 

In natural streams the same mechanism is present in more pro

nounced form. In general, any point or line source of tracer introduced 

into a flow will produce a hig hly skewed distribution during the c onvec 

tion-dominated period; this distribution may be taken as an initial con

dition when sufficient time has elapsed for Taylor's diffusion equation 

to apply . Thus dispersion from an instantaneous source of tracer may 

be divided into two periods : a convective period, which includes all 

time up to the point whe re Taylor 1 s solution applies ; and all subseque nt 

time, which might be referred to as the "Taylor" period to indicate 

that the cloud follows Taylor 1 s one-dimensional theory. 
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., 

LINE SOURCE VELOCITY 
PROFILE 

a,u 

Fig. 1. Typical velocity profile 
and line source 

Fig. 2. Appearance of line source 
after initial convection 
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Fig. 3. Mean concentration distribution 
for cloud shown in Fig. 2 
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III-B A Time Scale for Dispersion 

Saffman has suggested (Section II-D} that the period required 

before Taylor 1s solution would be valid should be proportional to that 

required for diffusion within th e flow cross section. On dimensional 

grounds, a time scale for cross- sectional diffusion is, 

T' - _t_z (27) 

in which t is a characteristic length and E: a characteristic diffusion 

coefficient for the cross section. T 1 may be referred to as the Eulerian 

time scale. 

A Lagrangian time scale can be obtained by an application of 

Taylor's theory of diffusion by continuous move m e nts, mentioned in 

Chapter II. Batchelor (31) has pointed out that because the motion of a 

particle constrained in uniform flow in a channel is a stationary random 

function, Taylor 1 s original reasoning for homoge neous turbulence 

applies. Let a statistically large number of trace r particles be dis-

tributed uniformly over a cross section at i; = 0 at time t = O,where s 
is the longitudinal coordinate in a coordinate sys tern moving at the 

mean flow velocity. Then for any later time t the position of each 

particle is 

t 
S (t) = J u 11 (T) d T , 

0 

(28) 

where u" is the instantaneous particle velocity r elative to the mean 

velocity of flow. Then 
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t t 

s2 (t) = s J u"(T1 ) u"(T2 ) dT1 dT 2 , 

0 0 

t t 
~ 

i;2 (t) = J J 
0 0 

(29) 

(30) 

in which a wavy overbar denotes an ensemble average, and the inter-

changeability of integration and ensemble averaging has been assumed. 

Because u" is a stationary random function, a correlation coefficient 

may be defined which depends only on the difference:in times: 

(31) 

Since the particles must remain uniformly distributed with respect to 

cross-sectional position, and since variations in velocity due to turbu-

lence are much smaller than those due to changes in cross-sectional 

position, a good approximation is : 

u''2 = ~' (32) 

where the straight overbar implies average over the cross section, and 

u' is the time-averaged variation from the cross-sectional mean. 

An integral formula, which may be proved by 45° rotation of the co-

ordinate axis, is; 
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L L J J g (x- y) dx d y = 2JL 
(L- s) g(s) ds. 

0 0 0 

(33) 

Substituting equations 31 and 32 into 30, and making the transfo rmation 

of equation 33, yie lds : 

s 2 (t) = 2u1 2 I
t 

0 

(t-T) ~(T)dT. 

s 2 is equivalent to the variance of the particle cloud, crs 2 , 

defined by 
<XJ 

I cs2 ds 
CY 2 - <XJ 

= • <XJ 

s I c- ds 
- <XJ 

(34) 

(3 5) 

Ii both sides of the diffusion e quation ( e quation 5) are multiplied by 

s 2 and integrated betwe en s = ± <XJ , t h e time derivative take n outside 

the integral, and the right hand side integrated by parts twice, there 

results : 

or 

co 

= 2D J c ds, 

l 0 2 
D = 2 at crs 

-o:> 

(3 6 ) 

(3 7) 
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Differentiating equation 34 with respect to time yields, 

t 

D = u' 2 s ~ ('f) d'f. 
0 

Assuming that ~('f) is sufficiently well behaved so that the integral 

converges as 'f-+ c:.o , the Lagrangian time scale may be d e fined as: 

and 

D=u' 2 T. 

(3 8) 

(3 9) 

(40) 

For the flow in an infinite ly wide open channel, a relation may 

be obtained between the Eule rian and Lagrangian time scales. Elde r's 

result (equation 15} was 

D = O. 404 d U>:~. 
~3 

Integrating the square of the velocity, using the logarithmic velocity 

profile (equation 14), gives 

~= (41) 
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Hence 

T = 0.404 
x. 

d 
U* 

(42) 

For the Eulerian time scale, T', the appropriate length and 

mixing coefficient are d and€ (equation 16). 
y 

Substituting these in 

the definition of the Eulerian scale (equation 27) gives 

6 d 
T' = i:;: u~:. . (43) 

Comparing equations 42 and 43 shows that 

T' = 14. 8 T . (44) 

As will b e shown in section F, reasonable grounds exist for 

estimating the Eulerian time scale in more complicate d flows , al-

though not the Lagrangian scale. If equation 44 is assume d to apply to 

these flows, equation 40 provides a rapid means of estimatin g the dis-

persion coefficient, as a value of u' 2 can usually b e obtained. The 

time scales also provide a rational basis for dimensionless time in 

classifying experimental results into the convective or diffusive 

periods . 
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III-C Discussion of Taylor's Analysis 

Taylor's analysis contains the two assumptions that (a) in a 

coordinate system moving at the mean velocity the time derivative of 

concentration is zero, and (b) the concentration distribution may be 

divided into two additive portions, one varying only with cross-

sectional position, and the other only with longitudinal distance. As-

sumption (b) is questionable; and (a) neglects the desired solution 

entirely. Both assumptions may be justified on the ground that they 

work, since Aris' s method involves no assumptions whatsoever and 

yields an identical answer. Taylor's approach is superior to Aris' s, 

however, because it exhibits the physical mechanism involved in dis-

persion; consequently it is important to understand why it works. 

Returning to section II - B and maintaining the reasonable 

physical assumptions of no secondary mean flow and negligible contri-

bution by longitudinal turbulence (assumptions (2) and (4) on page 8), 

but not the mathematical ones, given as (a) and (b) above, equation 3 

takes the form: 

o o o (J c ' o (Jc' - (c + c I) + u I - (c + c I ) = - ( € "'.:> y ) + - ( € - ) (4 5) o t o S oY y u (Jz z oz 

Averaging equation 45 across the cross s e ction with the condition of 

no transport across the boundaries, yields: 

(46) 
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Substituting equation 46 into 45 yields: 

_Q__c' + u' (le + _Q__ (u'c' 
d t os os - u'c' 

c. 0 c' c. 0 c' · 
)=-u ( e: -)+-0 (e: ) (47) oY y oY (JZ z oz . 

Both c and c' are time-ave raged quantities, which may be expected to 

vary in an orderly fashion with x and t. Hence if c' is considerably 

smaller than c, which will be the case if adequate time has elapsed 

for diffusion t~ take place within the cross section, it is likely that 

~c~ will be negligible compared to~~ The third term in equation 47 

may be written 

QC 1 QC I 
u' -- - u' as as 

and, by the above argume nt, the first part, u' (Jc 
1 

is negligible com. _as 
pared to the second term in the e quation, u' ~~ . The second part, 

I 

u' ~ , being the cross-sectional average of the first part, must be os 
of the same order of magnitude, so that the entire term may b e 

neglected. 

Equation 47 may now be written: 

I QC 
u as · (48) 

which is identical to equation 8, Taylo r's simplification of the conser

vation equation, except in the transient term, ~ct' . Equation 9, 

c' = f(P) (JC , (9) os 
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c~n be identified as the steady-state solution to equation 48, assuming 

that the right hand side is not time-dependent. 

Obviously , if Taylor's solution yielding the classical one -

dimensional diffusion equation (equation 5) is valid, the right hand side 

of equation 48 is indeed time dependent. The crux of the solution is 

that the rate of change of the right hand side, -u' _Q_ ~ decreases o t as ' 
with, increasing time, whereas the time scale for decay of transients 

in the cross section, already identified as T', is constant. Hence the 

end of the convective period and beginning of Taylor diffusion may be 

identified as that point after which, for each cross section in the flow, 

there is sufficient time for cross-sectional diffusion to establish the 

concentration profile called for by equation 9, prior to a significant 
l. 

h 
. (}C 

c ange in as . 

Equation 9 is henceforth referred to as the steady-state con-

centration profile, although in actual fact it is steady only so long as 

()c remains constant. One of the aims of the experimental part of 
as 
this study is to validate Taylor's method by demonstrating achievement 

of the concentration profile in various flow situations. 

III-D The Two-Dimensional Ste ady-State Concentration Profile 

As an example, and for comparison with experimental 

measurements, the steady state concentration profile will be computed 

for two-dimensional flow in an infinitely wide open channel. The 

logarithmic velocity profile (equation 14) and the mixing coefficient 

resulting from the Reynolds analogy (equation 22) are assumed. Since 
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there are no variations in the lateral direction, equation 8 may be 

integrated in the form: 

c' 
f(y) = oc 

as 

1 
= i<.2d 

1 Jy 
E: dy u'dy 

y 0 

I y 1 I y 
o ( 1 - y I d) ( y Id)_ d y o ( 1 + .f..n y I d) dy 

OJ 

n=l 

1 
~ cd~y) 

n 
- 0. 648 J 

in which the condition has been imposed that T = O. 

A third integration with u' will yield Elder's result (equation 15), 

(49) 

D = 0. 404 d U*/ 1t3 • The experiments are compared with this equation 

in chapter V. 

III-E Extension of Taylor's Analysis to Three-Dimensional Flows 

Previous solutions using Taylor's approach have been limited 

to cross sections characterized by only one dimension. Extension to 

a two-dimensional cross section is conceptually simple; one n e ed only 

specify the values of E: , E: , and u' as a function of cross-sectional 
y z 

position, and obtain the solution of Taylor's simplified equation 

(equation 8), subject to the condition of no transport across the 

boundaries. A solution for any reasonable specification could be 

easily obtained by finite difference techniques using modern high- speed 

computers. The only problem is that detailed information on the 
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variations of E: and E: is difficult to obtain. 
y z 

Many flows which have variations in two cross-sectional 

dimensions, including most in natural channels, are much wider than 

they are deep, and have major lateral variations in velocity. For 

these flows, an hypothesis has been made which renders the cross-

section one-d,imensional and equation 8 again integrable. Consider 

equation 8, rewritten in the form, 

0 (€ Qi ) + _Q_ (E: Qi ) = U I (y, z) • 
oY y oY ()Z z oz 

If f and u' we:re to vary in only one direction, C , which might be 

either y (vertical) or z (lateral), equation 50 could be integrated to 

give, 

f ( C) -- I ' 
0 

I c 
u' dC . 

0 

(50) 

(51) 

Since € C and u 1 are of the same order of magnitude in either direction, 

the value of the integral depends mainly on the square of the distance 

over which the integration is made, either the depth or the width. For 

a channel which is much wider than deep, one might therefore expect 

that f will vary considerably more in the lateral than the vertical 

direction. Recalling that the dispersion coefficient is the cross-

sectional mean value of the product -u 'f (equation 11 ), the hypothesis 

is made that only lateral variations of depth-averaged values of u' and 

f need be considered. The hypothesis may be expressed as: 
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D = 1 

A 
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b J d(z) u'(z) f(z) dz 
0 

A = ar e a of channe l ; 

b = w idth o f channel ; 

d(z) = d epth o f channe l at p o int z; 

f(z) = po s ition function derived below; and 

u '( z) = l o cal depth ave raged velocity deviatio n 

= 
1 

d(z) 

d(z) 
r u ' dy . 
Jo 

The concentration functi o n , f( z ) , to be use d in equatio n 52, · 

may b e o btained by a ssuming that 8 and c' (or f) are not functions 
z 

of y . C o nsidering an e l e ment o f d e pth d(z) and width !::. z, with 

(5 2) 

boundary condition of z ero flow through the upper and low e r surface, 

the conse rvation equation analogous to e quation 50 is: 

d(z) 

J u t ( y ' z )d y = _Q_ € d 9-.!.. 
0 a z z az 

Furthe r inte grations y i e ld : 

f(z) d z 
8d 

1 I z s · d(z)u' 
dy dz 

z 

and, s ubstituting in e quation 52, 

1 J b D = - - u'(z) d(z) dz 
A o 

0 0 

dz e d(z) 
z 

1 J 
z Jd(z) u' 

0 0 

(53) 

(54) 

dy dz (55) 
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The error involved in neglecting vertical variations may be 

estimated by calculating a <lisper sion coefficient according to equation 

13, in which only vertical variations are included. For all of the three-

dimensional experimental flows, coeffic i ents calculated by equation 55 

were far in excess of those by equation 13, indicating that vertical 

variations were probably not important. 

III-F Time Scale in Three-Dimensional Flows 

Since in three-dimensional flows lateral variations in velocity 

and concentration appear to dominate the dispersion mechanism, the 

appropriate length and mixing coefficient for the time scale are those 

applying to lateral motion. For symmetrical channels, the half-width 

is an appropriate characteristic length, but most channels are not 

symmetric. The important length is the maximum distance over 

which mixing must take place to establish a uniform distrib:.ition; ac-

cordingly the characteristic length for natural channels is defined to 

be the distance between the thread of maximum velocity and the 

furthest distant point within the flow cross section. A close approxi-

mation is that .{'., is the distance from the point of maximum surface 

velocity to the most distant bank. 

In section II-F it was decided to adopt Elder' s late ral mixing 

coefficient, e = 0. 23 d U':'. In natural channels the local depth must 
z 

be replaced by a mean quantity, the most often reported being r, the 

hydraulic radius. On this basis, the Eulerian time scale is 
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T' 

and, assuming equation 44, the Lagrangian time scale is 

.{,2 
T = 0. 30 r u,:, 

(56) 

(5 7) 

In the experiments which follow, times have been made dimensionless 

by the Lagrangian scale, T, b ecause of its more fundamental signifi-

cance. 

The argument above is an attempt to relate dispersion in com-

plex channels to bulk characteristics of the channel. The relations 

which actually control dispersion, i.e. equation 3, make any such 

attempt clearly an approximation whose validity rests on the cross-

sectional distribution of depth, velocity, and mixing coefficient. A 

correct time scale can always b e obtained after an experiment by 

application of equation 40. N everthele ss it is important to formulate 

an expression (such as equation 57) whose value can be calculated in 

advance of an experiment, or for a channel in which an experiment is 

not possible. 

III- G L e ngth Scales 

Time scales have been presented which, it is suppos ed, relate 

to the period required b efore Taylor 1 s the o ry describes the dispersion 

process. An associated scale for required length of uniform channel 

is clearly, 
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(5 8) 

so that the distance downstr e am from the source point may be made 

dimensionless by setting, 

x = uT (5 9) 

However, a diffe r e nt length scale applie s to spre ading within 

the cloud itself; combining e quations 37 and 40 give s, 

This equation may be made dimensionless by setting 

and 

Equat ion 60 becomes: 

s I = -~s"---
~T 

t 
t ' = T 

(60) 

(61) 

(6 2) 

(63 ) 
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in which os<f is the variance based on the dimensionless variables' · 

Thus an appropriate scale for distances within the cloud itself is 

(64) 

This scale will be used to compare experimental results in varying 

flow conditions. 

III-H Numerical Analysis 

A finite difference solution to equation 3, simplified to two 

dimensions, has been given by Yotsukura and Fiering (section rr...:D). 

Since their method appeared to yield an incorrect result, and as cor-

rected requires a large amount of computer time, another method 

was sought. The solution given here is not a direct solution to the 

differential equation; rather, it is a step by step simulation of what 

is believed to be the physical process. 

Consider the cross section shown in figure 4. The total flow 

is divided by vertical lines into n stream tubes , of area A
1

, ••• , An' 

where n is not greater than 10. Each stream tube is as signed a 

relative velocity, u'
1

, ••• , u' , 
n 

based on actual velocity measurements, 

care being taken that 

n 

i=l 
l u ' . 

l 
A. 

l 
= 0 . (65) 
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A 600 by 10 computer mesh for concentration values, c(I, J), is estab-

lished, where I refers to longitudinal distance in a coordinate system 

moving at the mean flow velocity, and J to the jth stream tube. A 

time step, t,t, is selected, subject to conditions given below; the com-

puter longitudinal distance step is taken as 

= u! 6t , 
l max 

(66) 

i.e. the average flow in the stream tube of maxin1.um relative velocity, 

u '. , is moving at plus or minus one computer mesh point per time 
l max 

step. 

Figure 4 - Division of flow into stream tubes. 

Each time step is assumed to consist of two parts: first, the 

concentration distribution within each stream tube is convected up or 

downstream according to the velocity of that tube; second, at each 

cross section transfer is accomplished between adjoining stream tubes 

according to the predetermined mixing coefficie nts. 
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In the convective portion, an entire new set of mesh point 

values, dt(I, J) is generated from the values ct(I, J), where the sub

script t indicates the value after t time steps. The convective velocities 

are converted to units of mesh points per time step by the relation: 

U . = u! ~ 
1 1 f'iX 

(67) 

A concentration which is convected part way between two computer 

mesh points is proportioned between them, inversely as the distance 

from each. Thus, the d(I, J) are obtained from the relation: 

(6 8) 

in which H is the Heavyside step function. 

For the mixing portion, the following quantities are d e fined: 

a . . 1 
1,1+ 

6,C .. +l 
1, 1 

= area of surface dividing str e am tubes i and i+l, 
p e r unit downstream length; 

= distanc e between centroids of stream tubes i and i+l ; 

= mixing coefficient b e tween stream tubes i and i+l; 

= difference in concentration between stream tubes 
i and i+l (c(I,J+l) - c(I,J)}. 

The mixing coefficient, E> . 
1

, was obtained in this study from equa-
1, i+ 

tion 23, € = 0. 23 d U>:<, using the depth between stream tube s and the 
z 

overall shear velocity. Hence 

(6 9) 
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The mass transport between stream tubes per time step is 

computed by assuming that for the duration of the step the concentra-

tion gradient at the dividing surface equals the difference in convected 

concentrations at the mesh points divided by the distance between them, 

i. e . 

f':iC .. 1 
6 M. . +l = a. . 1 E:. . 1 1, l+ t:ix 6 t 

1, 1 1, l+ 1, l + si, i+l 
(70) 

Since the mesh point concentration is meant to represent the concen-

tration within the entire str eam tube, the change in concentration, 

o c(I, J ) , at mesh point (I, J) is given by: 

1 o c (I, J) = ( t:iM t:iM ) 
A J t:ix J , J + l - J - l , J (71) 

To facilitate computation, define the transfer coefficient: 

a .. E> . 6,t 
k. . = _1_,7-J __ 1_, ~J __ 

1, J A. s .. 
1 1, J 

(72) 

A new set of c net values for the t+l time step may b e calculated from 

the d net values of the t step by the relation: 

(73) 
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So long as all the k .. are less than O. 5, negative values cannot be 
1, J 

generated; in practice, the criterion for the length of the time step 

was that the maximum k .. be approximately O. 2. 
1, J 

This completes the computation for one time step; 300 time 

steps w ith 10 stream tubes may be completed using the IBM 7094 

computer in approx imately three minutes . 

For an infinite ly wide two-dimensional flow use of the method 

is similar, the divisions between stream tubes being d rawn hori -

zontally. C onceptually, it would be simple to extend the method to a 

more complicated arrange ment of tubes, for instance by drawing a 

dividing surface half way d own the c ross section in figure 4; this would 

increase both the accuracy and complexity, as each stream tube would 

be able to exchange with t hr ee oth ers, rather than t w o . 

Verification and use of the a nalysis are deferred to chapter VII. 
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CHAPTER IV 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

IV-A Desig n of Experiments 

The general procedur e for experimentally determining rates of 

dispersion is to introduc e i n to the flow at some point a tracer material 

whose concentration may b e m e asured at various time s and places 

downstream. The three kinds of tracers common ly used in water are 

salt, radioactive isotopes , and florescent dye; standard methods ar e 

available for measuring concentrations of all three. Concentration of 

salt and radioactive isotopes may be measured in place if suitable 

probes are available; otherwise bottle or tube samples may be e x

tracted. 

Methods of introduction of tracer vary widely. Taylor used a 

plunger arrangement in which one short section of pipe was rapidly 

replaced by another containing salt solution. In open channels a plane 

source introduction is generally approximated by dropping the trac e r 

onto the surface in a line ; the vertical mixing accomplishes spreading 

ove r the cross section. For any flow condition it is very difficult to 

obtain a true line or point source introduction without affecting the 

turbulence structure near the insertion . If, however, one is c on

cerned with the asymptotic r at e of dispersion, or even with the pattern 

only a moderate distance from the source, the exact method of in 

sertion is of little consequenc e . 

Since the theory pr e sented in the previous sections has 

concerned changes of coordinate position w ith respect to a moving 
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coordinate system, the ideal experimental data would be tracer concen-

trations at every point in space at each of a series of times. Elder 

·obtained such data in flows one centimeter deep by inserting dye and 

taking pictures. Because this procedure is more difficult in larger 

scale experiments all subsequent workers have set up measuring cross 

sections downstream from the insertion point. Concentration at various 

points on each cross section is m e asured as a continuous function of 

time, either by inserting probes or taking samples. The result of the 

experiment is a series of concentration-vs. -time curves at the various 

measuring stations. 

IV-B Methods of Determining the Dispersion Coe fficient from 
Experimental Data 

This section presents three methods of calculating a dispersion 

coefficient from experimental data . The change of moment method, 

based on a general property of the diffusion equation explained in s ec -

tion III-B, is theoretically exact , and has been used by previ ous inve sti-

gators (3), (4), (8), (12), (19). However, in field studies calculation of 

the required moments is difficult, because of long tails on the measured 

distributions. For this reason, a r o uting procedure has b een developed 

which verifies whether the change of moment method has given the cor-

rect dispersion coefficient. A third method, based on the diffusive 

mass transport through a cross section, is presented for use when con-

centration has been measured simultaneously at a number of points on 

a cross section. The three methods are discussed below. 
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1. The Change of Moment Method 

The dispersion coefficient for a particular experiment may be 

most conveniently obtained from equation 37, 

This equation applies to the tracer distribution during the diffusive 

period, irrespective of what shape of distribution has been produced in 

the convective period. 

If a uniform, steady flow is maintained throughout the entire 

channel in which the dispersing cloud is located, it is shown in 

Appendix I that for any initial distribution of a finite tracer cloud, 

(74) 

in which at2 is the variance of the time- conce ntration curve m easure d 

at a fixed station. Thus when measurements are taken at various 

fixed points a dispersion coefficient may be calculated from the 

relation: 

(75) 

in which the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to two measuring stations, and 

t is the time of passage of the centroid of the cloud at the station. 

When the velocity at the measuring stations varies during the 

passage of the cloud, as during the field experiments, equation 75 
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does not apply. If the stations are sufficiently close together, it may 

be possible to reconstruct distance- concentration curves from the 

time-concentration data, and to apply equation 3 7. For the re con.:. 

struction procedure, let: 

T =time at which a distance -concentration curve is desired; 
c 

q = number of measuring stations in the vicinity of which 
tracer exists at time T ; ' . c 

u. (t) = 
1 

= location of measuring stations (longitudinal 
distance upstream from arbitrary datum); 

mean velocity measured at th e ith measuring station 
at time t (positive downstream);-

a.
1

, a,2 , ••• , a. · = correction factor to be applied to velocity 
q measured at the ith measuring station, and; 

x.(T,t)= 
1 c 

actual location at time T of the tracer concentration 
measured at time t at thif ith measuring station. 

For times differing not too greatly from T , an approximate relation, 
c 

neglecting dispersion, is, 

c(x., T) = c(X., t), 
1 c l 

(76) 

in which 

(7 7) 

The integration may be performed in steps equal to the time between 

velocity measurements . a.1 , •• • , a.q' are re

quired because flow in natural channels is always locally non-uniform, 

The correction factors, 
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so that the mean velocity measured at any one cross section is not 

exactly that of the adjacent reaches. Equation 77 assumes that changes 

in mean velocity throughout a local ·reach are proportional to those at 

the measuring cross section. Although the proportionality factors, a, . , 
l 

are not known in advance, a reasonable first guess may be based on 

the travel time of the mean or peak concentration. The set of first 

guesses is used with the concentration values obtained at each 

measuring station to draw q segments of the overall concentration-

distance curve. Normally the segments from adjoining stations will 

not match, but the required changes in the O.· will be evident. The cal-
1 

culation is then repeated with new a,., and a smooth curve can generally 
l . 

be drawn through all the points. Since dispersion is occur ring during 

the process, results are not expected to be exact. 

The accuracy of the m ethod depends on the length of time 

through which measured values of concentration must be projected, 

which in turn depends on the distance between measuring stations. In 

field studies this is usually limited only by available manpower. 

2. Routing Procedure 

Although the change of moment method is theoretically exact, 

in practice calculation of moments from experimental data is difficult, 

because of the long tails on the distributions . Whether or not the 

correct dispersion coefficient has been obtained may be verified by an 

integration procedure based on the diffusion theory. If at some time, 

t = 0, an initial distribution of tracer, c = c
0

(i;), is observed, then by 
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superposition of fundamental solutions the tracer distribution at any 

later time may be obtained from the relation : 

CXl 

c(s,t) =I 
- CXl 

C (s I) 
0 

e 

(S-s1) 2 
4Dt 

../4 TI D t 

The experimental results obtained at time t and positio n s may b e 

(7 8 ) 

plotted against the result of equation 78 to demonstrate the correct-

nes s of both theory and dispersion coefficient. 

A major problem is that most experimental data are of concen-

tration vs. time, h e nce not amenable to equation 78. One way this 

may be overcome is to assume that no dispersion takes place w hile the 

cloud pass e s the measuring probe. Then the concentration-time curve 

may be converted to a conce ntration-distance curve by multiplying 

time differences by the mean velocity, i.e., 

c(s,t) = c(X, t), 
0 0 

(79) 

in which 

s = u (t - t) 
0 

(80) 

and t is the mean time of pas sage past a probe located at longitudinal 
0 

station X 
0 

To compare a curve measured at station X 1 , c (X1 , t), to 

one measured at X , equation 79 is substituted in both sides of e quao 

tion 78, to yield: 
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exp [ 
- (u ('t

1 
- t) +uh - t 0 )) 2 

. 4D(t - t) J 
l 0 -

u d 1" (81) 

- co 

in which tl is the mean time of passage at xl. 

Conversion from concentration-time to concentration-distance 

and back to concentration-time is only an approximate procedure, the 

degree of which is shown by figure 5. Figure 5a shows an imaginary 

input of a highly skewed curve, assumed to exist at t = 0, which is 

being convected downstream at a rate of 50 cm. I sec. and diffused 

according to the classical diffusion equation (equation 5) w i th a dis

persion coefficient of 5000 cm. 2 /sec. (typical values for the experi-

ments described in Chapter V) . The cloud is routed downstream 

. according to equation 78; the initial highly- skewed shape is taken as 

an extreme example, probably more typi~al of the convective than the 

diffusive period, but assumed for illustration to be the initial condition 

for the diffusive period. After 8. 14 sec. the input curve has diffused 

to the shape shown in the figure, with mean position at x = 10 meters; 

20 seconds later convection and diffusion have produced a Gaussian 

curve stretching from x = 5 meters to x = 35 meters, with mean at 

x = 20 meters. 

Figure 5b shows the time- concentration curves which would 

have been measured by probes located at x = 10 meters and x = 20 

meters, due to the process described above. Both curves are highly 

skewed, because of dispersion during passage of the cloud past the 
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probe. The dotted line shows the result of the routing procedure 

described above, when the time-concentration curve measured at 

x = 10 meters is used to predict a curve at x = 20 mete rs. The pr e -

diction is by no m e ans e xac t; however, figure 5 gives a g uide to the 

d eviation from the measured curves which one should expe ct if, in a n 

experiment, the tracer is following the diffusion theory. 

A bette r routing procedure could probably b e developed by 

solving the diffusion equation in the moving coordinate system as a 

boundary value problem with moving boundary , the boundary conditions 

being: 

in which: 

t = 0, 

t > 0, 

s =X -ut 
0 0 

c (s, o) = 0 fo r s > X 
0 

c = c(g , t) given 
0 

X = position of measuring probe in fix e d coordinate 
0 

syste m whose or i gin is at centroid of tracer 

distribution at t = 0; and 

c(s , t) = concentration m e asured at probe at X . 
0 0 

( 82) 

The s olution to such a proble m may be obtained by assuming a source 

of unknown intensity at the boundary, and solving f or the source 

strength as a function of time to satisf y the measured boundary con-

dition. However, suc h a solution, which would probably have to b e 

obtained numerically, was not used i n this study; the curve s g iven ·in 

Chapter V were obtained by use of equation 81. 
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3. The Diffusive Transport Method 

In chapter III, a quasi- steady- state concentration profile 

(quasi- is assumed hereafte r) was defined as, 

c' 
f = -,,,,,,--,--oc/o s ' (83) 

with which a dispersion coefficient may be obtained from equation 11, 

D = -u I f 

The function f can be determined numerically or analytically by methods 

given in chapter III, and also experimentally by maintaining a mean 

concentration gradient for an extended period of time and measuring 

concentration simultaneously at a number of points on one cross 

section. 

Let n probes be available to measure tracer concentration at 

one cross section. The total cross-sectional area is divided into n 

sub-ar e as, A 1 , ••• , An' centered on the probes; each sub-area is 

assigned a mean velocity, u\, ... , u'n' based on measurements. Let 

ci be the concentration measured by the ith probe; then, 

and 

n 

C = 1 l Ci 

i = 1 

A. 
l 

c 1
• = c. - c 
l l 

( 84) 

(85) 
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An assumption consistent with Taylor's assumption (3) (page 8) is: 

(86) 

(this is exact if~~ is constant). A dispersion coefficient may be ob

tained by numerical integration of equation 11 in n steps: 

n 

D 
l l u'. A. c'. ( 8 7-) = ---

Aoc 1 1 1 

os i=l 

In equation 87 each element of the sum r e prese nts the mass 

transport within the particular sub-area through a cross -s ection 

moving at the overall mean velocity of flow, and the dispersion co -

efficient, D, is obtained by its definition as the average mass trans-

port through the entire section, divided by the mean concentration· 

gradient. Thus the method is called the diffusive transport method. 

IV - C Summary 

This chapte r has d esc ribed a typical experiment designed to 

measure the rate of longitudinal disp er sion of a tracer in a channel 

flow. Three methods have been given for analyzing data to obtain a 

dispersion coefficient. The easiest, and usually the first which should 

be applied, is the change of moment method; however, difficulty in 

calculating moments from experimental curves, particularly from 

experiments in natural streams, may make the result unreliable. 

Therefore, in all cases the result of the change of moment method 
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should be checked by the routing procedure, and if in error should be 

adjusted until a dispersion coe fficient is obtained which gives a correct 

routing. Although the routing procedure itself does not yield a dis

persion coefficient, a coefficient which is used with the procedure 

which is in error by as little as 10% will usually produc e a visually 

incorrect routing, by which the value of the coefficient can be adjusted. 

The change of moment method, on the other hand, may produce with 

field data a result in error as much as 100%, of which the inve stigator 

will not be aware unless the routing p rocedure is used. 

Accuracy of the diffusive transport method is limited by thr ee 

factors: the channel should b e uniform; measurements of concentra

tion must be made at enough points on the cross section to adequate ly 

define the concentration variation; and the measureme nts, sinc e they 

are of small variations from the mean, must be accurate. N o n

uniformity of the channel may distort the concentration patte rn at any 

one cross section, because of conve ction of the pattern from an up

stream, different section. However, whe n the above three conditions 

are met the diffusive transport method yields both a physical insight 

into the dispersion mechanism and an accurate dispersion coefficient. 

In the next two chapters, the three methods will be applied to 

experimental data. 
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CHAPTER V 

LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS 

V-A Introduction and Objective 

Laboratory exp e riments were conducted in th e sub-basement 

of the W. M. Keck Laboratory of Hydraulics and Water Resources. 

The experiments had three primary objectives: 

(1) to verify Elder' s application of Taylor's analysis by studies 

in flows which approx imated the two-dime nsional infinitely wide 

assumption; 

(2) to verify, by stud ies in flows with appreciable late ral 

velocity variations, the hypothesis that suc:h variations · can greatly 

increase the dispersion coefficient, and that such flows can b e treate d 

as two-dimensional in the l a teral and flow dir e ctions only; and 

(3) to obser..:e the time required in both types of flow for elapse 

of the convective period and beginning of applicability of Taylo r's dif

fusion equation. 

Section B of this chapter describes the experimental app aratus. 

Section C gives a summary of the experiments and major findings, 

which are described in d e tail in s ections D through G. 

V-B Apparatus 

1. Flume s 

The expe riments w ere conducted in three r ecirculating flume s, 

identified as the 40-foot, 60-foot, and 40-meter flumes. D e script i on 

of each is given b e low. 
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a. 40-foot Flume 

Three preliminary runs were made in a flume 40 feet long by 

10. 5 inches wide. This flume is an entirely self-contained, truss-

mounted unit, supported by a downstream hinge and upstream jack to 

allow adjustment of slope ; channel, inlet and outlet boxes, variable 

speed motor and return pipe are all rigidly attached to the truss. Dis-

charge is measured by a 4 inch by 3 inch venturi meter (laboratory 

number Q-22), and water surface by a point gauge mounted on an instru-

ment carriage which runs on rails above the channel. The runs were 

made during an experiment on flow resistance of dunes by Hwang (32). 

The flume condition, sand grain size, measuring procedures, etc. 

are described in detail in the report of that study. 

b. 60-foot Flume 

Figure 6 shows an overall view of the 60-foot flume. The 

channel and inlet box are carried on a truss, which pivots at the down-

stream end and is supported by a pair of jacks at one point near the 

inlet box. The upper half of the outlet box moves with the truss; the 

lower half, connected by a rubber sle ave, is rigidly attached to the 

floor. 
l 

A variable speed 7 2 H.P. motor, 14 inch propeller pump, and 

8 inc h return pipe are attached to the floor. The return pipe enters the 

inlet box from above, so that no connection is required between pipe 

and box. An 8 inch by 5 inch venturi meter (laboratory number Q- 21) 

in the return pipe allows discharge measurement. 

The inlet box arrangement is shown in figure 7. The baffle 

downstream of the return pipe was necessary to prevent flow around 
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Figure 6. General view of the 60-foot flume, from downstream end . 
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the pipe, which preliminary velocity measurements had indicated 

might cause three-dimensional effects within the channel. At the dis

charges used during the experiments a head drop of approximately 

1 inch existed across the perforated plate. This eliminated all the 

residual effects of the baffle arrangement within the inlet box, so that 

the velocity at the exit from the screens was essentially uniform. 

An instrument carriage mounted on rails above the channel 

carries a point gauge and any other desired equipment. The rails are 

leveled by reference to still water to within 0. 001 foot. The flume 

sides and bottom are steel plate, painted with two coats of epoxy white 

paint. The flume is stationed longitudinally by a steel measuring tape, 

and laterally by a scale on the instrument carriage. The uniform 

channel section runs from station O. 00 foot to 60. 0 feet, south to north. 

All scales connected with this flume are in the English system of 

measurement. English units have been used to report quantities 

directly related to flume geometry, but all results have been converted 

to the metric system for comparison with results from the 40-meter 

flume. 

c . 40-meter Flume 

The 40-meter flume, constructed in 1963 , has been described 

in detail by Hwang (32) and Vanoni (33). A schematic diagram is 

shown in figure 8; several photographs showing the entire flume are 

include d in the sections describing the experiments. 
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For these experiments the 16-inch return pipe was disconnected 

and only the 8-inch pipe used. The line is fitted with a 10-inch mixed 

flow pump, powered by a 10 H.P. motor with variable speed drive. 

The line includes an 8 -inch by 4-inch venturi meter (laboratory number 

Q-6) for discharge measurement. However, during the experiments 

in which a trapezoidal insert was placed in the flume, particularly low 

discharges were required; for these runs, a section of 8-inch return 

pipe approximately at mid-flume was replaced by an 8 -inch by 4-inch 

reducer, followed by 12 feet of 4 -inch pipe, a 4-inch by 3-inch venturi 

meter (laboratory number Q-22), another 3-foot section of 4-inch pipe, 

a 4-inch gate valve, and a 4-inch by 8- inch expansion to r e join the 

original line . 

Flume slope is measured by a vernier gauge reading within 

O. 001 inches mounted approx imately 15 meters from the rotation 

point. An instrument carriage mounted on rails above the flume 

carries a point gauge and other instruments . The rails are leveled 

with reference to still water at zero slope within a tolerance of 0. 01 

cm. As a check on slope gauge and rail adjustment, still water depth 

was read by the point gauge w hen the indicated slope was 0 . 00105 0 

and the water depth averaged approximately 8 cm. The point gauge 

v e rnier is acc urate to 0. 01 cm. Of 36 water surfac e r eadings, 18 read 

exactly the value calculated from the m easur ed slope, 1 7 were i n 

error± O. 01 cm., and one· was in error 0. 02 cm. 

The flume sides are of glass , and th e bottom of stainless steel 

plate. The bottom elevation was accurate t o within± 0. 02 cm. over 

the adjustment points, and± O. 05 cm. e lsewhere. The flume is 
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stationed longitudinally by a steel tape reading in meters; the uniform 

channel section runs from station 0. 00 m. to 38. 60 m. , south to n_orth. 

A scale mounted on the instrument c arriage gives lateral position 

within one millimeter. 

2. Concentration Measuring Equipment 

a. Conductivity Probes 

The tracer us ed for quantitative measurements in the labora

tory was s a lt solution, whos e density was adjusted to that of the r e 

ceiving water by addition of Methanol. D e sign requireme nts fo r the 

measuring probe s were that (a) they be capable of making in-place 

measurements in water flowing at up to 80 cm. I s ec., (b) the measure

ment be essentially at a point at th e instant of reco rding, (c) the probes 

be sufficie ntly sensitiv e to re co rd accurately change s in concentration 

of 0. 5 parts per million, and (d) in a flow of constant c oncent ration 

the re by no drift or electronic "noise". 

Figure 9 show s the de sign and figur es 10 and 11 ar e photogr aphs 

of the probes . The main tube, a 12-inch long streamlined cross 

section, is of Corning 774 0 pyr ex glass. T he bottom i s closed using 

Corning 3 3 20 canary glass, which g rade s into a tip of Corning 7052 

kovar sealing glass. Embedded in th e kova r tip are three 0 .010-inch 

diameter p ure platinum wires, the upper ends o f which have been 

silver soldered to copper leads. To the lowe r end of e ach is spot 

welded a 99. 8% pure platinum plate , 1/8 inch by 1 /8 i nch by 0. 0 10 inch. 

The plates are car efully spaced and aligned, and then set r igidly in 

struts of kovar g lass. The center lead is insulated from the outer 

two, and a ll thre e e n c ased in a m e tallic shie ld . The upper e nd of the 
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tube is capped with a single connector Amphenol plug and s ealed with 

epoxy resin. The l e ads are soldered to the Amphenol plug, cent e r 

lead to center pin and outside leads to outside. A vacuum ins ide t he 

tube was not requir e d . Sinc e the outside of the mating Amp h enol plug 

is grounded v ia the shield of the single conductor lead (Belden wire 

8411) to the ground side of the Sanborn recorder (see the next s e ction) , 

the outside t w o plate s are grounded. This confines the e lectric field 

to the fluid between the three plates, while providing double the 

response of a conve ntional two-plate arrangement. 

Before first use, and later whenever readings became erratic, 

each probe was platinized according to a standard chemical method 

(34). The probes were stored when not in use immer sed in distilled 

water, and were c leaned by e lectro lysis in 15 n o rmq.l sulphuric acid 

before each use. 

b . R ecording Equipme nt 

The Sanborn recording s y stem series 150 was used for all 

measurements . In this s ys t em an excit a tion voltage of 4. 5 volt s a l

te rnating at 2400 c. p. s. is impressed onto a wheatston e bridge cir

cuit ; half of the bridge, including a balancing arrangement, is built 

into the re corder. The external h a lf was constructed using IRC WWlOJ 

wirewound 1 % precision r e sistors. Figure 12 is a photograph of the 

equipment with probe connections; a c ircuit diagram i s shown in 

figure 13. 
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Figure 12. Sanborn recorders, connectors, and 
probes in storage b etween runs . 
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Figure 15 shows a typical set of data obtained simultaneously 

by six probes during one experiment; the upper four lines are obtained 

from the four-channel Sanborn strip-chart recorder, and the lower 

two from the two-channel recorder. One second tick-marks can be 

seen along the lower edge of each chart; the major chart divisions are 

5 mm. , and the minor 1 mm. , so that the paper speed in this experi 

ment was 2. 5 mm. I sec. The small arrows drawn in pencil above the 

time marks ppint to the insertion mark for each run; by lining up the 

insertion marks, made simultaneously , the t wo charts can be synch

ronized. The charts show the passage of four tracer insertions, 

between each of which the trace returns to the ambie nt level prior to 

any insertion. The steadiness of recording of a constant concentration 

can be seen by the traces between tracer passages; the violent oscilla

tions during passage indicate that small :Scale mixing of the tracer and 

receiving water is not complete. 

c. Calibration 

The conductivity probes were calibrated either in place in the 

flume or separately in a beaker, depending on the experimental re

quirements as described below . Successive measured quantities of 

salt were added to the beaker or flume, and allowed to dis solve and 

mix completely. Figure 16 shows a typical s et of calibration curves 

obtained during one series of runs; all measured calibrations were 

linear within the accuracy of reading of the Sanborn recorder for con

centration levels up to 100 parts per million of sodium chloride. Water 
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Figure 15. Data obtained during runs 2705-2708 at 
various places on one cross section. 
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temperature during the experiments was approximately 22° centigrade, 

and did not vary by more than 1° centigrade during any experiment, 

so that temperature fluctuations did not affect the calibrations. 

d. Data Digitizing Equipment 

Equipment located in the Booth Computing center is capable of 

converting a d. c. voltage signal with range from +l to -1 volts into 

digital form recorded on magnetic tape. Sampling rates are available 

up to 10, 000 samples per second, with resolution to ±1 millivolt. · A 

multiplexer allows digitizing seve ral input channels in sequence. Dur

ing the experiments two cable s were available from the laboratory to 

the Computing Center, allowing direct digital recording of the output 

of two probes. 

The galvanometer pen of the Sanborn recorder is drive n by 

d. c. voltage which varies from +300 v olts to +390 volts on one galvan

ometer terminal and +390 volts to +300 volts on the other during _ full 

scale deflection. Both voltage s a r e also available at the output plug 

located on the face of the powe r supply unit. Figure 14 shows the 

circuit by which these variations wer e reduced to the level required 

for input to the analog-digital converter . The voltage on one side of 

the galvanometer was attenuated to a variation of +3. 0 to +3. 9 v olts 

by a simple resistor circuit. A standard 6 v olt dry c e ll was used to 

impress a negative bias voltage, w hich could b e varied from 0 to -6 

volts by a variable r e sistor. By adjusting the bias to approximat e l y 

-3. 5 volts the output signal range d b e tween approximately -0. 5 and 

+O. 4 volts. 
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Digital samples were recorded at intervals of 100 milliseconds. 

Since the Sanborn output contains considerable high-frequency static 

(not recorded by the galvanometer pen due to the pen's own inertia), 

and since only low frequency variations were of interest, the output 

variations were passed through a D. C. coupled filter eliminating all 

variations of frequency greater than 30 cps. Correct operation of the 

system was verified by comparing output recorded on the magnetic 

tape with that of the Sanborn recorder pen for the same time. 

3. Velocity Measuring Equipment 

Velocities were measured with a {-inch diameter Prandtl pitot 

static tube having a dynamic head opening of 0. 042 inches. The 

pressure difference between the static and dynamic ·ports was measured 

by a pressure transducer manufactured by the Pace Manufacturing Co., 

of Los Angeles, California. In this transducer deflections of a 

0. 00.4-inch diaphragm are measured by changes in magnetic reluctance 

of two magnetic cores, and the resulting voltage is recorded by the 

same Sanborn recording system as was used to measure concentrations. 

The system was calibrated before and after each use by impress

ing on the pressure transducer differences in head measurable in 

manometer pots to within 0. 001 inch. An exactly linear calibration was 

always obtained. The variation between calibrations before and after 

the run was never greater than 1 o/o. 

To obtain the velocity at a desired point the Prandtl tube, 

mounted on a traveler with vernier scale reading to ±0. 001 foot, was 

positioned, and the output of the Sanborn recorder pen observed for a 
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period of at least two minute s (except in unusual cases of very low 

turbulence level where the pen output was n e arly stationary and a one-

minute period was considere d sufficient). Normally the galvanometer 

pen would describe random variations over a range equal to 10 to 20% 

of the deflection from zero. A reading was obtained by laying a 

straight edge along the trac e and averaging the variations by eye . 

V-C Summary of E x perimer1ts and Results 

AU of the laboratory experiments included in this report are 

listed in numerical order in table 2. Each experiment in a particular 

flume at. a particular set of hydraulic conditions is termed a "series"; 

each insertion of tracer at those conditions constitutes. a "run" . Thus 

all of the runs in a particular series are made at identical hydraulic 

conditions, although the method and location of trac er insertion and 

location of measuring probes may vary between runs. The first two 

digits of a run numbe r indicate the s e ries; the last two a particular 

run within the series. The missing numbers cqri:espond to p r elimi-

nary series which did not warrant report. 

Details of each experiment are given in the sections which 

follow, arranged according to objective of the experiment. Sections D 

' ' 

and E give all experiments designed to verify Taylor's analysis in 

two - dimensional flows; section D gives those in which the flume bottom 

was smooth (series 1200 through 1500, 2600J and 2700), and section E 

those in w hic h the bottom was rough (s erie s 0100 through 0400 , and 

2300 through 2500). Section F describes series 1600, in w hich late ral 



Table 2. Summary of Experimental Results 

Serio I F lume I Ch•nn<I Conh.u rnion IObJ<e· 1 No. Of I No. of I D• p<h I Chu". Mea n I I I t ivcl · Run• in Pro~c1 ln d tn i 11ic Veloci ty 
Shape" Bo ttum S1du Serio Scctiot\ (cm.) length • t {cm. / ice.} 

(cm.) 

0 100 '4 0 -foot tf'ci. ~nd dunca Smooth {I) 2 I 11. 6 37 . 6 
0200 l l s. 2 19. 4 
0 300 " 0-mctcr 6 I 16. 6 36. 2 
0400 4 I zz. 9 48. 9 

1200 bO ·foi>I tf'Cl. Smooth Smooth (I) 24 I 4. 6 ) 2. l 
1300 27 I 9. l 29. 9 
HOO 18 I 13. 7 Zb. 2 
1500 56 2 6. 5 19 . • 

l bOO bO-foot rect. Smoolh Constnc!1ons 12) 29 2 6. ' 2Z. O 

l300 -tO-me tcr r ect. Stones Smooth {I) 12 5 ll. 9 H.Z 
2"'00 II 6 9.' 21 2 
.z;oo 10 6 18. 4 zz.:? 
.ZbOO -tO· mt'te r rr c l. Smooth Smooth !I) 18 s 6. 9 26. 9 
ZiOO 8 6 I Z. 8 )6 . z 

2!100 -tO- meter tr~p. Smooth ROl.l'h (2) 10 6 3.5 20 25. I 
2900 .. .. 10 6 • . 7 .ZI. s <I S. 4 
3000 8 6 l . 5 20 4 5. I 
3100 8 6 3. 5 17 H . 4 
32.00 7 6 2.1 16 . 5 45 . ) 
330:1 Smoot h 10 4 ). 4 48 . l 
HOO Rou gh 9 6 2. I 9 . 5 4b. I 

N'otr1 : 

I. 

2. 

Sumber1 corre 1pond 10 o bjt-c l l\ CJ l ute d 1n u •clion V-A ; i . e. (l} v e rify Tayl or' • an.aly1i1 in two· 
dimen11onal llo.,,,·, (ZI v e rify h )·p(1 lhui1 o~ e Hec l o f Llll era l velo ci ty va ria tion1. 

c• = ,,,fii'i. Ub :: bed 1hrar "·e locity, by 1 id ev.·all corr ec1 1on mc1hod. Bed 1hear veloc ity aive n 
for runs .... u h rou~h bottom, . 01hrr,,.:i1e ove r all 1hear veloc1ty. 

Shur?. 

Velocit' 

{~:~,.~~- ) 

4 . 28 
3. 94 
) . 86 
4. 52 

1.51 
I. zq 
J. 12 
I. 03 

J. 40 

2. 65 
3. 05 
2. 59 

I. 36 
I. bl 

z. oz 
J. S9 
3.51 
). 4 S 
] . 28 
2. 49 
3. 88 

3. O.rq · · We ub.ii ch fricoon factor, c, = 8(U/ t1•i2
. Sed fr iction fa c to r ai\·en for run • with r ous t-. bottom • . 

Fnction 3. 
Karman Mf'uurcd Oi•pc ni on CocHicicnt I D1mcn 1iunlf' 1i l 01~t"r1 1on I R c!C' rt-ncf' for 

F a c tor Constant O (c m. 2 / u c .) Cof'fr:CIC'nl · D"t;ulC'd RC'liUlt1 

f. . o~:. I D I D 
Cha.nae Rout ine Di!!u1ivc I ~ ~ ruo I I 

of Procedure T u n1port 
F1~ur t' Table 

Moment 

o. 10 lSS 7. 1 19 

I I 
12 

o. 33 106 5. 2 8. 7 I) 
0. 09 1 456 7. l JO. 5 14 
o. 068 742 7. 2 12. 0 15 

0 . 017 0. )7 72 o. sz 10 .• 11. 5 
0 , DIS 0. 35 169 o. 62 14. 5 I j . b 
0 . 015 o. 35 191 o. S3 12.. 4 lb . .. 
o. 022 o. 36 74 o. ;z I J. 0 12. i 

0 . OJZ 2) 1 30 ll 

0.0% 0. 33 578 580 0. Sb l). 7 2 1. "' 2; 19 
o. 166 O.H 1Z7 '30 0. Sil H. 9 l!S.S 26 20 
0. 10 9 o. 37 626 630 o. b7 13 . .z 2 \."' z; 21 

0. 020 0. 35 11 7 120 o. sz IZ . 5 H .I lb 9 
0. Olb O. l9 236 240 0. 66 I I.°' " 0 19 10 

0. 0S2 zzzo 1230 21 0 B 2 3 
0 . 050 ) 170 2S30 100 • O Z• 
o. g4q SS90 4 ISO '10 " 2S 
0. 0 4 9 4080 zsoo 2 130 .:: ~o H Z6 
0 . 042 S6SO 4 000 b<O B 27 
o. 021 282 280 39 21 II 
o. 057 2.540 2200 I 900 llO H Z8 

4 . Me•1ur e d value u1cd fo r d ime111i onle 11 cocffic irnt u 1 1 li llr<l u ndt- r routln~ proc edu r e , whl'rc• 
a vailable" : o th1H""'i.1e under di ffu 11v r lran1porl, where Ji\'Jiilab lt- . 0 1hcr""·i1 e undt- r ch~ n~ t' o! 
moment . 

s. Abbreviation1 : r eel. , rectaniul.ar : trap .• l r a peo io1d .al. 

I ~ 
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velocity variations were produced by side channel constrictions. More 

detailed experiments designed to prove the effect of lateral velocity 

variations (series 2800 through 3400) are described in section G. 

V-D Flume Experiments (Smoo th Sides; Smooth Bottom) 

This section d escribe s and gives the results of those experi

ments conducted in flumes with smooth sides and bottoms, in which it 

was hoped the flow would b e essentially two-dimensional. The objec

tive was to test the applicability of Taylor's analysis to two-dimensional 

open channel flow. 

1 . Experiments in the 60-foot Flume 

Series 1200 through 1500 were conducted in the 60-foot flume 

with rectangular channel 33. 5 inche s wide, using the direct data digi

tizing technique. A salt solution, approximately 5% by weight Na Cl, 

was prepared , the solute being part distilled water and part methanol 

in proportions to yield a final density equal to tha t of the water in the 

flume. A small amount of blue organic dye was added to yield a light 

blue color . Density of the solution was checked by measurements with 

a hydrometer graduated to read specific gravity w ithin 0. 001, and also 

by inserting a small amount of solution through a hypodermic needle 

into a beaker containing flume water, and observing that the solution 

was neutrally buoyant. A trough,3 inches by 3 inches by thirty-three 

inches , was attached to the inlet box so that by rotating the tr ough a 

line source of solution would drop onto the flow in the flume just up

str eam from the screen section (s ee Figure 7) . 
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Probes, supported on wooden struts, were locate d at two 

stations, one at approximately the midpoint of the flume and one near 

the exit section. The output signal from one probe at each of the sec-

tions was transmitted to the Computing Cente r and digitized. (For 

series 1500 two probes at each station operated in parallel.) Each 

series consisted of a number of runs, during which the position of the 

probes on the me..asuring cross section wer e changed. Occasionally 

the measuring stations themselves were also changed. 

Velocity measurements we r e obtained on separate days by ob-

taining hydraulic conditions similar to those of each serie s. Velocity 

profiles were "!lleasured at two c ross sections, approximately those 

used for the probes, at the centerline and both quarter points across 

the channel. All profiles fitted the logarithmic law with reasonable 

accuracy; the averaged profiles for each serie s are shown in figure 17, 

and the complete data are given in table 3. 

The shear velocity was obtained from the slopes of the water 

surface and flume by the formula 

··.,. u = ../gr S 
e 

(88) 

where S is the slope of the energy grade line . In most experiments, 
e 

uniform flow was obtained within the possible accuracy of measurement 

of the water surface, so that the slopes of the flume and energy grade 

line are equ al; in all the tables which follo w, the reporte d slope is that 

of the energy grade line. Since the water surface elevation is beli e ved 

to be measured± 0. 001 feet, and the flume s lope± O. 002 inch, the 



Table 3. Velocity Measurements; Flow in 60-Foot Flume 85 Centimeters Wide. 

Normalized Velocity at Station 25 Velocity at Station 50 
Depth · (cm. /sec.) (cm./sec.) 

30. 5 cm. 21. 3 cm. on 21. 3 cm. 30. 5 cm. 21 . 3 cm. 
y/d W. of C. L. W. of C. L C.L . E. of C. L . W. of C. L. W. of C. L 

Conditions similar to series 1200; depth= 4. 54 cm., U>:< = 1. 57 cm. /sec . 

o. 872 35.2 36.8 36.8 37.0 34. 5 36.0 
0 . 799 34.8 36 . 0 36.6 36.8 34.2 36.0 
0.597 33.2 34.9 34.9 35.2 32.9 35. 2 
0. 396 31. 2 32.6 33 . 2 33.6 31. 3 32.9 
o. 195 28.8 29 . 1 30.0 30.4 28. 5 29. 4 
0. 094 25.9 26.9 27.2 27 . 9 25.9 27. 2 

Conditions similar to series 1300; depth = 9. 02 cm. , U>:< = 1. 34 cm. I sec. 

0 . 916 34. 4 35 . 7 32.9 36.3 34. 1 34.6 
0.801 34. 1 35.2 32.0 35.7 33 . 5 33.8 
0.601 32.9 33 . 2 30.6 34. 6 32.9 32.3 
0.402 . 31. 5 31. 7 28.8 32 . 6 31. 7 30.6 
0.203 28. 5 28.5 26.8 30.0 29. 1 28. 8 
0. 101 25.9 26.8 24.4 27. 1 26.5 26.2 

lconditions similar to series 1400; depth= 13.59 cm., U >:: = 1.12 cm. I sec. 

0.944 29.4 29. 7 28.5 31. 5 27.4 30.0 
0. 800 29. 1 28 . 5 27.9 30.9 27 . 4 29.4 
0.601 28.5 28.2 27. 1 30.0 28.2 28. 5 
0.402 27 . 1 26.5 25.9 28.8 26.5 27. 1 
0 . 203 25. 1 23 . 6 24. 1 26.2 24.4 24.4 
0. 103 22 . 6 21. 6 22.1 23.3 22.6 22.9 

Note: 1. Abbreviations: C. L., centerline; W., West; E., East. 
2. Depth and shear velocity measure d during velocity measurements; 

note slight variation from conditions during dispersion experiments . 
3. U>:: =..;fr'S . 

on 
C . L . 

36.3 
36.6 
35.2 
33 . 9 
30.0 
27 . 2 

34.9 
34. 4 
33.5 
31. 7 
29 . 4 
26 . 8 

30.0 
29. 1 
28.5 
26.8 
25. 1 
22.9 

21. 3 cm. 
E. of C . L. 

36.3 
36 . 3 
35.2 
33.9 
30.0 
27.4 

35.2 
34.6 
33.5 
31. 7 
29. 1 
26.8 

31. 2 
30.6 
29. 7 
28.5 
25 . 9 
24. 1 

AveragE 

36.1 
35.9 
34.6 
32.8 
29. 5 
27 . 0 

34.8 
34.2 
32.9 
31. 3 
28. 8 
26.3 

29.7 
29. 1 
28.6 
27.2 
24.8 
22.8 

I 

--1 
O' 
I 
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accuracy of the slope of the energy grade line is approximately 

± 0. 00002. 

The conductivity probes were calibrated in a separate calibra

tion tank prior to use. Since all calibrations were linear, it was not 

n~cessary to know calibration factors during the experiments in order 

to calculate the variances. Prior to each run, the background salt 

concentration was eliminated by balancing the Sanborn r e corder to r e ad 

zero concentration. Enough tracer was inserted for each run so that 

the concentration at the downstream probe varied over a range of 

approximately 100 parts per million. The Sanborn recorder was ad

justed so that this range would give nearly a full- scale deflection. 

The data, stored on magnetic tape, were r e ad into th e computer 

along with the analysis program. The program contained several tests 

intended to identify when the trace departed significantly from the 

running mean , and when it returned. The moment calculations were 

carried out between the start and end points so ide ntifi ed . Drift 

(originating mainly in the filter system) was accommodated by pro

portioning a base line linearly from the starting to ending concentration 

values. The starting and ending values picked by the program were 

checked against th e pen record of the Sanborn recorder; often , because 

the program tests were fallible, thes e values would be in error, and 

the visually established e nd points would have t o be ins e r te d f o r a 

repeat calculation . 

Tables 4 through 7 show the hydraulic conditions and results of 

each · run in series 1200 through 1500. Mean velocity was calculated by 

the formula , 
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Table 4. Results of Series 1200, June 29, 1965. 

Depth = 4. 6 cm. 
Slope = 0. 00060 

Run 

1201 
1202 
1203 
1204 
1205 
1206 
1207 
1208 

1209 
1210 
1211 
1212 
1213 
1214 
1215 
1216 

1217 
1218 
1219 
1220 
1221 
1222 
1223 
1224 

Probe Positions 
(all 2. 5 cm. 
above bottom) 

Up- Down-
Stream Stream 

Sta. 26. 97 Sta. 54. 58 
on C. L. on C. L. 

Average, 1201-1208 

Sta. 26. 97 
21 cm. 
east of 
C . L . 

Sta. 54. 5 8 
on C.L. 

Average,1209-1216 

Sta.26. 97 Sta. 54.58 
12. 2 cm. on C. L. 
west of 
C.L. 

Average ,1217-1224 

Ave rage , S eries 1200 

Shear Velocity = 1. 51 cm. I s ec . 
7{, ' = o. 37 

Variances 
a 2 

Mean 
Velocity 

Dispersion 
Coefficient 

(se~. 2 ) 
Up- Down- u D 

Stream Stream (cm. /sec . )(cm. 
2 

/sec.) 

8 .6 
10.8 
10. 9 

8 . 1 
7.2 

11. 9 
16 .3 
5.9 

10.0 

10. 7 
10.2 
9.2 
7. 8 

12.8 
9.5 
7. 6 
9.6 

9.7 

8 . 7 
12 . 9 
5.4 
5.9 
6 . 4 
4.5 
4.8 
5.5 

6 .7 

8. 8 

13. 1 
13.0 
13. 5 
10.6 

9 . 8 
14.2 
1 7. 1 

9. 7 

12.6 

13.6 
13.8 
1 1. 6 
12 .7 
12.4 
14.5 

9.6 
13 .2 

12.7 

15.0 
20.0 

8 . 2 
9.8 
9 .7 

10.2 
9 . 0 

10.0 

11. 5 

12.3 

32 . 6 
32 .6 
32.3 
32 . 3 
32 .6 
32.6 
32 . 6 
32 . 3 

32 .5 

3 1. 7 
32.0 
32.6 
32 . 0 
32.6 
3 1. 1 
32 . 6 
32.3 

32.0 

3 1. 7 
31. 1 
32 . 3 
32 .0 
32 . 6 
32.0 
32 . 6 
3 2.0 

32.0 

3 2. 3 

94 
45 
52 
52 
54 
47 
17 
76 

54 

56 
72 
50 
98 

7 
164 
42 
73 

69 

123 
128 

56 
7 8 
69 

112 
8 7 
88 

92 

72 

Ave rage Dime nsionless 
Dispersion Coefficients: 

3 
D K /dU':' = 0. 52 

D/ru ':' = 11. 5 
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Table 5. Results of Series 1300, June 29, 1965. 

Depth = 9. 05 cm. 
Slope = 0. 00023 

Run Probe Positions 
(all 7. 6 cm. 

above bottom) 
Up- Down-

Stream Stream 

1301 Sta. 30. 11 Sta. 54. 52 
1302 0.3cm. onC.L. 
1303 west of 
1304 C.L. 
1305 
1306 
1307 
1308 
1309 

Average, 1301-1309 

1313 Sta . 30 . 11 Sta. 54. 52 
1314 21. 0 cm. 20. 4 cm. 
1315 west of west of 
1316 C. L. C. L. 
1317 
1318 
1319 
1320 
1321 

1322 
1323 
1324 
1325 
1326 
1327 
1328 
1329 
1330 

Average,1313-1321 

Sta . 30 . 11 
19. 8 cm. 
east of 
C.L. 

Sta. 55. 27 
20. 4 cm. 
east of 
C.L. 

Average, 1322-1330 

Averag e , Series 1300 

Shear Velocity= 1. 29 cm. /sec. 
x. =0.35 

Variances Mean Dispersion 
at 2 

2 Velocity Coefficient 
(sec. ) -

u D 
Up- Down-

2 
Stream Stream (cm. I sec . ) (cm. I sec .) 

10.8 
9. 9 
7.0 
8.2 
9. 1 

10.2 
10 . 4 
10.6 
14.3 

10. 1 

13.0 
9. 7 

10. 8 
9.4 

12.2 
10.0 
12.2 
12.9 
12. 6 

11. 4 

8.7 
10.6 
11. 1 
4.7 
6.0 
7.6 
7 . 0 
8.2 
6 . 4 

7.8 

9 . 8 

19.8 
19.0 
14. 8 
15.9 
13. 5 
14. l 
17.8 
16.0 
18 . 6 

16.6 

23.0 
18. 6 
21. 8 
19.7 
23.3 
20. 1 
21. 5 
19.7 
23.5 

21. 2 

22.8 
20.5 
20 . 8 
16.3 
22.4 
1 8 .4 
22.4 
23.5 
19.9 

20.8 

19.5 

31. l 
31. 1 
32.0 
31. l 
31. 4 
31. 7 
31. 7 
31. 1 
31. 7 

31. 4 

29.0 
29.6 
28. 7 
29. 9 
29.0 
29.0 
29 . 3 
29.6 
28 . 7 

29.3 

29 . 3 
29. 9 
30.2 
29 . 3 
2 8 . 0 
29 . 6 
29 . 0 
28 . 4 
29 . 6 

2 9. 3 

29 . 9 

182 
186 
172 
157 

92 
8 3 

155 
10 8 

92 

137 

162 
157 
175 
184 
18 1 
168 
158 
11 8 
174 

164 

230 
171 
174 
1 8 9 
234 
182 
244 
228 
225 

20 8 

169 

Average Dimensionless 3 
Dispersion Coefficient: Dx. I dU >:' = 0. 62 

D/ru ':' = 17. 6 
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Table 6. R e sults of Series 1400, June 29, 1965. 

D epth = 13.7 cm. Shear Velocity = 1. 12 cm. /sec . 
Slope = 0. 00012 x. = 0. 35 

Run Probe Positions Variances Mean 
(all 10. 2 cm. 2 Velocity 0 t 2 
above bottom) (sec. ) -

Up- Down- Up- Down- u 

Stream Stream Stream Stream (cm. I s e c.) 

1401 Sta. 29. 98 Sta. 55. 27 12 .5 33.7 
1402 on C. L. on C. L. 12. 9 27 . 5 
1403 12.0 2 5 .2 
1404 16. 3 29. 8 
1405 9.2 24.2 
1406 10 . 8 21. 6 

Ave rage, 1401-1406 12.3 27 . 0 

1407 Sta. 29. 98 Sta. 55. 27 7 . 8 27.8 
1408 21 cm. 22 cm. 5.8 25 . 8 
1409 e ast of east of 5.9 16.3 
1410 C.L. C.L. 5.3 3 0.5 
1411 7. 8 28.8 
1412 7.6 20 . 5 

Average,1407-1412 6.7 25.0 

1413 Sta. 29. 98 Sta. 54. 34 13. 2 32.6 
1414 25 cm. 23 cm. 6.6 22.3 
1415 west of west of 7. 3 22.9 
1416 C.L. C.L. 9.7 27.2 
1417 8. 3 23. 1 
1418 6.0 20 .6 

--
Average ,1 413 - 1418 8.5 24.8 

Average, Series 1400 9 .2 25.6 

Average Dimensionless 
Dispersion Coefficients: 3 

D x. /dU>:' = 0 . 53 
D/ru >:' = 16 . 4 

25.0 
26 .8 
27. 1 
27 . 7 
27. 7 
27 . 1 --
26 .8 

25 . 9 
25.3 
26.5 
2 6 . 2 
26.2 
26 .5 

26 . 2 

25.0 
26.2 
25.6 
25. 6 
25.6 
25.6 

25 . 6 

26.2 

Dispersion 
Coefficient 

D 
2 

(cm. I sec.) 

217 
181 
171 
185 
21 0 
139 

184 

222 
211 
105 
292 
243 
158 

205 

20 1 
189 
178 
196 
165 
168 

1 82 

191 
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T abl e 7. Results of Series 1500, July 7, 1965 . 

Depth = 6. 5 cm. Shear Velocity= 1 . 03 cm. /sec. 
S lope = O. 00019 x. (assumed) = 0 . 36 

Run P robe Positions Variances Mean Dispersion 
2 Velocit y Coefficient crt 2 

(sec. ) 
u D 

Up- Down- Up - Down- 2 
Stream Stream Stream Stream (cm. I sec. )(cm. I sec.) 

1501 Sta . 14. 99 Sta. 55. 70 20.3 32. 1 19.5 35 
1502 on C.L. on C . L. 1 1. 1 31. 3 19 . 5 60 
1 503 and and 10 . 3 37.2 19. 2 78 
1504 18 cm. 19 cm. 8.8 33 . 0 19. 2 71 
1505 eas t of east of 11. 8 39.5 19 . 5 81 
1506 C.L. C.L. 8.3 32.6 19. 5 72 
1507 8.0 34.9 19. 2 77 
1508 All 4. 3 cm. 9. 1 32.3 19. 2 67 
1509 above bottom 12.2 39.4 19 . 5 81 
1510 7.5 32.4 19 . 5 73 
1511 12.9 32.7 19.2 58 
1512 7.2 37.0 19. 2 85 
1513 8 . 3 41. 4 19. 2 95 
1514 14 . 3 38.7 19.5 72 
1515 9. 3 32.0 19. 5 68 
1516 11. 5 35. 1 19. 5 70 

Average, 1 501 - 15 1 6 10.7 35 . 1 19. 4 72 

1517 Sta. 14. 99 Sta.55 . 70 15. 1 34.7 19. 5 58 
1518 21 cm. 22 cm. 13.4 45.6 19.2 92 
1519 west of west of 9.6 34 . 7 19.5 74 
1520 C . L. C . L . 8.7 38.5 19.2 87 
1521 and and 10.3 33 . 1 19.5 69 
1522 1 8 cm. 19 cm. 8.6 35.2 19. 2 77 
1523 e a st of east of 10 . 4 37.6 19.5 80 
1524 C . L. C.L . 7.8 30.5 19.2 66 
1 5 25 13 . 8 39.3 19. 5 75 
1526 All 4 . 3 cm. 8.8 34.2 19.2 73 
1527 above bottom 9.0 35 . 4 19 . 2 77 
1528 9. 7 37.0 19. 5 80 

(Continued on following page) 
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Table 7 (Continued) 

Run Probe P ositions Variances Mean Dispersion 
2 Velocity Coefficient 0 t 2 (sec. ) 

u D Up- Down- Up- Down-
2 

Stream Stre am Stream Stream (cm. I sec. ) (cm. /sec.) 

1529 Same as 1517-1528 7.2 34 . 6 19.2 79 
1530 12.8 36.8 19.5 72 
1531 10.6 34.7 19.5 72 
1532 8. 2 40.0 19.2 92 
1533 10 . 7 34 . 3 19. 5 7 0 
1534 8. 8 33.5 19. 2 72 
1535 8.9 37. 1 19. 5 83 
1536 13.5 32.0 19.5 56 -- --

Avera&e, 1517-1536 10.3 35. 9 19.4 75 

1537 Sta. 14. 99 Sta. 55. 70 10. 1 33.9 19.2 69 
1538 on C. L. on C. L. 6.4 33.7 19.2 78 
1539 2. 5 cm. 2. 5 cm. 6.3 29.2 19.5 67 
1540 and and 6.9 30.8 19.5 71 
1541 4. 3 cm. 4. 3 cm. 9.0 30.3 19. 5 63 
1542 above above 10.5 38.7 19.2 82 
1543 bottom bottom 10.6 35. 9 19. 2 74 
1544 10.0 34.7 19.5 74 
1545 8. 1 40 . 1 19.5 96 
1546 9.3 31. 5 19.2 64 
1547 9.2 32. 8 19. 5 70 
1548 9. 1 33.4 19.2 71 
1549 8.6 37 .0 19.5 83 
1550 7.2 31. 6 19.5 74 
1551 10.0 38.4 19.5 84 
1552 8.9 38.3 19. 2 85 
1553 10 . 3 35.4 19 . 5 74 
1554 10.3 31. 1 19. 2 60 
1555 8 . 8 32. 1 19. 2 68 
1556 9. 5 38.5 19.5 86 

Ave rage, 1537-1556 9.0 34.4 19.4 74 

Average, Series 1500 10.0 35.3 19.4 74 

Average Dimensionless 
Dx.3 /dU>!< Dispersion Coefficients: = 0.52 

D/rU>:< = 12. 7 
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x2 - x1 
u = ---- (89) 

t2 - tl 

in which t
1 

and t
2 

are the mean times of passage past the upstream 

and downstream probes, located at X 1 and X 2 respectively. Dispersion 

coefficients were obtained from equation 75. As previously mentioned, 

all station numbers are in feet from the beginning of the uniform chan

nel; all other measurements are in the metric system. 

2. Experiments in the 40-meter Flume 

Experiments were conducted in the 40-meter flume with rectang

ular cross section, 110 cm. wide and at various depths. Up to six 

probes were used; since six Sanborn channels could not be digitized 

simultaneously, all data were read from the Sanborn strip charts and 

fed into the computer by punched cards. All probes were located on the 

same cross section, but at varying depths so that the concentration pro

file could be observed. Since space did not permit placing all the elec

trodes in a vertical line, each probe was placed at a desired depth but 

at a random lateral position. Probe positions were measured after the 

run by a bent point gauge mounted on the instrument carriage. With this 

pointer, position could be measured longitudinally within 0. 5 cm. , 

laterally within O. 1 cm. , and vertically on a vernier gauge reading to 

0.001 ft. 

Tracer was inserted from a trough, three inches by three inches 

by forty-three inches, mounted at rail level above the flume. The dis

tance from trough to probes was varied by moving the trough, rather 
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than the probes, in order not to disturb the calibration of the probes. 

Several tracer insertions, each identified as a run, were made at each, 

trough position. A set of runs made at one trough position is termed 

a "group"; the concentration measured at each probe at a particular 

elapsed time from tracer rele as e ' was averaged over the runs in a 

group to obtain a "group-averaged" concentration. Curves of group-

averaged concentration-vs. -time were then used in the analysis . 

Performance of all th e runs in each series was accomplish"'.d 

in about two hours, after which the probes were calibrated by inserting 

into the flume known quantities of salt. The water was recirculated in 

the flume until all the salt was dissolved and completely mixed, as 

indicated by a constant reading of all probes. When mixing was com-

plete another quantity of salt was added, until a complete calibration 

curve was defined (see figur e 16). Since all of the analytical proce-

dures require knowledge only of relative concentrations, the values re-

ported are in entirely arbitrary units; a convenient number of grams 

of salt added, g, was assigned the value of 100 concentration units. 

This defined a calibration factor for each probe, 
:~ 

100 
fc=~, 

s 
(90) 

in which d (g) is the Sanborn deflection corresponding to addition of g 
s 

grams. Then 

c = f d c s 

in which d is any Sanborn deflection. 
s 

(91) 
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Velocity measurements were obtained on separate days by re

producing the hydraulic conditions of each series. Profiles were take n 

on centerline at three stations, and off centerline at one. Complete 

results are shown in table 8, and the plotted averages and r e sulting 

von Karman constants are in figure 1 7. 

Tables 9 and 10 show the complete results of s e ries 2600 and 

2700. The time scale was calculated from equation 42, the m e an 

velocity from equation 89, and the dispersion coefficient from e qua

tion 75 (for series 2600 a single dispe rsion co e fficient was obtained by 

plotting group-averaged variance vs. time). Calculation of the mean 

time of passage and variance for each run was made as follows . The 

time at which the tracer entered the flow was recorded on the Sanborn 

strip chart by depressing the marker switch. The concentration-time 

curve at each probe for e ach run was defined by rec o rding the deflec

tion of each Sanborn pen at each of a sufficient number of times to 

adequately describe the passage, generally about 25 time values. The 

same time values were maintained for each run of a group for which 

the trough was at · a constant distance from the probe s. For each 

group, the deflection values were punched onto IBM cards and entered 

in the computer in a three-dimensional mesh, whe re the fir st index 

corresponded to the time value, the second to the run, and the third to 

the probe . Each probe was as signed an area of the cross section 

which included the e ntire w idth and half the v e rtical distance from th e 

lower to the next higher probe (ar eas assigned the upper and lowermo st 

probes, of course, terminate d at the boundaries). The comp ute r was 

given the calibration factors and assigned percentage areas for each 
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Table 8. V elocity Measurements; Flow in 40- M e ter Flume 
110 Centimete rs Wide. 

N ormalized 
D epth 
y/d 

Measured Vel ocity (cm. I sec.) 
Sta. 30 

Sta. 15 Sta. 22 Sta . 30 27. 5 cm. 
on C . L . on C. L. on C. L. W . of C. L . 

Conditions similar to series 2600; Depth = 6. 9 cm. 

Average 

Shear V e locity = 1. 36 cm. I se c . 

0. 894 30 . 8 30. 8 3 1. 1 30 . 8 
0 . 717 30 . 2 29.9 30 . 2 30 . 2 
0 . 540 29. 0 29. 0 29.0 29.0 
0.407 2 7 . 4 27 . 1 27.7 27 .4 
0.274 25 . 9 25 .9 26.5 26.2 
0. 142 23.8 23.5 23 . 8 23. 8 
0.0531 21. 0 20.7 20.4 20 . 7 

Conditions similar to series 2700: Depth = 12. 8 cm. 
She ar Velocity = 1. 6 2 cm. / sec. 

0.890 39.6 39.9 40 . 5 40.2 4 0 . 2 
0.722 39 . 3 39.6 40.2 39.3 39 . 6 
0 . 603 38 .4 38.4 39 . 3 38.7 38 . 7 
0.483 37 . 8 37.2 37.2 37.2 37.5 
0.364 36.3 36 . 9 36 . 6 36.3 36 . 6 
0.244 34. 1 34.4 34 . 4 34.4 34.4 
0. 125 3 1. 7 3 1. 7 31. 4 32.3 31. 7 
0.0526 28.3 28.3 28 . 3 27.7 2 8 . 3 

N ote: Abbreviations: C . L., cente rline; W. , West. 

,· -



Table 9. 

Depth = 6. 9 cm. 
Slope = O. 000310 
x. = o. 35 

Probe Locations: 

Injection Locations: 
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Results of S e ries 2600, Nov. 31, 1965. 

Shear Velocity = 1. 36 cm. I sec. 
M e an Velocity = 26. 9 cm. /sec. 
Time Scale, T = 5. 94 sec . 

Probe Longitudinal 
Sta. (m.) 

Lateral Vertical 

E 
I 
J 
F 
H 

Runs 

2601-05 
2606-10 
2611-14 
2615-18 

36.06 
36.06 
36 . 06 
36.06 
36.06 

cm. from cm. above 
C. L. bottom 

8. 2 E. 
6 . 6 w. 
1. 9 w. 

19.5 E. 
18. 4 w. 

Longitudinal Sta. 

29.00 
22.00 
15.00 

8 . 00 

6 .2 
4.9 
3 .4 
1. 6 
0.3 

Run T Variance Run T Variance 
(sec. ) (sec . 2 ) (s e c.) (sec. 2 ) 

2601 24.8 3.36 2611 76.8 19. 9 
2602 24.6 4.56 2612 76 .9 20.4 
2603 24.0 3 .. 92 2613 76.8 19.4 
2604 24.4 3.59 2614 77. 1 18.6 
2605 24.8 3.75 Average 

-- --
76.9 19. 6 

Average 24.5 3.89 

2606 51. 1 11. 4 2615 103 29.2 
2607 50.6 11. 2 2616 103 28.9 
2608 51. 1 12.2 2617 103 29. 1 
2609 51. 1 .12. 0 2618 103 29.5 
2610 50.4 12. 0 

Average 103 29. 2 -- --
Average 50.9 11. 8 

Dispersion Coefficient 
2 

Average = 11 7 cm. I sec. 

Average Dimensionle ss Dispersion Coefficients: 3 0.52 Dx. /dU ':' = 
D/rU>:< = 14. 1 
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Table 1 O. Results of Series 2700, Dec. 7, 1965. 

= 12. 8 cm. 
0.000257 
0.39 

Depth 
Slope = 

= 

Shear Velocity= 1. 62 cm. /sec. 
Mean Velocity = 36. 2 cm. I sec. 
Time Scale, T = 8 . 30 sec. 

Probe Locations: Probe Longitudinal 
Sta. (m. ) 

Lateral 
cm. from 

C.L. 

Vertical 
cm. above 

bottom 

Injection Locations : 

Run 

2701 
2702 
2703 
2704 

Ave rage 

2705 
2706 
2707 
2708 

Average 

G 
F 
I 

H 
J 
E 

Runs 

36.06 
36.06 
36.06 
36.06 
36.06 
36.07 

2701-04 
2705-08 

T 
(sec.) 

38.3 
38 .2 
38.7 
38.6 

38.5 

69 .3 
68.4 
68.9 
68. 7 

68.8 

15. 7 w. 
19. 7 E. 

1. 6 E. 
2. 8 w. 
8. 0 w. 
7. 8 E. 

Longitudinal Sta. 

22.00 
11.00 

Variance 
(s ec . 2) 

. 7. 77 
9. 19 
9.05 
8. 17 

8.50 

19 . 8 
19.6 
18.7 
19.3 

19.4 

2 
Average Dispersion Coefficient = 236 cm. /sec . 

0.7 
3. 1 
5.2 
7 . 8 

10.2 
12. 1 

Average Dimensionless Dispersion Coefficients: 
3 Dx. /dU>:< = 0. 66 
D/rU >:< = 14. 0 
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probe, and computed the mean concentration over the cross s ec tion for 

each time value. These values were then used to compute mean times 

and variances for each run. The concentration for each time v alue at 

eac h probe was also ave rage d ove r the runs in the group, and mean 

concentrations, times, and variances computed from the group-

ave raged values. The computer printed out m e an concentration and 

concentration de v iation from the mean at e a c h probe, both for e ach run 

and for the group average (see Appendix III for group averaged results). 

The group-averaged concentrations were used both in the r o u t-

ing procedur e to verify the dispe rsion coeffic i ent (obtained fr om group-

a veraged data), and to o bse rve the comparison with the predicted steady 

state profile. Figure 18 shows the averaged r esults of each group in 

Series 2600; the das h ed line is the r esults of runs 2606-10 routed ac -

cording to equfttion 8 1 to compare to runs 2615 - 18, using the dispersion 

coefficient obtained b y the change of moment m e thod of 11 7 cm. 2 I s e c . 

Figure 19 shows the same thing for the groups of S e ries 2700; the 

dashed line is the result of runs 2701-04 routed to compare to runs 

2705-08, using the dispe rsio n coefficient of 236 c m. 2 I cm. 

The experimental r e sults may be compared with equation 49, 

the steady state concentration profile, by assuming equation 86, 

(JC is obtaine d by measuring slopes on figures 18 and 19. The compario t 
son is shown in figure 20. 
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The dispersion coefficients determined in both the 60-foot and 

40-meter flumes exceed the predictions of Elder' s application of 

Taylor 1 s analysis by approximately 40%. Some possible explanations 

will be given in Chapter VIII. Figure 20 shows that concentration pro

files measured in the 40-meter flume did tend to assume the form 

predicted by Taylor's analysis. 

3. Experiments in the 40-meter flume with trapezoidal insert. 

One experiment (series 3300) was conducted in a trapezoidal 

channel with smooth sides, to determine whether the shape effect 

would produce results greatly different from those of the experiments 

in rectangular channels. 

The trapezoidal insert, placed in the 40-meter flume, is com

pletely described in the section on experiments with rough sides, for 

which it was primarily designed. 

A cross section of the channel with measured velocity contours 

is shown in figure 2la. Lateral stations were measured by positioning 

the tip of the Prandtl tube and reading the lateral scale on the instru

ment carriage. Velocity m easure ments were taken at stations 23. 6 

and 32. 5, and average d. 

The position of each probe is shown in figure Zla. To obtain 

the eras s sectional m e an concentration symme try was assumed about 

station 12. OW, and each probe assigned the following a reas: Probe J, 

station 12. OW to 16. SW; probe I, station 16. SW to 23. OW; probe G, 

23.0W to 27. OW; and probe H, 27.0W to the west wall. Table 11 lists 

the mean time of passage and variance for each r un and group of runs; 
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Table 11. Results of Series 3300, Feb. 3, 1966. 

Depth = 3. 4 cm. 
Slope = 0. 00218 

Mean Velocity = 48. 3 cm. I sec. 
Shear Velocity= 2 . 49 cm. I sec. 

Mean square velocity d e viation, 7 = 67. 5 cm. 
2 I sec . 

2
. 

Probe Locations: Probe Longitudinal Lateral Vertical (cm. 
Sta. Sta. above bottom. 

Injection Locations: 

Run 

3301 
3302 
3303 
3304 

Average 

3305 
3306 
3307 

Average 

3308 
3309 
3310 

Average 

J 
I 

G 
H 

33 .52 
33 .. 52 
33 .52 
33.52 

Runs 

33 01-04 
3305-07 
3308 -10 

t 
(s e c. ) 

19. 9 
19.7 
19. 8 
20. 1 

19.9 

38 .5 
38.8 
39 .0 

38.8 

58.9 
58.7 
58 .9 

58 . 8 

12. 0 w. 
19. 0 w. 
25. 0 w. 
28 . 3 w. 

Longitudinal Sta. 

23.90 
14.95 
4.99 

Variance 
(s ec. 2 ) 

27.6 
2 8 . 3 
26.7 
2 8 .2 

27.8 

7 1. 8 
72. 9 
72.2 

72.8 

121 
126 
121 

123 

Ave rage Dispersion Coefficie nt 
2 = 282 cm. /sec. 

Average Dimensionless Dispe rsion Coefficient , D/rU >!< = 39. 

2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
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Figure 2la. Cross section of flow, series 3300. Contours are velocity, in cm. /sec. 

Figure 2lb. Results of series 3300. ---Result of runs 3305-07 routed to compare 
with runs 3308-10, D = 282 cm. 2 /sec. Concentration i n arbitrary units; 
note change of scale f or each curve . 
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The mean velocity was calculated by equation 89 and the dispersion 

coefficient by plotting group-averaged variance vs. mean time of 

passage. Figure 2lb shows the group-averaged cross sectional mean 

concentration as a function of time after release for each group. 

The calculated dispersion coefficient of 282 cm. 2 I sec. was 

verified by the routing procedure , as shown in figure 21 b, by routing 

the results of runs 3305-07 to coincide with runs 3308-10. The dimen

sionless coefficient exceeds those measured in rectangular flumes by a 

factor of three, indicating that the small lateral variations caused by 

the sloping sides are an important cause of dispersion. 

V-E Flume Experiments (Smooth Sides; Rough Bottom) 

This section continues the description of experiments designed 

to test the applicability of Taylor's analysis to two-dimensional flow s. 

By increasing the roughness of the flume bottom relative to the sides, 

it was hoped that a more truly two-dimensional flow might be _produced. 

Experiments were conducted in flows over established sand dune 

bottoms and over a bottom roughened by placement of stones. 

1. Sand-Dune Bottoms 

a. Experiments in the 40-foot flume 

Preliminary experiments (series 0100 and 0200) were con

ducted in the 40-foot flume during experiments by Hwang (32) in which 

the flume contained a movable bed of sand having a geometric mean 

size of 0. 230 mm. and a geometric standard deviation of 1. 43 . Uniform 
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conditions and bed were established by Hwang prior to each run. 

Tracer was introduced into the downstream hopper from a 2000 ml. 

beaker, and allowed to recirculate in the flume. Runs 0101 and 0 102 

are measurements of the same tracer cloud, 0101 after the first 

passage through the return pipe, and 0102 after the second passage. 

Conductivity was recorded by two probes, neither similar to 

those used in later experiments. The upstream probe, constructed 

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology , consisted of tw o par allel 

1/4 inch by 5/16 inch platinum plates, spaced 1/4 inch apart in a g lass 

holder. The downstream probe was made of two platinum 0 . 040 inch 

diameter wires, spaced 0. 080 inch on c enters; the wires were one 

inch in length bent into a hors es hoe shape and fitted into a bake lite r od. 

Operation of the Sanborn recorder was similar to later experiments. 

Results of the three runs are shown in Table s 12 and 13. A re-

sult is given for the dispersion coefficient made dimensionless both by 
,,, 

the depth times the bed shear velocity u~ (assuming an infinitely wide 

channel ), and the hydraulic radius times the overall shear velocity . 

The former is for comparison with Elder's result, the latter with 

other channels . 

b. Experiments in 40-meter flume 

Series 0300 and 0400 also took advantage of experiments by 

Hwang to utilize an established uniform dune d bed . The sand use d in 

thes e experiments had a geometric mean size of 0 . 206 lnm. and a geo-

metric standard deviation of 1. 46 . Uniform conditions we re e stabli shed 

as reported by Hwang. Tracer was introduced at the upstream end of 

the flume by pouring in an approximately even line across the flow from 

a 2000 ml. beaker. 
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Table 12. Results of Series 0100, March 2, 1964 
Sand-Dune Bottomin 40-foot Flume 

Depth, d = 
Slope, S = 

11. 6 cm. 
0.00161 

Average Shear Velocity, 
U>:C = hJ=S ·= 3. 09 cm./ sec. 

Bed Shear Velocity, 
Ut =~ = 4 . 28 cm. /sec. 

x.. not measured 

Bed Form: Dunes, height 
Wavelength 

,.._, 2. 5 cm. 
~ 25 cm. 

Probe Positions: on centerline at mid depth 
upstream sta. 0. 0 ft. 

Run 

downstream sta. 33. 0 ft (5. 3 ft downstream from 
channel entrance) 

Variances (sec. 2
) Mean Velocity Dispersion Coeff. 

Upstream Downstream (cm. I sec.) (cm. 2 / sec.) 

101 19.4 30.2 40.3 351 
102 50.8 68.2 35.0 358 

Average Dimensionless Dispersion Coefficient, D/dUt 

D/rU>:C 

= 

= 
7.1 

19.0 

Table 13. 

Depth, d 
Slope, S 

= 
= 

Summary and Results of Series 0200, March 7, 1964 
Sand-Dune Bottom in 40-foot Flume 

5. 18 cm. 
0.00305 

Average Shear Velocity, 
U>:< =~ = 3.32 cm./sec. 

Bed Shear Velocity, 
Ut = .j[dS = 3. 94 cm. /sec. 

x. not measured 

Bed for~ and Probe Positions - same as series 0100. 

Run Variances (sec. 2 ) Mean Velocity 
Upstream Downstream (cm. /sec.) 

201 308 337 19 . 4 

Dimensionless Dispersion Coefficient, D/dU>:C 
b 

D/rU>:C 

Dispersion Coeff. 
(cm. 2 / sec . ) 

106 

= 5. 2 

= 8. 7 
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The two probes used in thes e experiments were the on e pre

viously reported as having been construc t ed at M . I. T . , and one similar 

to those described above and shown in figure 9. Results of the two 

series are shown in tables 14 and 15. 

Dispersion co e fficients obtained in the four experiments ove r 

sand-dune bottoms confirmed Elder 1 s result (assuming x. = 0 . 41) with 

remarkable accuracy, particularly considering the difficulty of mea

suring depth over the sand dunes. Unfortunately, values of x. were not 

m easured in thes e preliminary experiments . 

2. Stone Bottoms 

A large bottom roughne ss was obtained in the 40-meter flume 

by covering the bottom with a layer of stone s. The stone us e d wa s a 

white c r ushed lime stone, obtained from the Sunburst D e corative Rock 

Co., of Irwindale , California, and nominally graded 5/8 inch. A sieve 

analysis yielded the following size distribution: 

Sieve mesh size % passing by weight 

1 inch 99 . 6 

3/4 inch 77 . 1 

1/2 i nch 28. 8 

3/8 inch 8 . 4 

Before use the stone w as washed in a concrete mixer to r emove the 

dust and fine material. It was the n hand placed in the flume bottom 

in a l ayer exactly o n e stone thick. Fig ur e 22 shows a sample of the 

stone, and figure 23 shows the flume after placement. Measurements 

with the point gauge after placement indicate d an a pproximate. layer 
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Table 14. Summary and Results of Series 0300, March 3, 1965. 
Sand-Dune Bottom in 40-Meter Flume . 

Depth, d = 16. 6 cm. 
Slope, S= 0.00091 

Average Shear Velocity, 
U ':' = .JgrS = 3.-38 cm. /sec. 

Bed Shear Velocity, 
U~ = h'dS = 3. 86 cm. I sec. 

x. ntst measured 

Bed Form: Dune approximately 5 cm. high 

Probe Positions: On centerline, 7. 6 cm. below surface. 
Upstream sta. 18. 95, Downstream sta. 37.45. 

Run Variances (sec. 2 ) Mean Velocity Dispersion Coeff. 
Upstream Downstream (cm. /sec.) (cm. 2 I sec.) 

0302 21. 9 62.0 36.4 522 
0303 32.4 62.6 36.4 393 
0304 27.0 63.8 36'. 2 472 
0305 30. 1 68.6 35.7 473 
0 307 32.7 66.0 37.5 476 
0308 32.0 66.4 34.5 398 
!Average 36.2 456 

Average Dimensionless Dispersion Coefficient, D/dU~ = 7. 1 

D/rU>:< = 10. 5 

. Table 15. Summary and Results of Series 0400, March 16, 1965. 
Sand-Dune Bottom in 40-Meter Flume. 

= 22. 9 cm. 
0.00091 

Depth, d 
Slope, S = 

Average Shear Velocity, 
U>:< = ~ = 3. 81 cm. /sec. 

Bed Shear Velocity, 
U~ = .JgdS = 4. 52 cm. I sec. 

x. not measur ed 

Bed Form: Dunes approximately 4 cm. high. 

Probe Positions: On centerline, 5. 0 cm. below surface 
Upstream sta. 19. 00, Downstre am sta. 37. 00 

Run Variance s (s ec. 2 ) Mean Velocity Dispersion Coeff. 
Upstream Downstream (cm. I sec. ) (cm. 2 I sec.) 

0401 17 .2 40 .9 48.9 623 
0402 14. 1 35.7 48.5 682 
0403 12.5 37.3 49.1 820 
0404 19.8 45.6 49.0 842 
Average 48.9 742 

Average Dimensionless Dispersion Coefficient, D/dU~ = 7 . 2 

D/rU':' = 12. 0 



Figure 22. 

Figure 23. 
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Stone used for bottom roughness in 40-meter 
flume . 

40-mete r flume with stone layer on bottom. 

, 
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thickness of 1. 8 cm. Initial measurements of the surface of a flow 

indicated that the friction was above ayerage in the vicinity of station 

25. A number of the larger stones in this vicinity were interchanged 

with smaller stones from other positions in the flume, after which a 

uniform flow was obtained, as shown in Table 16. 

As usual, velocities were measured on alternate days from 

experimental runs. Velocities for series 2300 and 2400 were measured 

twice, because on the earlier day the water was cloqdy, and it was felt 

that this might affect the von Karman constant. Results of both measure

ments are presented in table 18; no consistent difference can be ob

served between the two sets of measurements, and both yield the same 

von Karman constants. The overall average is plotted in figure 28. 

Since series 2500 was conducted entirely with clear water, only one set 

of measurements was taken (table 17). 

The experiments (series 2300, 2400, and 2500) were conducted 

exactly as were those in the 40-meter flume over a smooth bottom, 

series 2600 and 2700. Figure 24 is a view of the probe s during serie s 

2500. The horizontal white line in the center of the picture is the wate r 

surface; refraction has distorted the unde rwate r portion. The third 

probe from the left just penetrates the water surface; its electrodes 

are visible as a black dot in the center of the picture. 

Hydraulic conditions and calculated r esults of s e ries 2300 

through 2500 are given m tables 19 through 21. The b e d shear velocity 

for the stone-covered bed was obtained by application of a side - wall 

correction procedure given by Vanoni and .Brooks (35). Mean velocity 

and dispersion coefficient were obtained as before. The group-average d 
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Table 16. Water Surface Measurements with Stones on Bottom of 
40-Meter Flume 

Longitudinal Series 2300 Series 2400 Series 2500 
Station 

(meters) 

6 25. 70 cm. 21. 16 cm. 30.16 cm 
8 25.71 21. 18 30. 18 

10 25.68 21. 19 30. 19 
12 25.71 21. 19 30.15 
14 25.68 21. 16 30. 15 
16 25.71 21. 18 30. 16 
18 25.73 21. 19 30. 12 
20 25.74 21 . 21 30. 14 
22 25.73 21.20 30. 16 
24 25.74 21.20 30. 13 
26 25.74 21. 22 30 . 16 
28 25.78 21.23 30.12 
30 25.76 21. 21 30. 15 
32 25.76 21. 19 30. 17 
34 25.75 21. 17 30. 14 
36 25.76 21. 17 

Note: Average surface of stone = 11. 8 cm. 

Table 17. Velocity Measurements; Flow in 40-Meter Flume 
40 cm. Wide with Stones on Bottom 

Velocity, u(cm. I sec.) 

Normalized On Flume C. L. At West 1 /4 Average 
Depth, y/d Sta. 14 Sta. 22 Sta. 33 Sta. 14 Sta. 22 Sta. 33 

Conditions similar to series 2500; Depth = 18. 4 cm. 
Bed Shear Velocity = 2. 59 cm. /sec. 

. 985 31. 1 30.8 31. 1 29.6 29.6 30.5 30 .5 

. 803 30.5 29.6 30.5 26.5 2.7, l 28 . 9 28.8 

. 637 28.9 27.4 28.9 25.0 26.5 . 28.7 27.6 

. 472 26.2 25.6 27. 1 22.9 24. 1 24.1 24.9 

. 306 23.5 22.3 25.6 19.8 21. 3 23.2 22.6 

. 224 21. 0 22.3 23 . 2 18.6 19.2 21. 0 20. 1 

. 141 17.4 19. 5 18.9 15.5 16.2 18.6 17.7 

.058 7.9 15.5 10. 1 13. 1 13. 1 11. 3 11. 9 



Table 18. Velocity Measurements; Flow in 40-Meter Flume 110 Centimeters Wide With Stones on Bottom. 

Normalized Velocities m easured on Nov. 16 (cm. I sec . ) Velocities, Nov. 26 (cm. I s e c . ) 

Depth, y/d Sta . 15 Sta . 15 Sta. 15 Sta . 3 Sta. 30J Sta. 30 Sta. 15 Sta . 22 Sta. 22 Sta. 30 Average 
E. l /4 onC . L. w.l/ E. 1/ on C. L. W. 1 I 4 one . . onC. .W.1/4 onC.L. 

Conditions similar to series 2300 ; Depth= 13. 9 cm. , Bed Shear Velocity= 2. 65 cm. I sec. 

. 950 31. 1 32 . 2 31. 1 31. 7 31 . 7 31. 1 32.0 31. 7 30.8 32. 3 31. 7 

.840 29.9 30.5 30.2 30 . 8 31. 4 29 . 6 31. 4 30.5 

.730 29.0 30.2 29 . 3 29 . 3 29.3 28.7 29 . 9 29.6 28.0 30.5 29 . 4 

. 621 29.0 27.7 27.7 27.1 28. 7 26.5 28 . 7 29.3 26.8 28.7 28.0 

. 511 26.8 25.9 26.8 25.9 25 . 3 24. 1 26 . 8 26.8 25.9 26.8 26. 1 

. 401 25 . 3 24.7 24.4 24.4 25. 9 . 23 . 2 25.6 25.3 23.8 25.0 24.8 

.292 22.0 22 . 6 21. 3 22.0 22.0 22.0 21. 3 24. 1 20. 1 23.2 22 . l 

.182 15.5 19. 5 18. 3 17.6 18.9 17. 1 18.3 20.7 18.3 20.4 18 . 5 

.072 11. 6 9.8 12.8 0.0 13. 7 9. 1 12.5 16 . 4 13.4 14.3 11. 4 

Conditions similar to Series 2400; Depth= 9. 4 cm., Bed Shear Velocity= 3. 08 cm. /sec. 

. 919 34. 1 34. 1 33.8 33.8 34. 1 33.8 33.8 34.7 34.0 

.756 35.4 33.2 32.3 32.6 31. 7 32.6 32.6 33.5 33.0 

. 627 29.9 31. 4 30.2 '31. 7 30 . 5 ·31, 1 30.8 31. 7 30 . 9 

. 529 27 . 4 29.9 28.7 29.0 28.4 29.9 29.6 30 . 5 29. 1 

.432 27 . 1 28.7 27.7 25 . 9 26.8 27 . 7 27.4 28.4 27.5 

. 334 23.5 24.7 24.7 24. 1 23.8 26.5 26 . 2 25.4 24.9 

. 237 21. 3 22 . 6 2_2. 6 19. 8 20.4 24.1 22 . 9 22.9 22. 1 

.156 17.7 18.9 19. 2 14.6 15. 2 21. 6 19 . 8 19.5 18.3 

.091 14.6 18. 3 13. 7 9. 1 13. 1 18.6 13. 7 18,3 14.9 

...... 
0 
\.11 
I 
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Figure 24 . Probe locati ons during s e ries 2500 . View 
is obliquely from upstream through glass 
wall. 
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Table 19. Summary and Results of Series 2300, November 9, 1965 
40- Meter Flume with Stones on Bottom. 

Depth, d = 13. 9 cm. 
Slope, S = 0. 00054 
von Karmari Constant, 

Bed Shear Velocity, U~ = 2. 65 cm. /s e c . 
Mean Velocity, u = 24. 2 cm. /sec . 
Time Scale, T = 6. 52 sec. 

ft = 0.33 

Probe Locations: Probe Long . Sta. Late ral Sta. Vertical (_cm. 

F 
H 
G 
E 
J 

Injection Locations : Runs 

Run t 
(sec.) 

2301 25.4 
2302 25 .6 
2323 24.2 
2304 25.4 
2305 25.7 
Average 25. 1 

2311 90.7 
2312 91. 0 
2313 91. 8 
Average 91. 1 

2301-05 
2306-10 
2311-14 
2315-18 

Variance 
(sec. 2 ) 

22.5 
22.3 
17.7 
19.2 
19.2 
20.5 

148 
153 
153 
151 

m. (cm . from C. L.) above bottom) 

36.06 11. 3 E 1. 8 
36.06 8 .4 w 4 .2 
36.06 1. 9 E 6.6 
36 .06 13.7 E 9. 7 
36.06 8. 7 w 12 . 3 

Long. Sta. (m. ) 

29 . 0 
21. 0 {poor record - not analyzed) 
13. 0 
21. 0 

Run t Variance 
(se c. ) (sec. 2 ) 

2315 58.5 101 
2316 58.6 96 
2317 57. 1 93 
2318 57.0 88 
Average 57.7 94 

Dispersion Coefficient, D = 578 cm. 
2 

/sec. 

Dimensionless Disp e rsion Coefficient, Dx.3 /dU~ = 0. 56 

D/rU>:' = 21. 4 
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Table 20. Summary and Results of Series 2400, November 12, 1965 
40- Meter Flume with Stones on Bottom. 

Depth, d = 9. 4 cm. 
Slope, S = O. 00104 
von Karman Constant, 

Bed Shear Velocity, U.f; = 3 . 08 cm. /sec. 
Mean Velocity, u = 21. 2 cm. I sec. 
Time Scale, T = 3. 68 s e c. 

x. = 0. 34 

Probe Locations: Probe Long. Sta. 
(m.) 

Lateral Sta. Vertical (cm. 
(cm. from C. L.) above bottom) 

Injection Locations : 

G 
H 
I 
F 
E 

Runs 

36.07 
36 .07 
36.07 
36.07 
36.07 

2401-04 
2405-08 
2409-11 

3 . 7 w 
10. 2 E 
5. 7 E 

14. 9 w 
0. 5 E 

Long . Sta . (m.) 

26.60 
21.90 
12.00 

Run t Variance Run t Variance 
(sec. ) (sec. 2 ) (sec.) (s ec . 2 ) 

2401 37 . 3 63.0 2405 56. 5. 
2402 37. 1 58.9 2406 56.6 
2403 36.6 60. 1 2407 57.0 
2404 37.0 60.4 2408 57.5 
Average 37. 0 60.6 Average 56. 9 

2409 106 191 
2410 106 191 
2411 106 1 93 
Average 106 192 

D i spersion Coefficient, D = 427 cm. 2 /sec. 

Dimensionless Dispersio n Coefficient, Dx.3 / dU~ = 0. 58 

D/ru~:< = 18. 5 

95 
100 

97 
98 
98 

0.6 
2.8 
5.5 
6.8 
8 .5 
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Table 21. Summary and R e sults of S e ries 2500, Novembe r 22, 1965 
40-Meter Flume with Stones on Bottom. 

Depth, d = 18. 4 cm. 
Slope, S = 0. 00033 
von Karman Constant, 

B e d She ar Velocity, U~ = 2. 59 cm. /sec. 
Mean Velocity, u = 22. 2 cm. I sec. 
Time Scale, T = 7. 88 sec . 

:x. = o. 37 

Probe Locations: Probe Long. Sta. 
(m.) 

Injection Locations: 

G 
F 
J 
I 

E 
H 

Runs 

36.06 
36.07 
36.06 
36.07 
36.07 
36.07 

2501 - 04 
2505-10 

Run 

2501 
2502 
2503 
250 4 
Average 

2505 
2506 
2507 
2508 
2509 
2510 
Average 

t 
(sec.) 

53.5 
53.4 
53.4 
52 . 4 
53.2 

106 
106 
108 
106 
107 
107 
107 

Lateral Sta. 
(cm.) 

5. 7 w 
9. 5 E 

20. 2 w 
0. 5 w 

16 . 8 E 
5.7 w 

Long. Sta. (m. ) 

23.00 
11.00 

Vertical (cm.) 
above bottom) 

0. 8 
2.9 
6.0 

10.0 
14.6 
18. 1 

Variance 
(sec. 2 ) 

88.6 
91. 6 
92.5 
82.6 
88.9 

218 
226 
222 
214 
233 
237 
226 

Dispersion Coefficient D = 626 cm. 2 /sec. 

Dimensionless Dispersion Coefficient, D:x.3 /dU >:< = 0. 67 

D/rU >:< = 21. 4 

· .. 
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Results of series 2300. ---Result of runs 2315-18 routed to com
pare with runs 2311-13, D = 580 cm. 2 /sec. Mean concentration 
in arbitrary units; note change of scale fo r each curve. 
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Figure 27. Results of series 2500. ---Result of runs 2501-04 routed to compare with 
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note change of scale for each curve. 
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Figure 29. Comparison of measured concentration profiles for series 
2300, 2400, and 2500 with prediction by Taylor's analysis. 
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results of each group of runs are shown in figures 25, 26, and 27; the 

dashed line, as before, indicates the verification of the dispersion co-

efficient by the routing procedure . Figure 29 shows comparison of ex-

perimental concentration profiles with equati o n 49, the predicted steady-

state pr_ofile . The comparison is supe rior to that of the experiments 

over a smooth bottom. 

The dimensionless dispe rs i on coefficients obtained from the 

three experiments in flows over stone bottoms are similar to those ob -

tained with smooth bottoms, and exceed the prediction of Elder ' s analy-

sis by approximate l y 50%. Possible reasons ar e given in Chapter VIII. 

V-F Flume Experiments (Side Channel C o nstrictions) 

One serie s of runs (se ries 1600) was made in the 60-foot flume 

with the channel modified only by the addition of three side constr ictions . 

The constricti ons were made by inserting into the flume c ut-outs of 3 /4-

inch plywood, shape d as shown in figure 30 , which blocked the flow in 

the outer 5 inches on either side. The constrictions were placed at st4-

tions 20. 0, 22. 0, and 24 . 0 fe et , and dispersion rates wer e obtained by 

placing two probes above and two b e l ow the constricted sections. 

33 1.. 
,, 
" " 2 " " !'--

II 

" !'--

" !'--
~ = T 

~ 
!-.. '\I " !'-- ;;:," " " " •• " 
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Figure 3 0 - Flume Cons trictio n (no t to s cal e ) 
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No attempt was made to analyze the complex flow pattern which 

results from such a channel modification. A nearly uniform flow was 

obtained (maximum deviation of 0. 34 cm. from average depth). Tracer 

was inserted and conductivity measur ed in a procedure identical to 

that of series 1500, in which the flow was similar but not constricted; 

results are shown in table 22. 

The effect of the channe l constrictions can be seen by comparing 

the results of series 1500 and 1600 (tables 7 and 22), in which depth of 

flow and mean velocity were similar. Addition of the constrictions in

creased the shear velocity by a factor of 1. 4, but the dispersion co

efficient by a factor of 3. 1, giving an increase in the dimensionless 

coefficient of a factor of 2. 4. This increase may be explained by the 

presence of lateral velocity variation s produced by the constrictions. 

The next section will describe e xpe riments in which more pronounced 

lateral velocity variations were produced, leading to much greater 

values of the dimensionless dispersion coefficient. 

V- G Flume Experiments (Rough Sides - Smooth Bottoms) 

In section III-E a method was given for extending Taylor's 

theory to natural flows. Laboratory proof of this method required a 

flow which contained significant late ral as well as vertical velocity 

variation. One way to produc e it is to greatly roughen the channel 

sides. 

Pre liminary experiments to accomplish this were conducted in 

the 60-foot flume. Sloping embankments were place d o n both sides, 

built by piling the stone which was later us e d to roughen the bottom of 
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Table 22. Results of Series 1600, July 7, 1965 
Constricted Flow in 60-foot Flume 

Depth, d = 6. 4 cm. 
Slope, S = O. 00036 

Shear Velocity, U>:< =..;gr5 = 1. 40 cm. I sec. 

Run 

1601 
1602 
1603 
1604 
1605 
1606 
1607 
1608 
1609 
1610 
1611 
1612 
1613 
1614 
1615 
1616 
1617 

1618 
1619 
1620 
1621 
1622 
1623 
1624 
1625 
1626 
1627 
1628 
1629 

Probe Positions 

Up- Down-
stream stream 

Sta. 14. 99 Sta. 55. 70 
on C. L. 
2. 5 c. m. 

and 
4. 3 c.m. 

above 
bottom 

on C.L. 
2. 5 c. m. 

and 
4.3 c.m. 

above 
bottom 

Average, 1601-1617 

Sta. 14. 99 Sta. 55. 70 
4. 3 c.m. 

above 
bottom 

20 c.m. 
west of 

C. L. and 
20 c~ m. 
east of 
C. L. 

4.3 c.m. 
above 

bottom 
19 c. m. 

east 
and 

west 
of 

C.L. 

Average, 1618-1629 

Average, Series 1600 

Variances 
0t2 

(sec. 2 ) 

Up- Down-

Mean 
Velocity 

-
u 

Dispersion 
Coefficient 

D 

stream stream (cm. I sec.) (cm. 2 I sec. ) 

10.7 
12.6 
10.6 
10. 8 
11. 9 
13.8 
12. 2 
10.0 
9.9 

10. 9 
12. 1 
7.6 

12.5 
14.7 
10. 0 
8.8 
6.7 

1 o. 9 

27.4 
21. 8 
18.5 
8.9 

l Z. 0 
11. 5 
11. 1 
12.7 

8 . 9 
12. 7 
10. 1 
16.4 
14.3 

12. 6 

49.8 
53.2 
40.9 
34.4 
52.2 
67.9 
56.3 
42. 1 
56.6 
40. 9 
31. 7 
69.3 
73.6 
35.2 
37.0 
48.7 
85 . 6 
51. 5 

105.4 
109.4 
115. 7 
43.3 
85 . 8 
95.0 
60.8 
63.8 

114. 5 
64.3 
89.4 
99 . 0 
87.2 

69.4 

22.3 
22.3 
22.3 
22.6 
22.6 
22.0 
22.0 
22.3 
22.3 
22.6 
22.6 
21. 3 
22.3 
22.9 
22.6 
22.6 
22.0 
22.3 

21. 7 
21. 0 
21. 0 
22.6 
21. 0 
21. 0 
22.0 
21. 7 
20.7 
22.0 
21. 0 
20.7 
21. 3 

22 . 0 

172 
180 
137 
111 
184 
233 
1 91 
167 
204 
138 

92 
242 
266 

9 8 
124 
185 
337 
180 

316 
332 
365 
157 
278 
319 
214 
210 
381 
218 
302 
304 
283 

231 

Average Dimensionless Dispersion Coefficient, D/rU>:< = 30 
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the 40-meter flume (section V-E). As expected from the theory, the 

resulting dispersion coefficients far exceeded those of the two-dimen

sional runs; D/r U>:< varied from 77 to 220. The results are not re

ported in detail, because (a) the channel was too short to achieve 

reasonable values of dimensionless time, (b) using only one probe at 

each cross section may have introduced considerable error, and (c) 

similar results, but more e x tensive and reliable, were obtained under 

similar hydraulic conditions in the 40-meter flume. 

The analysis of chapter III implies two experimental req\lire

ments: (1) a large length-to-width ratio (since the half-width is the 

characteristic length of the cross section), in order to attain suitable 

dimensionless dispersion times; and (2) a width-to-depth ratio of 

approximately 10, in order for the simplification of the cross section 

to one dimension (transverse) to be valid. A length-to-width ratio of 

at least 200 was desired; this required narrowing the channel to approxi

mately 20 cm. , and limiting the depth to an approximate maximum of 

2 cm. This depth is also nearly a minimum for achievement of a fully 

turbulent Reynolds number. Thus even with an unusually long flume , 

the range of experiments was limited. 

The narrow channel was obtained inside the 40-meter flume by 

installing false sides, using the regular flume bottom, inlet and outlet 

boxes, pump, and all appurte nances. A typical cross section is shown 

in figure 31. Each side is made of eight foot-long plywood sections, 

laid in the flume end to end. Upstream and downstream bulkheads 

were firmly wedged into the upstream and downstream inlet boxe s; the 

adjacent side sections were screwed tightly to the bulkheads, and all 
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Figur e 31 . Cros s s e ction of channel constructed inside 40- met e r flume. 
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other side sections simply placed on the flume floor, weighted by 

bricks, and taped in place with No. 471 S cotch brand vinyl plastic tape. 

Joints between sections were taped and occasionally toe nail e d. The 

tape formed a watertight seal throughout with n egligible leakage. 

Side roughness was obtained by hand placing an embankmen~ of 

white marble stone, one rock thick, of nominal size 1 inch, up the side

walls as far as n ecessary to b e above the maximum water surface. A 

sample of the stone used gave the following sieve analysis: 

Sieve mesh size % passing, by weight 

2 l I 2 inches 

2 inches 

1 1 /2 inches 

l inch 

3 I 4 inch 

98.5 

94.6 

59.8 

12.9 

1. 1 

The stone was carefully placed to yield a uniform surface and minimum 

pore space, and was not secured. No motion of any stone was ever ob

served during a run, and no difficulty was e ncountered in obtaining 

uniform flow. 

Figures 32 and 33 show the completed channel at two widths, 

3 2 cm. (between bottom edges of w o od) for series 3100 and 3200, and 

19 cm. for s eries 3400 . In th e foreground is the downstream bulkhead, 

firmly wedged t o prevent leakage. Figure 34 shows a typical section of 

s i de-wall embankment; the s cale reads in centimeters. Figur e 35 

shows the m e thod for introducing tracer; the t rough rotate s in brackets 

clamped to the wooden side-walls. 



Figure 32. Channel in 40-meter flume 
for series 3100 and 3 200. 

Figure 33. Channel in 40-rneter flume 
for series 3400. 
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Figure 34. Typical section of side-wall embankment 
(scale reads in centimeters). 

Figure 35 . Method of inserting tracer . 
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The procedure for making runs was similar to that previously 

described for series 2600 and 2700 (runs with smooth sides and bottom). 

The probes were always positioned at station 36. 06 m. spaced laterally 

across the flow. Figure 36 shows the probes in position during series 

2800. Probe positions were measured by a bent point gauge, the tip of 

which could be brought almost into contact with the electrodes for read

ing of vertical, lateral, and longitudinal position. Water surface ele

vation was measured as usual by the point gauge, and velocity by the 

Prandtl pitot tube. All three can be seen mounted on the instrument 

carriage, from left to right respectively, in figure 37. 

Visual observations were made by inserting a very highly con

centrated blue dye, color No. 179 N, obtained from the Krieger Color 

and Chemical Co., Hollywood, California. The dispersion pattern can 

be seen in figures 38a and b, whi ch were taken 5 . 5 and 8 . 5 seconds 

respectively after insertion into the flow conditions of series 3100. 

Flow is away from the camera; the foreground shows the upstream 

tail of the distribution, in which high concentrations are found in the 

low velocity water along the sides, and low concentrations in the center. 

Velocity was m e asured at approximately 40 points on each of 

three cross sections, and the cross sections averaged to obtain the 

isovel patterns shown in figures 39a through 44a. The mean squar e 

velocity deviations, ~ , were found by planimetering areas b e tween 

isovels on full s cale drawings. The water in the pores of the embank

ment, although small in volume , has the maximum relative velocity 

and must be included in the calc ulations. For all series the area shown 

as stone was assumed to be 20% water, moving at a uniform velocity 

of 3 cm. I sec. 
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Figure 36. Probes in position during series 2800. 

Figure 37. Oblique view of channel for series 2800, 2900, 
and 3000, showing probe locater pointer, water 
surface pointer, and Prandtl tube mounted on 
instrument carriage. 



(a) 
(b) 

Figure 38. Dye dispersion in flow conditions of serie s 3100; 
(a) 5. 5 s ec . after relea s e 
(b) 8 . 5 s ec . after rel ea s e 
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Hydraulic conditions and results of series 2800, 2900, 3000, 

3100, 3200, and 3400 are given in tables 23 through 28. The character

istic length given is the half-width at the water surface, including 

approximately half of the area shown as stone. The shear velocity is 

for the entire channel; no attempt was made to calculate a shear ve

locity for the rough sides. The mean velocity was calculated by equa

tion 89; where available, the velocity obtained from the venturi meter 

reading agreed within ±5% (for series 3200 and 3400 the reading was 

below meter calibration). 

Curves of group-averaged concentration vs. time for each group 

of runs are shown in figures 39b through 44b; as before, the dashed line 

indicates routed results, for various choices of the dispersion co

efficient. 

A dispersion coefficient for each serie s was calculated by the 

procedure given in Chapter IV. First,a value was calculate d by the 

change of moment method. That v alue was checked by the routing pro

cedure and, for all series, the routing of the group-averaged results 

of the first group compared poorly with the results of the second group. 

Various other dispersion coefficients were used in an attempt to im

prove the routing. For series 3100 and 3400, a good comparison was 

obtained using the coefficients indicated on figures 42b and 44b; the 

other series were performed at such low values of dimensionless time 

that adequate routing comparisons could not be obtained. 

A dispersion coefficient for each series was also obtained by 

the diffusive transport method. The measured steady-state profiles in 

the cross section were obtained by introducing the salt for calibration 
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Table 23. Summary and Results of Series 2800, December 20, 1965 
Trap ezoi dal Channel w i th Rough Sides in 40-Meter Flume 

D epth, d ::: 3 . 5 cm. Shear Velocity, u•:c = 2. 02 cm . I sec . 
Hydrau lic Radius, r = 2.9 cm. Mean Velocity, u = 25.1 cm. /sec. 
\V"idth (bottom of Mean Square Vel. 

inserts), w = 38.1 cm. Deviation, ~ =105cm. 2 /sec. 2 

Characteristic Time Scale, 
length , t('?:' w/2 ) = 20 cm. T = 0. 30t 2 /rU':' = 20 . 5 sec . 

Run t Variance Run t Var iance 
(sec.) (se c . 2

) (sec. ) (sec. 2 ) 

2801 61. 8 . 382 2807 102 634 
2802 63.4 443 2808 103 703 
2803 62.2 353 2809 102 648 
2804 61. 6 330 2810 104 674 
2805 60.3 319 2811 1 00 581 

Ave rage of Average of 

Distance, Inj ection to 
Runs 2801-2805 Runs 2807 - 2811 

Probes {meters ) 16 . 07 

Mean Time of Passage, t(sec.) 61. 9 

Variance, (sec . 2
) 369 

D imensionless Mean Time 
of Passage , t' = t /T 3.0 

Dispersion Coefficient, D : 

Measured Values: Change of Moment M e thod 
Diffusive Transpor t Method 
Best Routing 

Predicted Values: Diffusive Transport (eq. 55) 
Estimate by Time Scal e 

(eq. 90) 

Dimensionless Dispersion Coefficie nt, D /rU* 
(based on measured value by diffusive transport 
method) 

26 . 11 

102 

651 

5.0 

2220 cm. 2 I sec. 
1230 
n. a . 

1307 cm. 2 I sec. 
2150 

210 
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Figure 39a. Cross section of flow for series 2800, Contours are velocity (cm. I sec.). 
+ indicates velocity measurement; E9 indicates probe location. 
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Figure 39b. Results of series 2800. ---Result of runs 2801-05 routed to compare with 
runs 2807-11, D = 1300 cm. 2 /sec . 
Concentration in arbitrary units; note change of scale for each curve. 
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Table 24. Summary and Results of Series 2900, January 7, 1966 
Trapezoidal Channel with Rough Sides in 40-Meter Flume 

Depth, d = 4 . 7 cm. 
Hydraulic Radius, r = 3.7 cm. 
Width (bottom of 

inserts), w = 38. 1 cm. 
Characteristic 

length, .t, (= w/2) = 21. 5 cm. 

Run t Variance 
(sec.) (sec. 2 ) 

290 1 35.7 127 
2902 35.2 118 
2903 36.0 116 
2904 33.9 90 
2905 34.5 97 

Distance, Injection to 
Probes (meters) 

Shear Velocity ,_!:J>:C = 
Mean Velocity, u = 
Mean Square Vel. 

Deviation, urn- = 
Time Scale, 

T = 0. 30 .t,2 /rU':' = 

Run t · 
(sec.) 

2906 57 . 1 
2907 57.5 
2908 56.5 
2909 57.2 
2910 57.7 

Average of 
Runs 290 1- 2905 

16.08 

Mean Time of Passage , t (sec.) 35. 1 

Variance, (sec. 2 ) 111 

Dimensionless Mean Time 
of Passage, t' = t/T 3 . 4 

Dispersion Coefficient, D: 

3.59 cm. /sec. 
45 . 4 cm. /sec. 

343 cm. a/ sec. a 

10. 4 sec. 

Variance 
(sec. 2 ) 

172 
184 
160 
187 
190 

Average of 
Runs 2 9 0 6 - 2 9 1 0 

26. 12 

57.2 

179 

5 . 5 

Measured Values; Change of Moment Method 31 70 cm. 2 /sec . 
Diffusive Transport Method 2530 
Best Routing n. a. 

Predicted Values : Diffusive Transport (eq. 55) 2513 cm. 2 I sec. 
Estimate by Time Scale 

(eq. 90) 3580 

Dimensionless Dispersion Coefficient, D/rU* (based 
on measured value by diffusive transport method) 190 
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Figure 40a. Cross section of flow for series 2900. Contours are velocity (cm. I sec.). 
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Table 25 . Summary and Results of Series 3000, January 14, 1966 
Trapezoidal Channel with Rough Sides in 40 - Meter Flume 

Depth, d = 3.5 cm. Shear Velocity, u•:< = 3 . 51 cm. I sec. 
Hydraulic Radius, r = 2 . 9 cm. Mean Velocity, u 
Width (bottom of Mean Square Vel. 

i n serts), 38.1 D . . .-a-w = cm. ev1at1on, u 
Characteristic Time Scale, 

length, -t (';:- w I 2 ) = 20 cm. T = 0. 30 .f, 2 /rU>:< 

Run t Variance Run t 
(sec.) (sec. 2

) (sec.) 

3001 36.5 110 3005 60 . 4 
3002 35.9 102 3006 61. 2 
3003 36.3 111 3007 60.7 
3004 36.4 107 3008 59 . 6 

Average of 
Runs 3001-3004 

Distance, Injection to 18 . 10 
Probes (meters) 

Mean Time of Passage, t(sec.) 36.3 

Variance, (sec. 2 ) 107 

Dimensionless Mean Time 
of Passage, t' = t/T 3.8 

Dispersion Coefficient, D: 

Measured Values: Change of Moment Method 
Diffusive Transport Method 
Be st Routing 

Predicted Values: Diffusive Transport (eq. 55) 
Estimate by Time Scale 

{eq. 90) 

Dimensionless Dispersion Coefficient, D/ru•:< 
(based on measured value by diffusive transport 

= 45. 1 cm. /sec . 

=503 cm. 2 /sec. 2 

= ll . 8sec. 

Variance 
(sec. 2

) 

230 
251 
250 
226 

Average of 
Runs 3005-3008 

29.01 

60 . 5 

240 

5. 1 

5590 cm. 2 I sec. 
4150 
n.a. 

3711 cm. 2 /sec. 

5930 

method) 410 
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Figure 4la. Cross section of flow for series 3000. Contours are velocity (cm. I sec.). 
+ indicates velocity measurement; © indicates probe location. 
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T abl e 2 6. Summar y and R esults of Series 3100, January 24, 1966 
T r apezoidal Channel w i th Ro ugh Sides in 40-Meter Flume 

Depth, d = 
Hydraul ic Radius, r = 
VVidth (bottom of 

inserts), w = 
Characteristic 

length, t ( ~ w/2) = 

Run t 
( sec . ) 

3 1 03 40.2 
3104 40.2 
3105 39 . 8 
3 1 06 39.4 

Distan ce, Inject ion t o 
Probes (meters) 

3.5 cm. 
2 . 9 cm. 

31. 7 cm. 

17 cm. 

Varia nce 
( sec . 2

) 

132 
134 
131 
123 

Mean T i me of P assage, t "(se c . ) 

Variance , (sec::i ) 

Dimensionl ess M ean T i me 
of Passage, t 1 = t /T 

Dispersion Coefficient, D : 

Shear Velocity,-~~:::' 
Mean Ve l ocity, u 
Mean Square Vel. 

Deviation, Ui7 
Time Scal e, 

T = 0. 30 t 2 / r U>:< 

Run t 
(sec. ) 

3107 66.9 
3 108 66.6 
3109 66 . 7 
3110 67 .1 

Average of 
Runs 3103-3106 

17 .. 50 

39 . 9 

130 

4 .6 

Measured Values : Change of M oment Method 
Diffusive Transport M e thod 
B es t Routing 

= 3 . 48 cm. I sec. 
= 44 . 4 cm. /sec . 
= 
=329 cm. 2 /sec. 2 

= 8.6 sec. 

Variance 
(sec. 2 ) 

239 
242 
240 
244 

Average of 
Runs 3 1 07 - 3110 

29.45 

66 . 8 

241 

8 . 1 

4080 cm.2 I sec. 
2130 
2 500 

Predicted Values : Diffusive Transport (eq . 55) 2503 cm. 2 I sec. 
Estimate by Time Scale 

(eq . 90) 2820 

Dimensionless Dispersion Coefficient, D/rU>:< 
(ba sed on measu·red value by best routing) 250 
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Table 27. Summary and Results of S e ries 3200, January 28, 1966 
Trapezoidal Channel with Rough Sides in 40-Meter Flume 

Depth, d = 
Hydraulic Radius, r = 
Width (bo ttom of 

inserts), w = 
Characteristic 

length, -t(';'w/2) = 

Run t 
(sec.) 

3201 40.0 
3202 41. 0 
3203 40.3 
3204 41. 3 

Distance, Inj ection to 
Probes (meters) 

2 . 1 cm. 
1. 9 cm. 

31. 7 cm. 

16.5 cm. 

Variance 
(sec . 2 ) 

180 
197 
192 
208 

Mean T ime of Passag e , t (s ec. ) 

Variance, ( sec . 2
) 

Dimensionl ess Mean Time 
of Passage , t' = t/T 

Dispersion Coefficient, D: 

Shear V e locity, U >:< 
Mean Velocity, u 
Mean Square V el. 

D eviation, ur.r 
Time Sca le, 

T = 0. 30 -t2 /rU>:< 

Run t 
(s e c. ) 

3205 69. 1 
3206 69 .2 
3207 69.6 

Average of 
Runs 3201- 3204 

17 . 56 

40.6 

194 

3. 1 

Measured Values: Change of Moment Method 
Diffusive Transport M ethod 
Best Routing 

Predicted Values: D iffusive Transport (eq . 55) 
Estimate by Time Scale 

(eq. 90) 

Dimensionless Dispe rsion Coefficient, D/rU>:< 
(based on measured value by diffusive transport 

= 3. 28 cm. /sec. 
= 45.3 cm. /sec. 

=453 cm. 2
/ sec . 2 

= 1 3 . 1 sec . 

Variance 
(sec. 2 ) 

347 
359 
351 

Average of 
Runs 3205-3207 

30.57 

69.3 

352 

5.3 

5650 cm. 2 / sec. 
4000 
n. a . 

4496 cm . 2/sec. 

5930 

method) 640 
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Table 28. Summary and Results of S er i es 3400, February 8 , 1966 
Trapezoidal Channel with Rough Sides in 40 -Mete r Flume 

D epth, d = 
Hydraulic Radius, r = 
Width (bottom of 

inserts}, w = 
Characteristic 

length, t (==' w I 2) = 

Run t 
(s ec. ) 

340 1 34.6 
3402 34.7 
3403 34. 2 

3404 51. 3 
3405 51. 6 
3406 51. 6 

Distance, Injection to 
Probes (meters} 

2. 1 c m. 
1. 7 cm. 

1 9 . 1 cm. 

9. 5 c m. 

Variance 
(sec. 2 ) 

71. 9 
75. 3 
71. 4 

109 
115 
112 

Mean Time of Passage, 
t (sec .) 

Variance (sec. 2 ) 

Dimensionless Mean Time 
of Passage, t' = t/T 

D ispersion Coefficient , D : 

Shear Velocity , U>:< = 
M ean Velocity, u = 
Mean Square V e l. 

3. 88 cm. /sec . 
46. 1 cm. I s ec. 

Deviation, u' 2 
Time Scale, 

=469 cm. 2 /sec. 2 

T = 0. 30 -e,2 /rU>!< = 4. 10 sec. 

Run t Variance 
(sec.) (s ec . 2 ) 

3407 69.0 156 
3408 68 . 9 155 
3409 69.2 156 

Average of Average of Ave r age of 
3401 - 3403 3404-3406 3407 - 3410 

16 .09 23.98 3 1. 97 

34.5 51. 6 69. 1 

72 . 9 112 156 

8.4 1 2. 6 16. 9 

Measured Values: C hang e of Moment Method 
Diffusive Transpor t Method 
Best Routing 

2540 cm. 2 /sec . 
1900 
2200 

Predicted Values: Diffusive Transport (eq. 5 5) 
Estimate by Time Scale 

(e q. 90) 

Dimensionless Dispersion Coefficient, D/rU>!< 

1661cm. 2 / sec. 

1920 

(based on m easured value by best routing ) 330 
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into the downstream hopper. This provided time for the slug to dis-

solve and disperse during circulation through the return pipe, inlet 

box, and the length of the channel. By varying the rate of dumping of 

salt, various concentration gradients could be both achieved and main-

tained at the probes for a considerable time period. Thus the assumed 

conditions of Taylor's analysis could be achieved within an excellent 

approximation. The slug was then allowed to recirculate until mixed 

complete ly throughout the system, when the calibration readings could 

be made. 

Sub-areas for calculating the dispersion coefficient from the 

measured steady state profile were obtained by drawing vertical lines 

midway between the probe positions. Only the half section was used 

in which the probes were located; for series 2800 and 3400, in which 

the probes were spread across the entire section, the probes on the 

east half were reflec t ed about the plane of symmetry into west half 

image positions . The normalized relative concentration, c' ;25:.. , at as 
each probe was obtained for three longitudinal concentration gradients, 

and averaged. In gene ral, the concentration gradient was varied over 

a factor of approximately three, and the normalized cross-sectional 

concentration deviations agreed within 10%. The averaged normalized 

deviation was then used with equation 8 7 to sum the diffusive transport 

across the section and obtain the dispersion coefficient. 

For eac::h series, a predicted dispersion coefficient was obtained 

by two methods : estimation of the time scale from bulk channel para-

meters, and integration of the predicted steady-state profile to obtain 
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the predicted diffusive transport. Combining equations 57 (for the 

time scale) and 40 gives a rapid method for estimating a coefficient: 

,e,:a~ 
D = 0. 30 ---:--

':<: 
rU 

A more accurate method is integration of the predicted steady-state 

profile, which was accomplished by programing equation 55 for the 

high-spee d computer. Each cross section was halved by a plane of 

symmetry, and one half divided into between 21 and 28 integration 

elements. The mean velocity of each element, u' (z), relative to the 

cross-sectional mean was taken from the cross-sectional velocity 

(90) 

m e asurements. The lateral mixing coefficient between elements was 

based on Elder' s result, E: = 0. 23 d U >!< , using the local depth and 
z 

overall shear velocity. Within the section shown as stone the local 

depth was assumed to be 20% of the total. By thus restricting both 

the surface are a available and coefficient for late ral mixing, quite 

high relative concentrations were obtained in the por es . However, 

the pore volume was sufficiently small that the dispersion coefficient 

was not greatly affec ted. 

The predicted steady-state profiles are shown as solid lines 

in figures 45 and 46, along with the measured points. For series 2800 

through 3200 the prediction is an exc e llent fit t o the m~asurements; in 

series 3400 a better fit is obtained {dashed line) by setting, in equation 

55, E: = 0. 30 d U':'. The predicted dispe rsion coe fficients, which are 
z 

an integration in approximate ly 25 steps of the solid line, were in 

general slightly hig her than the coefficients calculated by integration 
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over the six measured points. However, the agreement in all cases is 

quite good. For the two series for which a coefficient is available by 

the routing procedure, series 3100 and 3400, an excellent agreement 

exists between the result of the predicte d diffusive transport and the 

coefficient which produced the best routing. 

In summary, the experiments presented in this section have 

shown that the dispersion coefficient for a laboratory channel can be 

vastly increased by addition of side roughness. All of this increase 

can be explained by the induced lateral variation in velocity. The re

sults will be discussed further in Chapter VIII. 
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CHAPTER VI 

FIELD EXPERIMENTS 

In August and September of 1965, a series of experiments was 

conducted by the U. S. Geological Survey in the Green-Duwamish River, 

Washington. The author participated in this study as an employee of 

the Geological Survey, and was involved in all aspects of experimental 

design and data analysis. The study was part of a broader investiga

tion of the effects of pollution in the Puget Sound area, undertaken with 

the cooperation of the Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle; choice of 

the study reach was dictated by the needs of the Municipality, whose 

Renton Sewage Treatment Plant discharges treated sewage into the 

river downstream from Renton Junction. A complete report of the 

study is being prepared by the author for publication as a Geological 

Survey Professional Paper. 

The study consisted of four experiments. The experiments of 

August 3 and 4 and September 9 measured only one-dimensional longi

tudinal dispersion; dye was injected upstream from the study reach, 

and a series of sampling stations established throughout the reach . 

The experiment of August 17 was similar to that of August 3 and 4, 

e xcept that only a few stations were sampled, and the dye cloud was 

photographed from the air at intervals throughout the day. The experi

ment of August 31 was designed to duplicate the earlier portion of that 

of August 3 and 4 and to obtain lateral concentration profiles at two 

cross sections. 
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Vl-B Description of the Study Reach 

The Green River rises in the Cascade Mountains just north .of 

Mount Rainier. It flows through the foothill area and emerges onto 

an alluvial valley at Auburn, Washington. From Auburn t o its dis

charge into Elliott Bay at Seattle, it meanders through a flat alluvial 

valley. The downstream end, below the confluence of the Black River 

and comprising mostly the estuary, is known as the Duwamish River. 

The Black River, once a major tributary, has since 191 7 containe d 

hardly any flow; this and other channel realignments and the geology 

of the area have been described by Mullineaux (36). 

The reach of inter est (fig. 47 ) includes the lowest 13 miles of 

the Green-Duwamish system, commencing at the Renton Junction 

Bridge and continuing to Elliott Bay. The tidal range at Elliott Bay 

averages approximately 10 feet , although a maximum of 16 feet has 

been recorded. In its lowest 6 miles, the e stuary is dredged to a 

depth of 20 feet, varies in width from 400 to 1, 000 feet, and may be 

characterized as a one-dimensional es tuary . The upper 7-mile reach, 

which is the range of primary interest for this study, may be charac 

terized as a meandering, tidally influenced river. At low flows (about 

300 cubic feet p e r second o r less), the stage at the uppermost station 

shows tidal influence for tides that exceed approximately +8 feet at 

S eattle. Reverse flow occurs at higher tides. Thus, during most 

high tides the entire study reach is tidally affected. In contrast, much 

of the reach flows as a normal river at low tide . 
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stations. 
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Flow in the Green Rive r at Auburn (U. S. Geol. Survey gaging 

station 12-1130) varies from about 12, 000 cfs (cubic feet per second) 

at flood stage, often recorded during winter floods, to low flows on 

the order of 200 to 300 cfs. The river is regulated upstream from 

Auburn by Howard A. Hanson Dam, operated by the U. S. Army Corps 

of Engineers, . which guarantee s to maintain a low-flow dis charge of 

at least 80 cfs. From Auburn to the mouth, the river is leveed to a 

height of 20 feet. Most of the s ediment transport and channel degrada

tion takes place during the winter floods, when the river often flows 

nearly bank full. The pr e sent study was conducted during particularly 

low flows because of the primary interest in pollution. At low stage, 

the river is confined to the bottom of the levees, where the banks ar e 

mud, sand, or occasionally r i prap; the upper banks are covered with 

grass and blackberry vines. The river contains debris of all sorts, 

including snags, logs, and car bodies , much of which projects above 

the surface at low stage and adds to the channel roughness. 

The slope of the rive r b e tween Renton Junction and 42nd Street, 

computed for low tide on August 3, was 0. 000224. A mean hydraulic 

radius for this reach is estimated at 3. 6 feet, yielding a shear velocity 

of 0 . 161 fps (feet per s econd), a Darcy-We isbach friction factor of 

0. 26, and a Manning n of 0. 058. The Manning n value agrees well with 

a table by Rouse (37). 

Table 29 gives a list of all sampling and measuring locations 

used in the study and the types of information collected at each station. 

The river stations, in feet upstream from the mouth of the estuary, 

were established by measuring on the U . S. Geological Survey map 



Table 29. Sampling and measuring stations used during the four experiments, 
and type of information obtained. 

Station Distance up- August 3, 4 August 17 August 31 September 9 
stream from 

mouth of Dye Veloc- Dye Dye Dye Veloc-
estuary (feet) Cone. ity Stage Cone. Cone. Cone. ity Stage 

Renton Junction 69,270 x x x x x x x x 

Skiff No. 1 63,950 x 

Foster Golf 
Course 59,240 x x x x x x x 

Skiff No. 2 56,640 x 

Cherry Street 53,640 x x x x x x x 

Freeway Bridge $0,680 x 

42nd Street 46,240 x x x x x x x 

119th Street 43,940 x x x 

E . Marginal Way 41,450 x x x x x x 

Boeing Bridge 34,320 x x x 

Note: x indicates quantity measured; blank indicates quantity not m easured. 

...... 
>+>-
0' 
I 
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titled, Seattle and Vicinity, at a scale of 1 :62, 500. Figure 48 shows 

views of three of the sampling stations. Cross sections at several of 

the stations, shown in figure 49, were measured on August 3. 

VI-C Measurement Techniques 

The tracer used was Rhodamine B, a commercial dye whose 

properties have been summarized by Buchanan (38). For the purpose 

of this study, the primary properties of inte rest are that: (a) the dye 

is miscible in water up to concentrations of 2 percent by weight; (b) it 

does not decay appreciably during the duration of the test; and (c) it is 

capable of being adsorbed onto river sediments, although in unknown 

quantities. In this study, the dye, contained in a 40 percent acetic

acid solution, was placed into open buckets and inserted into the river 

by dumping from a bridge 2 miles upstream from the reach of interest. 

Immediately after the dye was ins erted and prior to its arrival 

at any of the sampling stations, samples of river water were collected 

at several stations for preparation of dye-concentration standards. For 

the experiment of August 3-4, all of the standards were made from a 

mixture of river water collected at Renton Junction and East Marginal 

Way. Standards consisting of 0. 5, 1. 0, 5. 0, 10, 50, and 100 ppb 

(parts per billion) were prepared. In the later experiments, individual 

sets of standards were prepared from river water taken at each of the 

measuring stations, with the exception of the skiffs, the Freeway 

Bridge, and the l l 9th Street Bridge. For all stations, standards were 

prepared consisting of 0. 5, 1. 0, 2. 5, 5. 0, 10, 20, 40. 80, 100, 200, 

and 400 ppb of Rhodamine B. During the dye-cloud passage, samples 



(a) (b) 

Figure 48 . Sampling stations along the Green-buwamish River; 
(a) Renton Junction, (b) Skiff No . l, (c) Skiff No. 2; 
all looking downstream. 
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were collected at the various stations by lowering a brass holder with 

a 16-ounce glass bottle into the water and allowing the bottle to fill by 

gravity. Samples were taken every 10 minutes, beginning prior to 

visual arrival of the cloud and extending at least an hour after any dye 

was visible, after which the samples were taken half-hourly for as long 

as any dye wa:s believed to r e main. Samples were normally taken 

approximately 1 foot below the water surface. The sampling time 

recorded was the instant at which the bottle entered the water; approxi

mately 20 seconds were required for the bottle to fill. Upon completion 

of the experiment, the sample bottles and standards were stored to

gether in a dark location to await reading of fluorescence on the fluor

ometer. Prior to reading the fluorometer, all bottles were brought 

to the same temperature. In the first experiment, the standards were 

analyzed first, followed by all the bottles in sequence . This meant 

that the last of the bottles was analyzed 4 days after the standards. In 

the later experiments, the standards for each station were read im

mediately prior to the analysis of samples from that station. Using 

this pro c edure, standards and all bottles for a particular station 

could be c omple t ed during the same day. 

At certain stations, the dye cloud was monitored continuously 

by a recording G. K. Turner fluorom e ter. 

During the passage of the dye cloud, m easurements of velocity 

and stage were also made at most sampling stat ions (table 29) . Ve 

locities were measured with Price current meters, and stage was 

measured by a wire-weight gage, except at R enton Junction w h ere a 

c ontinuous stage recorder is in operation. 
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VI-D Visual and Photographic Observations 

Visual observations of the dye cloud, unreliable as they may 

have bee n, provided striking qualitative evidence of the effect of late ral 

velocity variation. Concent ration variations could b e easily distinguish=d 

by eye; by correlating note s on observations with fluorometer readings, 

the following categories were established: 

0 to 10 ppb, not visible; 

10 to 25 ppb, very faint; 

25 to 75 ppb, dull red (rust color); 

more than 75 ppb, bright red . 

The observations reported h e rein come from three sourc e s. Visual 

observations by all membe rs of the staff, b oth professional and non

professional, were recorded by the author . Thirty-five-millimeter 

color slides were taken from both the ground and the air. In addition, 

a study was made on August 1 7 during which a Geological Survey 

De Haviland B eaver aircraft, equipped with an aerial camera, fl ew 

over the dye cloud throughout the day, shooting color and black and 

white film alte rnately at half- hour intervals . Both tidal conditions 

and river inflow on this date were identical to those d uring the study 

of August 3 , and samples analyzed for dye concentration at the var i ous 

sampling sites showed that almost an exact duplicate of the previous 

experiment was achieved. The description which follows includes 

observations from both experiments without differentiation. 
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Immediately on hitting the water, each pail of dye appeared as 

a round oily slick , which within 15 s econds developed into a brilliant 

red disc . The two discs, resulting from the two injections, both 

began to expand in a triangular pattern, with a broad front and pointed 

tail. The sides of the two spots met at a point approximately 300 feet 

downstream from the bridge, where the channel contains a small riffle 

and a rock projects above the surface at the west one-third point. 

Downstream from the riffle, the leading edge of the cloud appeared as 

two fingers, with clear water in the center. The rock at the one-third 

point forms a shadow of quiet water which did not appear to affect the 

passage of the front; howeve r , after the cloud had passed, a brilliant 

tail remained in th e shadow , forming a triangle pointing upstream w ith 

apex angle of approximately 10°. The tail dissipated very slowly , and 

was still quite apparent when the main body of the cloud was several 

hundred feet downstream. 

Figure 50 shows all of the characteristic features of the cloud 

as it appeared when centered approximately 1, 600 feet below the 

injection point . The leading edge is in the form of a point, w ith clear 

water along both sides. The picture also shows two clear-water 

shadows downstream from snags near the l eading edge . The leading 

one-fourth of the cloud, from ground observations, has a distinctly 

mottled texture, which is repeated in the trailing quarter; the center 

half is a uniform red color from bank to bank. Apparently in the ex

tremities mixing has occurred between large parcels of fluid, but only 

in the center has small scale mixing s1noothed out the resulting 

gradients. 
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Figure 50. Aerial photograph of dye dispersion, August 1 7, 0804 hours. 
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In the trailing section of the cloud, clear water penetrates into 

the cloud in a point much like that of the dye point at the leading edge . 

Dye that migrated from the center of the cloud towards the side during 

passage of the main body can be seen lying along the 3 to 5 feet nearest 

the bank for several hundred feet upstream from the rest of the cloud . 

The picture also shows a pocket of dye about 500 feet upstr e am from 

any other- - one of a great many which were observed throughout the 

day. Such pockets fill quite slowly during passage of the dye cloud; 

even the smallest indentations, which to the observer appear to be 

part of the main stream, son1etimes contain clear water long after 

arrival of the cloud, when the rest o f the river is running bright r ed. 

As the cloud passes, these pockets turn slowly from c lear to r ed ; after 

the cloud has passed and the river app e ars to have returne d to its 

normal color, the pocke ts stand out as small patches o f bright red. 

The concentrations contained in these pockets were occasionally 

verified by bottle sample s. For instance, on August 17 at 1120 hours 

at the R e nton Junction Bridge, the concentration in the main flow h ad 

dropped to 13 ppb following pas sage of a peak of 261 ppb , but a pocket 

of bright red water just upstream contain ed 130 ppb. 

Figur e 51, a photograph taken exactly 15 minutes after fig-

ure 50, shows many of the same characteristics , although considerable 

dispersion has obviously taken place . The pattern of flow emerging 

from the curve, and the slow rate of exchange between the fast and 

slow moving sections, is particularly evident. 



Figure 51. A e rial photog raph of dye dispersion, August 17, 0819 h ours. 
C ente r of cloud approximately 2700 fe e t downstr eam fr om 
inj ec tion point. 
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In figure 52, taken slightly over an hour after figure 51, the 

building at the far right center is the same as that at the far left 

center in the previous photograph. The picture shows that the cloud 

still displayed all of the characteristics previoµsly mentioned, except 

that the contrast is not as sharp because of lower concentrations. As 

the concentration drops, it becomes increasingly difficult to differen

tiate in the pictures between dye and mudbank; howeve r, car eful com

parison between the pictures shown, others not include d, and the color 

pictures allowed positive identification at almost all places. For 

instance, the long, str.aight reach in figure 52, marked "Tail, 11 

exhibits over a distance of about 300 feet a section where lighter zones 

appear along both banks, with a darker zone in the center. The lighte r 

zones are definitely dye rathe r than mud or shallow areas , because 

that section exhibits a uniform color in photographs taken at other 

times . 

The dye arrived at Renton Junction in a reasonably well -defined 

front 2 hours after release. Elapsed time between colorless water and 

bright red was less tha.n 5 minutes . However, for the first 10 minutes 

after bright red color existed in the stream center, the 10 f eet of water 

nearest the right bank appeared completely clear. This area then 

filled in, and the river ran completely r ed for more than an hour. 

Six hours after releas e, the front arrived at Che rry Street 

Bridge. Although the increase in color was at first difficult to dis 

tinguish, a pattern was e vide nt \~ithin 10 minutes after its first sign. 
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Figure 52. Aerial photograph of dye dispersion, August 1 7, 0927 hours. 
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Figure 53 shows the pattern after about 20 minut es: the initial color 

traveled entirely down the west side in the deeper section, until a 

strong color was evident over the western one-third of the cross 

section. Color then migrated into the shallow side at a fairl y constant 

slow rate. After 30 minutes, clear water remained in the eastern 10 

feet, grading continuously to the highest concentration in the high-

Subme1"9ed 
bQ.I'" 

E:X'PlANATJON 

II Bright. red 

~ Dv.11 red 
D Cleo.r wc:Uer 

5CAL.E. 
0 100 •oo aoo 1'6« 
I I I I 

Figure 53. Appearance of dye cloud at Cherry Stre et, 

1550 hours, August 3. 

velocity area. About 200 feet upstream from the bridge , on the w e st 

side, a submerged, hardly appare nt bar e xte nds out a bout 10 f eet into 

the flow. The water below the bar, although the observer would have 

guessed it to be in the high-velocity area, remained clear for the first 

30 minutes. Two and one -half hours late r, the bar shadow was a 

brilliant red, although the rive r in gene ral was only dully r e d. The 

outer edg e of the bar-shadow are a was absolutely straight, and e x tende d 
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downstream to intersect the curving bank. The pattern was sufficiently 

striking to cause unsolicited comments by nontechnical observers 

during both the experiments of August 3-4 and Septembe r 9; it can also 

be seen in the aerial photographs of August 1 7 . 

VI-E Measurement o f Longitudinal Dispersion 

The experime nts of August 3-4 and September 9 were designed 

to follow for as :long as possible the motion of the dye cloud down

str e am from R e µton Junction, to obtain a longitudi11al disper sion co

efficient, and to observe the effects of the tidal action. No attempt 

was made to obtain c ross- sectional velocity or concentration measure

ments; samples were taken from o nly one p o int on each measuring 

cros s section. Upland river discharge was nearly identical duri.ng the 

two experiments, 266 cubi c feet per second on August 3 and 235 cfs on 

S eptember 9 at the Auburn g aging station. (According to Geological 

Survey correlation of discharge records, 266 cfs at Auborn c orresponds 

to 310 cfs at the Renton Junction Bridge. ) The primary difference 

between the expe riments was the range of for ecas t tides at Seattle; 

these are shown in figure 54. Also, during the later exp erime nt 

greater accuracy was obtained by including m ore measuring stations. 

For each experiment 4 gallons of Rhodamine B dye were injected 

into the Green River from the Orillia Bridge (river station 8 0, 646 feet). 

Injection was timed so that the cloud would arrive a t the Renton Junction 

Bridge shortly after high tide, and woul d travel through the reach of 

interest during tidal runout. Injectio n on August 3 was at 0930 hours, 
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and on September 9 at 0430 hours. The data recorded at each measur

ing station are shown in figures 55 and 56. The velocities indicated at 

stations where measurements were made at more than one point are 

the average of both measurements. Where stage was not recorded, 

depth is shown. 

On August 3, the data show that on the first outgoing tide the 

cloud passed the Renton Junc tion, Golf Course, and Cherry Street 

bridges completely, and arrived at the 42nd Street Bridge. The tide 

changed at 42nd Street at 1810 hours, following which an exact reflec 

tion of the dye cloud was observed (fig. 55). On the incoming tide , the 

cloud returned past Cherry Street completely, and came to a halt b e

tween Cherry Street and the Golf Course Bridge. Then, on the subse

quent outgoing tide, the cloud passed all measuring stations and con

tinued downstream beyond the Boeing Bridge. At 42nd Street and 

Boeing Bridge certain erratic breaks in the concentration pattern exist. 

However, the record of the continuous fluorometer yields a smooth 

curve at East Marginal Way. The bottle samples for these stations 

were processed 5 days after the experiment, which was 4 days after 

processing the standards. For both stations the erratic r esults occur 

at a point in which a change in scale was n ecessary on the fluorometer . 

The er ror probably is attributable to a change in the standardization of 

one or the other of the fluoro1neter scales during the 4-day period. The 

preparation of more complete standards during the later experiments 

e liminated this problem, and prov ide d uniform r e sults. 
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Figure 55. Dye conc e ntration, measured velocity, and 
stage at sampling stations, August 3 - 4 . 
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On S eptember 9, the data show the effec t of the incr eased range 

of tide. At 1320 hours, the time of tide reversal, the peak concen

tration had passed the l l 9th Street Bridge, and a very slight increase 

in concentration was o bserved at East Marginal Way (fig. 56). The 

incoming tide then carried the cloud all the way back up to the Foster 

Golf Course Bridge, at which time the study was discontinued. 

In order to obtain dispersion coefficients by the change of 

moment method, it was necessary to derive from the data shown in fig 

ures 55 and 56 a series of concentration-distance curves for particular 

times. The method used has been given in section IV'- B (equation 76). 

Figure 57 shows a set of such curves for the exper iment of August 3 - 4. 

The shape s drawn between measuring stations are, of course, not 

exact, but no difficulty was found in matching segments extended from 

adjoining stations . Curves for the experiment of September 9 were 

easier to draw, because of the additional stations. 

Once concentration-distance curves have been obtained, vari 

ances may be calculated by numerical integration. The dispersion 

coefficient may be obtained by the growth rate of the variance (equa-

tion 37), and checked by the r outing procedure. The check is important, 

because in field studies measured distributions always exhibit long, low 

concentration tails upstream of the cloud, which have a strong influence 

on numerical integration of the second moment. The tail s are caused 

by two mechanisms; adsorbtion, and later re-solution, of tracer onto 

bed sediments, and detention of small quantities of tracer-bearing 

fluid in nearly stagnant pools along the banks. Tracer detained in 
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either manner should not be included in calculating the variances, but 

only by the routing procedure may the investigator be sure of having 

subtracted out the correct amount. 

In this study, the subtraction was done as follows. A point on 

the tail was chosen, entirely by eye , at which the integration was to be 

terminated. At this point the concentration value was generally about 

five percent of the peak, and the curve of concentration versus distance 

was essentially flat. A straight line was then drawn from the termina

tion point to the initial point - a point of zero concentration at the 

downstream end of the distribution - and this line was used as the base 

for the integration. By this procedure the value obtained for the vari

ance is insensitive to the exact position of the termination point, and 

a reasonable dispersion coefficient is obtained for use with the routing 

procedure. 

Figure 58 shows the variances obtained, and the tidal conditions 

in the reach of the river in which the dye cloud is located at the given 

time. The first 7 hours of dispersion took place in a reach that 

behaved essentially as a normal river; that is, the velocity was nearly 

constant and was controlled by bed friction rather than changes in tide . 

For this section, a linear increase of variance is observed, correspond

ing to a dispersion coefficient of 100 square feet per second. A remark

able agreement is obtained between the two experiments. 

Tidal changes introduce new and complex factors. As the tidal 

effect progresses up the estuary, the velocity at the head of the dye 

cloud is first affected. The head comes to a halt, whil e the tail 

is in a section of river still running downstream. The result is 

a sharp decrease in variance, and a steepening of the slope of the 
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concentration-distance curve at the head. Further incoming tide 

causes a stacking phenomenon; all of the dye-containing water, initi?-lly 

spread ove r several miles of river at low tide, is stacked together into 

a cloud of greater cross-sectional area but l es ser extent. The one

dimensional variance decreases rapidly, although dispersion is still 

occurring in the s e nse that dye is constantly diffusing into undyed 

water. 

A complete description of the stacking process during the in

coming tide would be extremely difficult. Taylor's analysis may well 

be correct in the sense that at any local section the transport through 

a section moving at the mean velocity is proportional to the mean con

centration gradient. However, the one-dimensional diffusion equation 

certainly does not describe the process, because the mean velocity of 

flow varies along the length of the cloud. 

Figur e s 59 and 60 show application of the routing procedur e. 

For both figures, input is the distribution measured at Renton Junction, 

and converted to a concentration-distance curve by equation 79. In 

figure 59, for August 3, the routed curve for 1500 hours is compared 

to the measured curve at Foster Golf Course Bridge, also converted 

by equa tion 79 . Both routed curves are adjusted to enclose the s ame 

area as the measured curve. The curve for D = 70 ft. 2 /sec. , shifted 

285 feet downstream to improve the comparison, is the better fi t. In 

figure 60, for September 9, the input has been routed to 1100 hour s, 

and is compared with the concentration-distance curve derived for that 

time (the cloud was in the general vicinity of Cherry Street). A dis

persion coefficient of 90 ft. 2 /sec. yields an excellent comparison. 
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The two figures yield a confident conclusion that the dispersion co

efficient for this reach in this flow lies betwe en 70 and 90 ft. 2 /sec . 

VI-F Measurement of Lateral Concentration Variation 

The previous section has described two experiments designed 

to measure longitudinal dispersion in the Green-Duwamish river by 

observing the passage of a dye cloud at as many stations as possible 

along the river. In the experiment described in this section only two 

longitudinal stations were sampled; at these stations concentration and 

velocity were measured at as m a ny points as possible on each c ros s 

section. The purpose was to obtain cross -sectional velocity and con

centration profiles , in order to calculate a <lisper sion coefficient by 

the diffusive transport method (s ection IV-B) , and to compare 

measured concentration profiles with those predicted by the application 

of Taylor's analysis (section III-E). 

At 1000 hours on August 31, when river inflow and tidal con

ditions were nearly identic al to those of the study on August 3, two 

gallons of Rhodamine B dye was injected from the Orillia Bridge. Dye 

concentration was measured at eight lateral stations at the Renton 

Junction Bridge and seven at the Foster Golf Course Bridg e. Two 

compl ete velocity cross sections we re measured at e ach station during 

passag e of the cloud. Conditions at the Foste r Golf Course seemed to 

be atypical of the r each, because the cross section is unusually wide 

and shallow and the upstream alignment seemed to disturb the vel ocity 

distribution; henc e the theory was applie d only to the cross section at 

Renton Junction. 
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Figure 61 shows the cross section at Renton Junction. Lateral 

stations are from the right end of the bridge. The two velocity meas

urements at each point, taken approximately one hour apart, were 

averaged to obtain the isovels; no consistent variation betwee n the two 

sets of measurements was noted. Concentration samples we re taken 

at ten minute intervals at stations 65, 75, 85, 95, 105, 115, 125, and 

135. The three-man crew began at stations 85, 115, and 125, and pro

gressed outward, generally completing the sampling sequenc e in approx 

imately 2 minutes. 

The concentrations measured at e ach lateral position are shown 

in figur e 62. The pattern already observed visually is quite apparent; 

concentration rises in the high -velocity part of the stream considerably 

sooner than near the banks. Conversely, after passage of the peak, 

concentration near the banks exceeds that in the center. For instance, 

at 1215 hours the center concentration had r eached 110 parts per 

billion while the bank s were at 40, while at 1300 hours the right bank 

was at 60 and the center at 25. 

An 11 instantaneous 11 dispersion coefficient can be calculated for 

any time during pas sage of the cloud, b y calculating the mass transport 

through a section moving at the mean velocity and the mean conc e ntra

tion gradient, and applying equation 10. To obtain mass transport, the 

cross section was divided into eight sub-areas by vertical lines midway 

between the concentration measuring points . Av·erage relative vel oci

ties were assigned to each sub-area by counting squar es of graph paper 

on th e c ross-sectional drawing. Equations 86 and 8 7 were then applied 

to determine the mass transport and <lisper sion coefficient. The 
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concentration gradient, mass transport, and resulting dispersion co-

efficient throughout the passage of the cloud are shown in figu r e 63. 

Changes in mass transport seem to lag behind changes in mean con-

centration gradient; in fact, just after passage of the peak both concen-

tration gradient and mass transport ar e downstream, implying a 

negative dispersion coefficient. However, once the concentration 

gradient ceases to vary rapidly , mass transpo rt a nd concentration 

gradient maintain a constant ratio through a variation of nearly two log 

cycles. The ratio gives a dispersion coefficient of approximately 

75 ft. 2 I sec., a good agreement with the 70-90 ft. 2 /sec. value obtained 

by the longitudinal dispersion experiments. 

VI- G Prediction of the Disper sion Coefficient 

A <lisper sion coefficient for the Green-Duwamish rive r was 

predicted using the application of Taylor's analysis given in section 

III-E and the cross - sectional velocitie s measured at Ren ton Junction 

on August 31 (see previous section). The predicted steady-state pro-

file was obtained by int~grating equation 54 in steps of 2 1 /2 f ee t, 

beg inning at station 62. 5 and continuing to station 135. The lateral 

mixing coefficient was taken to be E: = O. 23 d U>:<, in which dis the 
z 

depth at the center of each integ ration element, and U>:< is the overall 

shear velocity for the reach, 0. 161 ft./ sec. Further i ntegration of 

the theoretical profile with the velocity distr ibution {equation 55) gave 

a dispersion coefficient of 84 ft. 2 I sec. (78, 000 cm. 2 /sec.). This 
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compares favorably with the coefficients determined from the longi

tudinal dispe rsion experiments (August 3 and September 9). 

The comparison betweeen predicted ste ady state profile and 

actual profile s measured at various tirnes during the passage is shown 

in figure 64. The agreement in measured points over a wide range of 

mean concentration gradients is surprisingly good; however, the tr end 

of the points is somewhat different from the theoretical line. This is 

probably due to a variation in the velocity distribution in the nearby 

upstream cross sections , rather than to incorrect choice of the 

lateral mixing coefficient. Reduction of the lateral mix ing coefficient 

would not greatly improve the fit of theory to measured points, but 

would lower the predicted dispe rsion coefficient below that which was 

measured. The conclusion is that the lateral mixing coefficient is 

reasonably correct, and that the difference betwe e n the measured and 

theoretical lateral profiles stems primarily from the non-uniformity 

of the river. 

VI-H Summary 

This chapter has described four dye dispersion experiments 

in a reach of the Green-Duwamish River, Washington. In two of these 

the longitudinal g r owth of the cloud was observed at a number of sta

tions along the river, and the longitudinal dispersion co e fficient was 

established as lying b etween 70 and 90 ft. 2 I sec . The third experiment 

provided aerial photographs which show the shape of late ral concen

tration variations within the dye cloud. The fourth experiment 
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measured detailed lateral v e locity and concenti.ation variations. The 

concentration variation pr e dicted by Taylor 1 s analysis was in good 

agreement with measured values. 

The measurements presented in this chapter show that lateral 

variations in convective velocity were,as hypothesized, the dominant 

mechanism for dispersion in th e study stream. Application of Taylo r Is 

analysis, using only lateral velocity variations, gave a dispersion co

efficient of 84 ft. 2 /sec. , within the range of experimental measure

ments. While future experiments in other natural streams will prob

ably n9t yield such exact a g r e eme nt, it is believed that in nearly all 

natural streams dispersion is accomplished almo st e ntirely by lateral 

variation in the downstream velocity. 
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CHAPTER VII 

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 

This chapter d e scribe s application of the numeri cal analysis 

developed in s ection III-H. The numerical analysis is us e ful because 

it gives the concentration distribution at any time following the intro

duction of a point or plane source, in both the convective and diffusive 

periods . In the diffusive period, the analysis g ives a dispersion co

efficient nearly identical to that obtained by application o f Taylor's 

analysis. 

The numerical analysis was applied first t o an ideal two 

dimensional flow, so that the results could be compared to thos e by 

Elder's analysis . Two of the three-dimensional laboratory flows, 

series 2900 and 3100, and the flow in the Green-Duwamish River 

were also studied. D etailed comparisons of numerical and e xpe ri

mental results are given below; figur e 65 shows the numerically de

t e rmined variance of the concentration distribution as a function of 

time for e ach experiment. 

VII-A Numerical Study of Two - Dimensional Flow 

Elder's two-dimensional flow was studied e ntirely in dimension

less variables. Simplifying the convective diffusion equation (e quation 3 ) 

to two dimensions, and inserting the logarithmic velocity profile and 

resulting mixing coefficient (e quations 14 and 22 ) yie lds: 
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~ + U>:< (1 +log Y) ~ = _Q_ U>:'rt (d-y) y <Jc 
0 t · x. e d o s 0 y d 0 y 

The time and distance scales (equations 42 and 64 with 41) are: 

and 

0 . 41 d 
T---

Introducing . the dimensionless variable s, 

y' = y/d 

and 

t' = t/T . 

into equation 91 yields the dimensionless form: 

~ + (1 +loge y');~. = 0.41 o~' y'(l -y')f? 

with boundary condition, 

O C - Q at. YI = Q, 1 oY 1 -

(91) 

(92) 

(93) 

(94) 

(95) 

(96) 

(97) 

(9 8) 
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Hence all flows satisfying Elder 1 s assumptions will be similar in the 

dimensionless variables s', y', and t'. 

The cross section was divided into six stream tubes, separated 

by planes of y' = 0.1, O. 2, 0. 4, O. 6, and 0 . 8. The finer division near 

the bottom was to obtain accuracy in the region of maximum velocity 

gradient. The discharge of each tube was obtained by integration of the 

velocity profile. As initial condition, a plane source was taken; an 

equal number of concentration units was place d in each computer mesh 

point, c(300, 1) through c(300, 6 ). Choice of a time step of 0. 05 fixed 

the distance step at O. 115 and produced a maximum transfer coefficient 

of 0. 219. 

Results show that the variance g rows linearly for times greater 

than 5, at a rate which gives a <lisper sion coeffici ent (by equation 3 7), 

(99) 

Since Elder' s theoretical value is 0. 404, the confirmation is very good. 

Figure 66 shows that selec ted concentration profiles in the cross 

section, at dimensionless times of 5 and 15, match cl:Jsely the pre

diction by Elder' s analysis (equation 49). Results of the numerical 

program and the theoretical analysis are in excellent agreement: th e 

numerical analysis appears to be a valid approximation of the physical 

process, and may be extended with confid ence to more complicated 

flows. 
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VII-B Numerical Study of the Green-Duwamish River 

Numerical study of the Green-Duwamish River was based on 

the cross sectional measurements of velocity and depth taken at 

Renton Junction on August 31, 1965. The cross section was divided 

into eight stream tubes, each centered on a point where sample s were 

taken during the field study. A plane source initial condition was use di 

as before, equal concentrations were placed in mesh points c(300, 1) 

through c(300, 8). A constant lateral mixing coefficient was assumed, 

e: = 0. 23 r U*. Results show that the variance increased linearly for 
z 

dimensionless times greater than 5. 5 at a rate indicating a dispersion 

coefficient of 91 ft. 2 I sec. A comparison between predicted and 

measured results was obtained by assuming that the time-concentration 

curve measured at Renton Junction on August 31 could be converted to 

a distance-concentration curve according to equation 79; figure 67 

shows the comparison. Lateral concentration profiles were also com-

pared for two times at Renton Junction; the numerically forecast and 

measured profiles are shown in figure 68. 

VII-C Numerical Study of ~aboratory Experiments 

Series 2900 was studied using six stream tubes, each corres-

ponding to the area assigned to one probe during the experime nt. A 

constant lateral mixing coefficient, E: = 0. 23 r u::<, was assumed for 
z 

transfer across each interface except the outermost, where the co-

efficient was halved to account for the presence of the stone. Figure 65 

shows that the variance increased at a linear rate corresponding to a 

dispersion coefficient of 2670 cm. 2 /sec. after a dimensionless time 
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of 8. 5. Comparison was made between the numerical output corres

ponding to a point 26. 14 meters downstream from the ins e rtion point 

and the results of runs 2906-10. To obtain the correct numerical out 

put for the fixed point, the output curve of mean concentration vs. 

distance was drawn for each time v alue , and the position of the fixed 

point with respect to the moving coordinate system was determined 

from the mean velocity and time from release. The comparison is 

shown in figure 69. 

The same approach was used for Series 3100, except that nine 

stream tubes were used. Within the sto n e, depth and area of water 

were assumed to b e 20% of the total (the same assumption us ed in 

Chapter V to obtain the steady state profiles; the lateral mixing co 

efficient was based on local depth and overall shear velocity. This 

assumption is probably preferable to that used for series 2900 , and the 

results should be more accurate . Figure 65 shows that a linear growth 

of the variance exists for times greater than 9, at a rate corresponding 

to a dispersion coefficie nt of 2570 cm. 2 I sec . The comparison between 

numerical and measured outputs for runs 3107-10, obtained as for 

series 2900, is shown in figure 70. 

VII- D Summary 

A numerical analysis w hich simulates the physical proce ss of 

convective diffusion was verified by application to an -ideal two

dimensional flow, for which Taylor 1 s analysis gives an asymptotic 

theoretical s o lution. The numerical analysis was then applied to three-
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dimensional flows to predict concentration distributions, which were 

verified by experiment. Table 30 summarize s dispersion coefficients 

obtained by numerical, analytical, and experimental procedures . 

The numerical solution is of value because it predicts the distri-

bution of concentration during the convective period, for which no other 

solution is available. 

Table 30. Comparison of Dispersion Coefficients Obtained by 
Numerical, Analytical, and Experimental Procedures. 

Dispersion Coefficient, D {cm. 2 /sec.) 

Procedure Ideal Two- Green- Series Series 
dimensional Duwamish 2900 3100 

Flow River 

Numerical Analysis O. 39 dU>:</x.3 85,000 2670 2570 

Application of . 0.404 dU':'/x.3 78,000 2513 2503 
Taylor's Analysis 

Best Experimental 0.52 - 0.67 65, 000 - 2530 2500 
Measurement dU':'/ x.3 85,000 
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CHAPTER VIII 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

VIII-A Range of Dimensionles s Dispersion Coefficients 

A strict comparison of present and previous experiments and 

theory can be made only for the two-dimensional studies. The runs 

over sand dune beds (tabl e s 12 through 15) gave dispersion coefficients 

which, based on depth and bed shear veloc ity, ar e in good agreement 

with Elder' s formula (equation 1 7 ). Other runs gave coefficients 

generally exceeding the formula, even after accounting for the effect 

of the variable von Karman constants; possible explanations are dis

cussed below (section C). 

Taylor's and Elder' s r es ults have caused many workers to 

believe that all dispersion coefficients might be correlated on the basis 

of r U>:<; that they can not, a s shown in Table 1, was a p rimary motiva

tion for this study. Previous laboratory r esults have given values of 

D/rU>:< ranging from 6. 8 to 25; field results ranged from 13 to 650 . In 

Table 31 the present r e sults are arranged along with the p revious 

r e sults given in Table 1; laboratory value s of D/rU >:< range from 8 . 7 to 

640. T his indicates that the effec ts which produce large coefficients in 

natural streams have probably been successfully modeled in the 

laboratory. 
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Table 31. Comparison of present and previous dimensionless dispersion 
coefficients. (Hcsults of previous experiments arc indented.) 

Series 
Series 
Series 
Series 
Series 

Source 

Elder: flume experiment 

0200 (re ct. channel, sand-dune bottom) 
0300 (rect. channel, sand-dune bottom) 
1200 (rect. channel, smooth bottom) 
0400 (re ct. channel, sand-dune bottom) 
1500 (rect. channel, smooth bottom) 

Schuster: (analysis by Sayre): Yuma Mesa Canal 
Glover: flume with rough bottom 

Series 2700 (rect. channel, smooth bottom) 
Series 2600 (rect. channel, smooth bottom) 
Series 1400 (rect. channel, smooth bottom) 
Series 1300 (rect. channel, smooth bottom) 

Glover: triangular flume 

Series 2400 (rect. channel, stone bottom) 
Series 0100 (rect. channel, sand-dune bottom) 
Series 2300 (rect. channel, stone bottom) 
Series 2500 (rect. channel, stone bottom) 

Glover: flume with smooth bottom 
Thomas: Chicago ship canal 

Series 1600 (rect. channel, side constrictions) 
Series 3300 (trap. channel, smooth sides) 

Godfrey and Frederick: Clinch River 
Godfrey and Frederick: Clinch River 
Sacramento River 
Godfrey and Frederick: Clinch River 
Owens , Edwards and Gibbs: River Derwent 

Green-Duwamish River 
Series 2900 (trap. channel, stone sides) 
Series 2800 (trap. channel, stone sides) 

Godfrey and Frederick: Copper Creek 

Series 3100 (trap. channel, stone sides) 

Godfrey and Frederick: Coachella Canal 

Series 3400 (trap. channel, stone sides) 

Godfrey and Frederick: 
Godfrey and Frederick: 

Copper Creek 
Copper Creek 

Series 3000 (trap. channel, stone sides) 

Godfrey and Frederick: Copper Creek 
Glover: South Platte River 
Godfrey and Frederick: Clinch River 

Series 3200 (trap. channel, stone sides) 

Godfrey and Frederick: Powell River 

D/rU':' 

6.8 

8. 7 
10. 5 
11. 5 
12.0 
12. 7 

12 
13 

14.0 
14. l 
16.4 
1 7. 6 

18 

18. 5 
19.0 
21. 4 
21. 4 

24 
24. 9 

30 
39 

50.5 
57.5 
77 

109 
131 

160 
190 
210 

216 

250 

278 

330 

355 
408 

410 

477 
510 
535 

640 

654 
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VIII-B Significance of the Time Scale 

In Chapter III the question was raised regarding how much 

time must elapse before the spread of a tracer cloud can be described 

by the Taylor diffusion theory. It was suggested that the required 

period might depend on a time scale based on bulk hydraulic para-

meters; experiments were to determine the duration of the dimension-

less period. Dimensionless time is defined as 

in which 

t' = t/T , 

T = 0.404 

fl 

d 
U':' 

for two-dimensional fl ows, or 

,f_,2 
T = 0. 30 -u-·- , r ... , ... 

for three-dimensional flows in which dispersion is caused primarily 

by lateral velocity variation. 

The dimensionless time span of each of the experiments is 

listed in Table 32 (for series 1200 throug h 1500 a line insertion is 

assumed at station -2 . 0). 

(62) 

(42) 

(5 7) 
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Table 32 . D imensionless Time Span of Experiments. 

S eries Span of dimensionl ess mean 
time of passage, t' 

T wo-dime n sional exper i ments: 

1200 Smooth Bed 8. 2 - 15.8 
1300 II II 4.0 7.0 
1400 II II 2 . 6 4. 7 
1 500 II II 4 . 3 13. 9 
2300 Rough Bed 3 . 9 - 14.0 
2400 II II 10 . 1 28.8 
2 500 II II 6.8 13.6 
2600 Smooth B ed 4. 1 - 1 7 . 3 
2700 II " 4.6 8.3 

Three-di mensional experiments : 

2800 3.0 5. 0 
2900 3. 4 - 5.5 
3000 3 . 8 - 5. 1 
3100 4. 6 - 8 . 1 
3200 3. 1 - 5.3 
3400 8. 4 - 16 . 9 
Green- Duwamish River 8. 6 - 25.0 

If the t r acer cloud is following the Taylor diffusion theor y, 

three conditions should be satisfied: (a) the concentration distribution 

over any eras s section should approach the steady- state profile 

c' (y, z)/~~ ; (b) the growth rate of the variance should become linear; 

and (c ) the conc e ntration distribu tion s h o u ld decay according to the 

diffusion equation (equation 5). All three tests can be applied to ex-

perimental data , to determine when the Taylor period begins . In 

practi ce, all should apply at approximately the same time, and exact 

satisfac tion of each is not required . 
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Test (a) is the most difficult to apply, as at any given time the 

degree to which the steady- state profile has been reached varies from 

cross section to cross section within the cloud. In the moving co-

ordinate system, those cross sections at which the mean concentration 

gradient changes most slowly, particularly those near the extremities, 

will approach steady-state long before those experiencing a rapid 

change of~~ . This is because, as discussed in Chapter Ill, the steady

state profile changes with changing~ . Figures 20 and 29 show that as 
for dimensionless times in the vicinity of 7.5 to 10 the approach to 

steady- state is reasonably complete over a large number of cross 

sections. The inverted behavior near the bed in figure 20 cannot be ex-

plained, although it is consistent for the two series. However, for all 

experiments it was always possible to find concentration distributions 

in the cross section which did not approach steady- state; in particular, 

the steady-state solution requires a uniform distribution at the section 

where the peak is located; this neve r occurred. Thus Taylor 1 s theory 

is never perfectly satisfied for dimensionless times up to 28. 8, the 

maximum value achieved in the laboratory or the field ; however, the 

steady-state profile is established throughout most of the cloud fort' 

greater than about 10. 

Although the laboratory and field experiments were not 

sufficiently detailed to establish exactly when test (b) is satisfied, the 

numerical solutions to the complete convective diffusion equation 

(Chapter VII) do give an indication. The very good agreement between 

numerically predicted and measured concentration profiles and distr i-

butions gives confidence that the numerical variances of the longitudinal 
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distribution are accurate. Figure 65 shows an exactly linear growth of 

variance for times greater than the following: 

Two-dimensional flow 5. 0 
Serie s 2900 8.5 
S e ries 3100 9 . 0 
Green- Duwamish River 5. 5 

In addition, all curves are very nearly linear for dimensionless time s 

greater than 3. 0. 

Since all experimental m e asurements are of concentration vs. 

time, test (c) cannot be applied exactly . Howe ver, the pattern shown 

in Chapter IV can be compared to the various figures showing experi-

mental and routed results to give a good idea whether the routing pro-

cedure is or is not correc tly following the measur e ments. For all of 

the two-dimensional series, s e ries 3100, 3300, and 3400, and the 

Green-Duwamish River, the routing procedure adequately follows the 

measurements . For the se series the minimum first measurement and 

routed measurement times ar e 4 . 6 and 8 . 1. For series 2800 , 2900, 

3000, and 3200, the routing pro cedure is clearly not valid; for all of 

. these series the span of first and last measurement times is t' = 3. 0 

to 5. 5. 

It was neve r inte nded to provide a definite d ividing line b e tween 

when Taylor's diffusion the ory is exactly applicable , and w h en it is not; 

an approach to an asymptote cannot b e so d e fined. It was hope d to pro-

vide approximate guideline s for when Taylor 1 s the ory should or should 

not be used; in this , the experiments are unanimous. The following 

table should apply to any reasonable flow situation: 
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Dimensionless time, t' Condition 

0 - 3 

3 - 6 

> 6 

Convective p e riod; Taylor's theory 
definite! y not applicable . 

Transition; nearly linear growth 
of variance, but one-dimensional 
diffusion equation not applicable . 

Taylor period; one-dime nsional 
diffusion theory applies. 

VIII-C Two-Dimensional Experime nts 

Since all of the experiments in channels with smooth sides, both 

with rough and smooth bottoms, were at width to depth ratios of six or 

greater, the two-dimensional analysis should be a good approximation. 

The most important characteristics and results are given in Table 33 

{the earliest runs over sand beds cannot be included since x. was not 

measured): 

Table 33 . Results of T wo -Dimensional E x periments . 

Series Depth Bed Shear Velocity x. Di mens ionle s s 
{cm.) (cm. I sec.) d i spersion coefficient 

d U''' b Dti. 3 /dU':' 
b 

1200 4.6 1. 51 0. 37 0.52 
1300 9.05 1. 29 0 . 35 0. 62 
1400 13.7 1. 12 0.35 0.5 3 
1500 6 . 5 1. 0 3 0. 36 0 . 52 
2300 13.9 2 .65 0.33 0 . 56 
2400 9.4 3. 0 8 0. 34 0. 58 
2500 18.4 2.59 0. 3 7 0.67 
2600 6.9 1. 36 0.35 0 .52 
2700 12. 8 1. 62 0 .39 0.66 

Ave rage 0 . 58 

The resulting dispersion co efficients show a r emarkable uniformity, al -

though about 40% highe r than the theore tical value of 0. 404 (equation 15 ). 
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Replacing x. by the averaged measured value, 0. 36, gives an 

average dimens ionless dispersion coefficient, D/d U~ , of 12. 5. This 

is 110% higher than the value of 5. 93 (equation 2) given by Elder, using 

x. = 0. 41. However, Elder's result using x. = 0. 36 becomes D/d U':' = 8. 7. 

Thus the amount by which the measured values exceed the prediction of 

equation 2 is due approximately half to the lower value of the von Karman 

constant, and half to other factors explained below. 

In series 1200 through 1500, measurements at one point on the 

cross section were averaged over many runs, with major variation 

from ·run to run; in series 2300 through 2700 five or six measurements 

were obtained on the cross section during each run, reducing the 

variation between runs and th e number of runs required fo r an adequate 

sample . Neither method has much advantage, either with respect to 

effort required or consistency of results obtained. No consistent dif

ference is evident between runs in the 60 -foot and 40 -meter flumes. 

The consistently high values of the dimensionless dispersion 

coefficient may be explained in two ways: deviations from the assumed 

logarithmic velocity profile and mixing coefficient; and deviations from 

strictly two-dimensional flow. Since a large part of the dispersion is 

caused by the high relative velocities near the bed, small deviations 

from the logarithmic profile in the lowe st tenth of the flow can indeed 

have a major effect on the dispersion coefficient. Thomas' s power law 

solution, for instance, yields generally higher dispersion coefficients 

than Elder' s, over the range of Reynolds numbers in the experiments 

(se e Appendix II). However, detailed velocity m easureme nt s in th e 

lowest tenth are not available, so this factor must be spe c ulative . 
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A more speculative but interesting conjecture is the existence 

of secondary flows which may cause d eviations from the assumed two

dimensional flow pattern. · The existence of secondary flow in straight 

non-circular channels was first suggested by Prandtl (39), who termed 

it "secondary current of the second kind", to distinguish from the 

spiral flow caused by channel bends. Why current of the second kind 

exists is not entirely clear; however, numerous recent papers have 

reported measurement of secondary velocities in square, rectangular, 

and triangular conduits, both in air and water. 

The writer is convinced that secondary flows play an important 

part in dispersion, but unfortunately his evidence is entirely visual. 

The spiral flows, which seem to be spaced laterally at distances 

roughly equal to the depth, convect low-momentum bottom water to the 

surface, and retard the surface velocity at spacings of roughly two 

depths. Conversely, at the same spacing, there exist concentrated 

zones of high momentum water; thus the lateral velocity profile con

sists of alternating high and low v e locity zones, with period of two 

depths. Attempts to locate these zones by detailed velocity traverses 

proved fruitless, probably because the zones, not controlled by nearby 

boundaries, are free to move back and forth. A statio nary velocity 

probe would be sometimes in one zone, sometimes in another . Such 

a behavior was noticed occasionally; a vel ocity trace would show a 

significantly high reading for as much as 20 seconds, and then return 

to its mean . 
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Visual evidence was obtaine d by inserting a small cloud of con-

centrated blue dye. A 16 mm. color movie was made by mounting the 

camera, facing straight down, on a motorized trolley 8 fe e t above the 

water surface. The movie shows only insertions of a point source;many 

other, non-photographed, observations were made of insertions from 

the usual trough. Observations of the dye dumped from the trough are 

superior to those of a point source, since the full effect of lateral 

variations acts immediately. In a ll cases a distinguishing feature of 

the cloud was the formation of fingers of dye, both fore a nd aft, usually 

separated (very approximately) by two depths . Occasionally a localized 

area of very high velocity would b e observed; a finger of dye, resem-

bling the appearance of a jet of dyed water is suing into still water, 

would race ahead of the main cloud as far as two meters, before losing 

its excess velocity and dissipating laterally into the adjacent flow. 

The following observations were noted immediately after inser-

tion of dye into the 40-meter flume on June 9, 1965; the flow was 6 . 0 ± 

0.1 cm. deep moving at a velocity of approximately 0.4 meters/sec.: 

"Insertion of 100 ml. very concentrated dye + 600 ml. 
water. Initial shock sent out waves in both directions. 
Formation of streakiness wa s immediate . Within 
4 meters 3 forward streaks had formed. The two on 
center and left (looking downstream) were well formed -
that on right was broad and poorly formed . Separation 
was approx. 7" on both sides . Approx. 4 downstream 
tails formed immediately. After 10 m. of flow approx. 
5 heads and numerous tails had formed. Separation of 
heads roughly 7". After 15 m. and thereafter heads 
still plainly visible, but broader so that the separating 
fingers of clear water were narrow (and still sharp ly 
defined). Within the body of the dye cloud no cross 
sectional variations can be seen. 11 
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The effect of thes e unsteady variations can hardly be establi shed 

from. such brief observations, but certainly it exists. The whole con-

cept of two-dimensional flow appears to be a chimera; the internal 

workings are refl ected in the bulk dispersion process, so that the r e -

sulting average coefficient, D ~ 0. 58 d U>:</ x.3 , appears fai rly reasonable. 

VIII-D Three -Dimensional Experirnents 

1. Proof of effect of rough sides 

Whether or not lateral velocity variations are the dominant 

mechanism for dispersion in natural channels was tested both by the 

field experiments and the laboratory experiments with rough sides. 

A definitive proof is the comparison of Series 3000 and 3300 (Table 34), 

in which all geometrical factors except the side roughness and resulting 

velocity distributions were identical. At constant mean velocity , in -

creasing the side roughness increased the shear veloci t y by a factor of 

1. 4, and the dispersion coefficient by 14. 2 . All other evidence of this 

dissertation a side, comparison of these two series seems to establish 

the effect of lateral velocity variations beyond question. 

Table 34. Comparison of Experiments with Rough and Smooth Sides . 

Series Banks Depth Mean Width Dispersion Di mens ionle s s 
of Velocity of Coefficient Dispersion 

Flow (cm . I sec.) Open (cm. 2 I sec .) Coefficient 
(cm.) Water D/r U':' 

(cm. ) 

3000 rough 3.5 45. 1 38 4150 410 

3300 smooth 3 . 4 48.3 39 282 39 
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2. The lateral mixing coefficient 

The lateral mixing coefficient, E: , has previously been studied 
z 

only in two-dimensional flow s. The steady-state profiles obtained 

during the three-dimensional experiments may b e regarded as a study 

of lateral mixing, if one accepts the Taylor solution as the correct 

asymptotic behavior . The exp e riments yie lded extremely self-consistent 

results; the normalized profiles obtained within each s e ries, for values of 

mean concentration g radient varying over a factor of roughly four, agre e 

within experimental accuracy. A the oretical ste ady-state profile bas ed 

on Elder' s lateral mixing coefficie nt, E: = 0. 2 3 d U':' , is an excellent fit 
z 

to the results of all s e ries except 3400; for that experiment the line of 

best fit requires approximate ly E: = 0. 30 d U >:< . 
z 

In the laboratory experiments depth varied from 2. 1 to 4. 7 cm. , 

and shear velocity from 2. 02 to 3. 88 cm. I sec. The field experiment 

was at an approximate depth of 120 cm. and shear velocity of 4. 92 

cm. I sec. Over that range of independent variables, Elder' s laboratory 

result in a smooth channe l, 

= O. 23 dU ':' (23) 

seems to b e an adequate description of the latera l mixing coefficient, 

even in a channel such a s that used in these laboratory experiments in 

which much of the boundary shear is along th e sides. 
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3. Similarity of results 

The validity of the time and distance scales derived in Chap-

ter III may be further tested by observing the similarity of exp e rimental 

results on a dimensionless time and distance basis . To do this, all 

experimental results must be brought to the same dimensionless time 

by using the routing procedure. A time, t 1 = 6. 0, was selected, for 

which results of five experiments were available at slightly earlier 

times. Each result was routed to a concentration-time curve w ith 

mean at t' = 6. 0, and converted to a distanc e -conc entration curve by 

assuming equation 79. Distance was made dimensionless by the L
2 

scale (equation 64), and the r esulting curves plotted together. Good 

similarity is shown in figure 71. 

The same procedure applied to the results of the two-dimensional 

series would probably produc e an even better agreement. However, one 

would not expect curves from the two-dimensional and three-dimensional 

series to match exactly, as the degree of skew produced in the conve c-

tive period is different. True similarity between experiments does not 

exist unless the geometry and distribution of velocity are s imil ar 

between cross sections, because othe rwis e th e terms in the basic equa-

ti on for conservation of mass (equation 3) cannot be made similar. 

However, when the conve ctive pe riods are similar, figur e 71 shows 
, 

that the t ime and distance scales defined in Chapter III do reduce the 

data to nearly a single curve. 
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4. Prediction of the dispersion coefficient 

In Chapter III two methods were given for predicting the dis

persion coefficient in a three-dimensional channel without benefit of a 

dispersion experiment. The first is an application of Taylor's analysis, 

which predicts the steady-state profile and resultant diffusive transport 

(equation 55); the second is based on estimating the time scale by bulk 

channel parameters (equation 57). Measured and predicted dispersion 

coefficients for each of the three-dimensional series are given in 

Table 35; the underlined measured value is that which, in the opinion 

of the investigator, is the most nearly correct. 

The table shows that under the experimental conditions, i.e . 

flows with width to depth ratios greater than six and .lateral velocity 

variations extending an appreciable distance out into the flow, the 

dispersion coefficient can be predicted reasonably accurately. Appli

cation of Taylor's method in the lateral direction (equation 55) yields 

an accurate coefficient even for series 3300, the flow in the trapezoidal 

channel with smooth sides in which the lateral velocity differences 

were not large. Estimation of the time scale, as expected, does not 

yield such an accurate prediction, but even this easily-applied method 

is in no case in error by more than 75"/o. 
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Table 35. Measured and Predicted Dispersion Coefficients in Three-Dimensional Flows. 

Change of Moment 

Diffusive Transport 

Best Routing 

Extension of Taylor 
method to three 
dim. flows (eq. 55) 

Approx imation based 
on estimated time 
scale (eq. 90) 

2800 2900 

2220 3170 

1230 2530 

1307 2513 

2150 3580 

Dispersion Coefficient, D (cm. 2 I sec.) 

Series 

3000 3100 3200 

5590 4080 5650 

4150 2130 4000 

2500 

3711 2503 4496 

5930 2820 5930 

3300 3400 

282 2540 

1900 

282 2200 

203 1661 

1920 

Green-Duwamish 
River 

93,000 

70,000 

65,000 - 84,000 

78,000 

147,000 

Note : Underlined value considere d best experimental r esult. 

I 
N 
0 
U1 
I 
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Vlll-E Summary: Experimental Conclusions 

The following conclusions may be drawn from the experiments 

described in Chapters V, VI, and VII. 

1. The variety of dimensionless dispersion coefficients observed 

in natural streams may be explained by variation in downstream convec-

tive velocity across the channel. The effect may be modeled successfully 

in the laboratory. 

2. Taylor's analysis may be applied to flow in natural streams 

or three-dimensional laboratory channels, provided that the width-to-

depth ratio is greater than six and that the flow contains appreciable 

lateral variation in downstream velocity. It is permissible to neglect 

vertical variation and perform the analysis considering only lateral 

variation. The formula for the dispersion coefficient is : 

1 I b D =-A u'(z) 
0 

I 
z 1 z d(z) 

d(z) dz -(f dz J J u ' dy dz 
o 8 z · o o . 

where the v elocity u' and diffusion coefficient 8 are considered as 
z 

averages over the depth d(z) for each transverse position z. 

(55) 

3. For the lateral mixing coefficient required in equation 55, 

a satisfactory expression is: 

= O. 23 d U>:< (23) 

4. A satisfactory Langrangian time scale, T, for dispersion in 

natural streams and three-dimensional l aboratory channels can be 

obtained from the characteristic length for the channel, t (approximately 
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half the width), the hydraulic radius, r, and the channel shear velocity, 

U*, by the formula: 

.f,2 
T = 0. 30 rU':' . (57) 

This scale may be used to predict an approximate dispersion coefficient 

by the formula, 

D=u' 2 T, (40) 

where u' 2 is the mean square spatial velocity deviation from the cross-

sectional mean. 

5 . On the basis of the time scale given above, time following 

introduction of a plane source of pollutant into a natural stream may be 

divided into three dimensionless periods: t 1 = t/T = 0 to 3, convective; 

t' = 3 to 6, transition; t' > 6, diffusive. Taylor's theory of one-

dimensional dispersion should be applied only in the diffusive period. 

The concentration distribution in the diffusive period will be originally 

skewed, because of production of skew in the convective period, but 

will tend towards a Gaussian distribution with increasing time. 
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CHAPTER IX 

SUMMARY: 

DISPERSION IN NATURAL STREAMS 

This chapter will summarize what is and what is not known 

about dispersion in natural streams, what has been contribute d by 

this study, and what requires further research. 

IX-A . Summary of Prior Knowledge 

Prior to the beginning of this study, knowledge of <lisper sion 

in natural streams could be summarized as follows. G. I. Taylor had 

introduced the concept of longitudinal dispersion as a one -dimensional 

diffusion process, in which the joint effect of convection and diffusion 

within the cross section of a uniform channel is to give an apparent 

diffusion in the direction of flow. This he called dispersion, to differ

entiate from molecular or turbulent diffusion. Be limited his analysis 

specifically to flow in a long, straight pipe, for which he obtained a 

dispersion coefficient, 

D = 10. 1 au::< • ( 1 ) 

Taylor's analysis had been applied to an infinitely wide, two-dimensional 

open channel by Thomas and Elder; Elder obtaine,d, 

D = 5. 93 d u•:' . (2) 
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Taylor's concept that whatever causes spreading out of a pollu

tant may be described by the classical diffusion equation, with an 

apparent diffusion (or dispersion) coefficient, had been accepted in the 

literature, even for flows in natural streams and estuaries for which 

it was not specifically derived. However, experiments in these flows 

had yielded coefficients vastly in excess of the predictions of e quations 

1 and 2 (see Table 1 ) . Therefore the widespread engineering practice 

was to assert that a coefficient exists, but to obtain the coefficient by 

experiment. 

A more detailed summary of previous literature has been given 

in Chapter II. 

IX-B Contributions of the Present Study 

The major contribution of the present study is to explain why 

dimensionless dispersion coefficients in natural streams are so much 

larger than those in two-dimensional laboratory channels, and to give 

a method of predicting the coefficient in a natural stream. 

1. Explanation of large dispersion coefficients 

The primary difference between a natural stream and the flows 

studied by Taylor and Elder is that a natural stream must be described 

in three dimensions. The concentration in a pipe, assuming a plane 

source, may be described completely by the radial and downstream 

position; in an infinitely wide flow, only vertical and downstream 

position need be specified. In a natural stream, however, even if the 
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channel is assumed uniform in the downstream direc tion the local 

velocity depends on both vertical and horizontal position. Hence the 

concentration distribution varies in the vertical, horizontal, and 

streamwis e directions. The three-dimensional problem may be formu

lated in terms of Taylor's analysis, but the added dimension complicates 

the solution. 

In most natural streams, and in any flow which is considerably 

wider than deep, the presence of lateral (or transverse) variation in 

the downstream velocity w ill provide the dominant me chanis m for dis

persion. This is explained as follows. In natural streams there is 

considerable variation of velocity between different transverse positions; 

for instance, there is usually a high velocity zone e ither in the center 

or near one bank, and other z ones of lower velocity. Since material in 

the high velocity zone is carried downstream faster than that in the low 

velocity zone, the effect is a stretchirig out of the cloud of material. 

Although inhibited by concurrent crosswise mixing, this convective 

stretching out is the primary cause of longitudinal dispersion. 

The same effect is present at each vertical section; material 

at the surface is carried downstr e am faster than material at the bottom. 

However , lateral convective differences ar e more impor tant because 

the s eparation b etween the zones of high and low velocity is much greater 

in the lateral than the vertical direction. Turbulent diffusion within the 

cross section is always trying to smooth out differences in concentration 

between high and low velocity zones. In the vertical direction, the 

distance between zones is small, and turbule nt diffusion res tricts the 

possible difference in conce ntration between top and bottom. In the 
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lateral direction, however, the distance is large between zones, and 

much larger differences in concentration can be sustained. This leads 

to the larger values of the normalized dispersion coefficient D/rU>:<; in 

effect the hydraulic radius is no longer the proper characteristic length. 

In natural streams, lateral velocity differences are set up 

primarily by bends and larg e channel irregularities. A similar flow 

can be induced in a laboratory flume by artificially adding lar ge rough

ness to the channel sides. In one set of laboratory experiments, 

inducing lateral variations by adding side roughness increased the 

dimensionless dispersion coefficient by a factor of 10 (see Table 34) . 

Experiments conducted in laboratory channels with rough side s produced 

dimensionless dispersion coefficients, D/rU >:< , equal to or greater than 

those recorded in natural streams (see Table 31 ), proving that the large 

dimensionless coeffic ients are not simply a scale effect. In a natural 

stream, the pattern produced by lateral velocity variation was clearly 

shown by aerial photographs of a dispe rsing dye cloud (figures 50 , 51, 

and 52). 

2. Prediction of the d ispersio n coefficient by extension 

of Taylor's method 

Since the d omina nt mechanism for dispersion in a natural 

stream is lateral velocity variations, it is possible to neglect vertical 

variation altogether, and apply Taylo r 1 s a n a lysis acros s t h e channel 

rather than over the depth . This procedure is descr ibe d in section III- E; 

in effect, prediction of the dispersion coefficient becomes no more diffi 

cult than that for the pipe or infinite ly wide flow already obtained. One 
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need only measure downstream velocity, u, as a function of cross-

sectional position; then the values over the vertical section at each 

lateral point are averaged to obtain u(z), and u' (z), the deviation of 

u(z) from the overall channel average. Finally, one must estimate 

the lateral mixing coefficient, 8 • Then, making the same assump
z 

tions as Taylor did, the dispersion coefficient may be obtained by 

integration as: 

1 b I z 1 z d(z) 
D=-A-J u'(z) d(z) dz €-ddzJ . J u ' dydz 

0 0 z 0 0 

(55) 

Although performing this triple integration by hand is tedious, pro-

gramming for the high-speed computer yields a simple procedure. 

An estimate for the lateral mixing coefficient, E: , which has 
z 

been found in experiments presented herein to be adequate, is, 

= O. 23 d U>l< (23) 

in which d is the local depth, d(z), and U>:< is the overall shear velocity. 

The big advantage of equation 55 is that a good approximate 

value of D can be obtained from simple velocity measurements in the 

field, without recourse to c ostly dye tracer studies requiring field 

partie s of from 5 to 30 or mor e men. 

3. Prediction of the dispersion coefficient by the time scale 

A second method of predicting the dispersion coefficient for a 

natural channel is more approximate, but more easily applied, than 
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equation 55. Applying the result of Taylor's analysis of diffusion by 

continuous movements, it has been shown in section III-B that 

D = u' 2 T (40} 

in which u 1 is the spatial variation of u from the cross - sectional mean, 

and T is the Lagrangian time scale. 

Although one should not expec t to be able to correlate the 

Lagrangian time scale exactly with any set of bulk channel parameters, 

an adequate expression has been found to be, 

,e,2 
T=0.30 u-·-r ..... (5 7) 

in which ,f, is the characteristi c length of the channel, defined approxi-

mately as the distance on the surface from the point of maximum 

velocity to the most distant bank (i. e. , for a symmetric channel, the 

half width). Equation 57 was derived analytically in section III-F, and 

verified by the experime nts. 

Thus, to estimate D by this second method one must fir st 

measure the hydraulic radius r, e nergy slope S , characteristic length 
e 

..e,, and mean square velocity deviation u 12 in the field {all but the energy 

slope may be obtained from a cros s- sectional drawing showing measured 

isovels). Then Dis calculated from: 

D = O. 3 0 (100) 
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This equation cannot be expected to be exact, because the detailed 

channel geometry and distribution of roughness e lements are not in-

eluded in the formulation . Howeve r, normalizing Das before one 

obtains: 

D 
rU'!' 

u'2 .e,2 
= o. 3 0 u::~2 r:a { 1 01) 

Thus the dimensionless dispersion coefficient D/rU>!< is seen to become 

very large for a wide three-dimensional stream because the factor 

.e,2 /r·2 becomes very large. 

4. Limitation of the dispersion analysis to long time 

A secondary contribution of this study is to explain why observed 

concentration distributions in natural streams are generally skewed , 

and to caution against using Taylor's one-dimensional diffusion equation 

to describe the spread of concentration immediately following intro-

duction of a concentrated pollutant source. The skewed distribution 

arises by convective action immediately after introduction of the source, 

as explained in Section III-A and shown in figures 1, 2, and 3. Taylor's 

one-dimensional diffus ion equation results in reality from an asymptotic 

analysis, and does not describe the spread of a source until after 

elapse of a period whose duration was found by exper iment and numer -

ical analysis to be approximately six dimensionle ss time units. Dim e n-

sionless time is defined as t ' = t/T, where Tis the Lagrangian time 

scale, for which an expr ess i on has been g iven above. 
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5. Prediction of the dispersion pattern by numerical analysis 

The entire concentration pattern at any time after introduction 

of an instantaneous point or plane source may be calculated by a 

numerical procedure. Use of the procedure requires the same infor-

mation as does prediction of the dispersion coefficient by the extension 

of Taylor's analysis (eq. 55), i.e. the distribution of velocity within a 

cross section and the lateral mixing·coefficient. The numerical pro-

cedure is of value because it gives an analytical description of the 

concentration distribution at times within the convective period. The 

convective and transitional periods cover approximately the first six 

dimensionless time units following introduction of the source. The 

length of this period may be estimate d in real time by equation 57; for 

instance, in a river one mile wide and 25 feet deep, whose shear 

velocity is 0. 1 ft. per sec. , the convective period extends through the 

fir st 1200 hours, and the numerical analysis is of obvious value. On 

the other hand, in a small river such as the Gr e en-Duwamish in 

Washington, Taylor's analysis becomes applicable after approximately 

100 minutes, and for greater times the numerical analysis ne e d not 

be used. 

6. Methodology for calculating a dispersion c oefficie nt 

from observa tions 

A final contribution of this study is to formulate m e tho dolog y for 

calculating a dispersion c oefficient from measured data. The change 

of moment method, 

- 1 0 2 
D - 2 at crS (3 7) 

I 
I 
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in which 0 2 is the variance of the one-dimensional concentration-
i; 

distance curve, has be e n well established for us e when concentration-

vs. -distance curves are available. However, most experiments 

measure curves of concentration-vs. -time. In this study it is shown 

analytically (section IV-B and Appendix I) that in the diffusive period 

equation 37 may be modified to read, 

1 -
D = z u2 (7 5) 

in which cr~ ls the variance of a concentration-time curve obtained at a 

fixed point, andt is the mean time of passage. This result applies 

for any finite mass of tracer, and does not presume any particular 

distribution of tracer in the cloud. 

Studie s in natural streams always produce time-concentration 

curves with extremely long, low -concentration tails. Obtaining the 

variance of such a curve is difficult, because most of the contribution 

comes from the tail. H e nce the dispersion coefficient obtained by equa-

tion 75 should always be checked by a routing procedur e, described in 

section IV-B, in which the one-dimensional d iffusion equation is assumed 

and the curve obtained at an upstream station is route d to compare with 

that at a downstream station. This procedure yields a confident check 

on the magnitude of whatever coefficient is obtained by any other method, 

and should always be employed with stream data. 

A third method for obtaining the dispersion coefficient, which 

is bas e d on measuring the diffusive transport across a cross section 

moving at the mean flow velocity, lS presented in section IV- C . This 
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method can be extreme ly ac c urate under uniform flow condi tions if 

sufficient numbers of conductivity probes are available for place ment 

on one cross section. However, it is not generally recommended for 

use in streams. 

IX-C Requirements for Futur e R e s e arch 

Throughout this study natural streams have been treated as 

e xactly uniform, so that th e data from one cross section would apply 

to all cross sections. The assumption is obviously fallacious, but 

seems to yield adequate results . The reason appears to be that in most 

streams, or at least in the one investigated, it is possible to ide ntify 

a characteristic cross section which, while not identical to any others, 

has a typical depth, width, and distribution of v e locity. Since the 

tracer in moving down the stream averages the effects of all cross 

sections, the data from one typical section seem to suffice. However, 

further study of the effects of non-uniformity in the channe l is clearly 

warrante d. 

This study has largely bypassed investigation of the nature of 

the turbulent mixing tensor. Elder' s m e asured late ral co e fficient has 

been found adequate for this study, and us e d. However, it has be e n 

necessary to divide flows into two classes: those in which vertical 

variations predominate , a limited class of very wide flows with hardly 

any lateral v a riations ; and those in which lateral variations predominate, 

a class which includes most natural streams . Before a flow can be 

studied in which both horizontal and vertical variations play a significant 
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role, it will be nece ssary to have more information on the detailed 

nature of the turbulent mixing tensor . 

Even for th e study of flows in w hich lateral variations clearly 

predominate, knowledge of the magnitude of the lateral mixing coefficient 

is at present barely adequate. The lateral mixing coefficient used in this 

study was obtained by Elder by observing lateral diffusion of dye drops 

in flow 1 cm. deep down a smooth flume. The result has been found 

adequate in these experiments, but there is no assurance that it will be 

correct in other streams or types of laboratory flow. Probably the most 

important requirement for future study is identification of the factors 

which control the rate of late ral mixing. 

Finally, perhaps the most intere sting question is how the pre

sent work may be extended to other flow situations, such as the 

oscillating, often stratified flow in estuaries. Although diffusion in 

estuaries has received much attention in the past, a more fundamental 

understanding of the mechanics of estuarine diffusion may possibly be 

obtained by continuation of the pres e nt approach, which has been shown 

in this study to succeed in rivers. 

IX-D Recapitulation 

The dominant mechanism for dispersion in natural streams is 

variation of downstream velocity in the lateral (transvers e) direction. 

Differences in velocity across the stream are primarily responsible 

for stretching out the pollutant cloud. A dispersion coefficient for 

most natural streams can be predicted by an extension of Taylor 1 s 
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analysis; the prediction require s only the geometry of a typical c ros s 

section, the distribution of velocity within the cross section, and the 

channe l shear velocity. 

Proof of the e ffect of lateral velocity variation has been given 

by laboratory experiments. In one experiment the d imensionles s dis 

persion coefficient was increased by a factor of ten by roug h ening the 

channel banks. The method for predicting the disper sion coefficient 

for a natural stream has b een verifie d by numerous laboratory experi

ments and experiments in one natural stream. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

area of cross section of flow 

radius of pipe 

width of channel 

time-averaged concentration 

cross- sectional mean concentration 

spatial variation of concentration from 
cross- sectional mean 

instantaneous concentration 

dispersion coefficient 

depth of flow 

deflection of recording pen of Sanborn recorder 

rate of energy dissipation per unit mass 

a function of position on the flow cross section, the 
normalized solution to the steady-state equation for 
cross-sectional concentration distribution 

calibration factor for conductivity probes 

Darcy-Weisbach friction factor 

acceleration of gravity 

empirical coefficients 

Lagrangian eddy size 

len~h scale for channel distance from source poin t 
( = u T) 

length scale for distance within dispersing cloud. 

( = ~ T) 

characteristic length of cross section 

mass transport per unit time through a cross section 
moving at the mean velocity 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (cont'd.) 

exponent in power law 

any point on the flow cross section 

number of moment of concentration distribution 

hydraulic radius 

slope 

slope of the energy grade line 

Lagrangian time scale 

Eulerian time scale . 
period for time-averaging 

time 

dimensionless time (t/T) 

shear velocity = ~ 

time averaged velocities in the x, y, and z 
directions respectively 

cross- sectional mean velocity of flow 

spatial variation of velocity from cross-sectional 
mean 

depth averaged spatial variation of velocity from 
cross -sectional mean 

instantaneous velocity 

longitudinal position 'of a fixed measuring station, 
referred to a fixed coordinate system 

cartesian coordinate in direction of flow 

dimensionless distance (x/L
1

) 

cartesian coordinate in vertical direction 

dimensionless cartesian coordinate in vertical 
direction ( = y Id) 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (cont' d.) 

cartesian coordinate transverse to fl ow 

turbulent mixing coefficients in the x, y, and z 
directions respectively 

von Karman constant 

density 

o 2 variance of distribution of trac e r. Subscript indicates 
coordinate for integ ration, i.e . 

I CX> c s:a d s 

'fo 

a~ = -1-:-c-d_s __ 

- co 

wall shear stress 

local shear stress 

cartesian coordinate in direction of mean flow 
in a coordinate system moving at the mean 
flow velocity 

s' dimensionless distance ( = s/L2 ) 
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APPENDIX I 

The purpose of this appendix is to prove equation (74), w hich 

shows that in the diffusive period the change of moment method yields 

an exact solution even w h e n based on time-concentration data, regard-

less of the input concentration distribution. It is first convenient to 

obtain the values of c e rtain integ ral s for the case of a delta function 

initial condition, for which the solutio n to the diffusion equation in a 

fixed coordinate system, 

is, 

1 
c = 

.j4n Dt 
e 

- (x -u t) 2 

4 Dt 

(10 2 ) 

( 10 3) 

(in this appendix all concent rations are cross-sectional values , and the 

overbar has b een dropped). Consideri ng a fixed value of x, say x = x
0 

(corresponding to the measuring pos i tio n in an expe riment), the follow -

ing integrals can be obtained from tables or by a method given by 

Glover (21 ). 

CD 
T (x ) =I cdt 1 - -

0 0 u 0 
( 104) 

T 1 (xo ) JCD ctdt 
1 (x 2D = =w + -=-) 

0 u 
0 

( 1 OS ) 
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Now consider the actual case, in which the initial concentration distri-

bution at some time, arbitrarily chosen to bet = 0, is some unknown 

distribution 

c (x, 0) = c (x) 
0 

( 10 7) 

By superposition, the solution to equation ( 102) with the given initial 

condition is 

ro 
c(x, t) = J c

0
(T)) 

- ro . 

exp [
- (x-ri-ut) 2 ] 

4Dt 

.j4rr D t 
dT) ( 10 8) 

Maintaining the notation for the moments from a delta function input, 

and denoting the moments in th e general case by primed quantities, 

we obtain 

[
- (x 0 - ri-ut )2

] 
exp 4Dt 

= Jro dt J ro co(Tj) ------
0 - ro .j4 rr D t 

dTl 

co 
= s - ro 

[
- (xa-n-ut)2] 

exp 4Dt 

dt 
..j41T D t 

= J co co(T\) To (xo-Tl) dTl (109) 
- co 
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T1'(xo) = Jroco(n)T1(xo-n) dn 
-ex> 

CX> 

T 2 '(x
0

)= J c
0

(T)) T 2 (x
0

-T)) dT) 
-CX> 

The quantity of inter e st, u2 a 2 , is obtained from the mome nts by 
t 

T' 2 

(TI )2 
-~ 

T' 0 

T' 0 

( 11 0) 

( 1 1 1) 

( 112) 

Substituting into equation (112) the results of equations (109), (110), 

and ( 111) yields 

[J 
CX> 

- CX> 

( 113) 

Only those terms containing x are of interest; the others are constant 
0 

for any given experiment and will be subtracted out in finding the 

change of moment. Expanding equation ( 113) and sorting out those 

terms containing x yields 
0 
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2Dx 
\i2 cr 2 o + £ (D, u, t -~ c ) 

0 
(114) 

Hence the change in crt2 is directly proportional to the change in time , 

u2 fw 2 = 2DM 
t 

and with the help of equation (3 7), e quation (74} is established: 

li2 t:.a 2 
t 

2 

= D.a s 

{ 115) 
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APPENDIX II 

Discussion by the writer of 11Numerical Solution to a Dispersion 

Equation", by Nobuhiro Yotsukura and Myron B. Fiering. 

Published in the Proceedings of the American Society of Civil 

Engineers, Journal of the Hydraulics Division, 90, HY2 (March, 1965), 

pp. 402-407. 

NUMERICAL SOLUTION TO A DISPERSION EQUATIONa 

Discussion by Hugo B. Fischer 

HUGO B. FISCHER,18 A. M. ASCE.-The authors have given an interest
ing numerical solution to the convective diffusion equation that helps to des
cribe the initial mixing phenomena in open channel flow and demonstrates the 
initial production of skewness. It is r egrettable that the solution does not lead 

a September, 1964, by Nobuhiro Yotsukura and Myron B. Fiering (Proc. Paper 4046). 
18 NDEA Graduate Fellow, California Inst. of Tech., Pasadena, Calif. 
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asymptotically to the dispersion coefficient derived by Taylor' s method5 as 
given by Elder. 7 Until this discrepancy is removed the results s hould be used 
with. some caution; particu larly suspect is the conclusion that the dispersion 
coeffic ie nt depends on the fr iction factor . 

T he authors create confusion by claiming to find a d iscrepancy between 
Eqs. 3, 5, and 6 that only partly exists. Eq. 3 has no place in the discussion; 
it is der ived strictly for pipe flows, and by no stretch of the imagination can 
be thought to concern open channel flow. Eqs. 5 and 6 are both derived from 
the integr a l formula 

in which 

. 
~ 
' 0 

c . 
;g 

U' 

--

4.0 

2Sl 

~ I Of)-

0 

4 .0 

2S> 

- h2 
l w 1 w 

D f dw U' J dw K f dw U' ••• .• .•• ( 27) 
0 0 0 

u - u, w 1 y, and a ll other notation is as given by the 

LE GE NO 
-- lLOl:ft 7 LOeA•UTHMIC Vll.OC1TY 

PftO"l[ 
--O-- TH OIU.SI POWER LAW V[LOCITY 

P"Ofl LE 1'"011 SMOOTH 
80UNDAllY 

• • AUTHOR'S A(SULTS 

x WftlTIEA'S E XPIE l'tl MUtUL AUULTS 

IN A ftOU IJH CHANNEL 

_,.., -----o..._ 
• /"' " / '\, 

/ \ 0 

/ ,,(x 0 

<Y 
./ 

/ 

,/ 
,? . 

p' 

10• 

Reynolds Number 

FIG. 11.-COMPARISON OF AUTHORS' RESULTS WITH EQS. 5, 6, 
AND FISCHER 

authors. This integral can be obtained by the method given by Taylor,5 as 
was done by both Elder 7 and Thomas, 6 or a moment method given in gene r a l 
form by K. Aris.19 The writer has shown20 that Aris's general expressions 
can be simplified in the two-dimensiona l case to yield Eq. 27 exactly. 

19 Aris, R . , "On the Dis persion of a Solute in a Fluid F lowing Through a Tube," 
Proceedings, Royal Soc. of London, Series A, Vol. 235 , pp. 67-77. 

20 Fischer, Hugo B., " Longitudinal Dispersion by Velocity Gradients in Open 
Channel Flow," Technical Memorandum No. 64- 4, W. M. Keck Lab. of Hydraulics 
and Water Resources, California Inst. of Tech., Pasadena, Calif., May, 1964. 
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The difference between Eqs. 5 and 6 arises from Eider's use of the uni
versal logarithmic velocity distribution, whereas Thomas confines himself to 
smooth channels and uses the power law distribution. Thomas's result can be 
expressed as a single valued function of the Reynolds number by using the 
well-known experimental relations for smooth pipes between the friction fac
tor, power law exponent, and the Reynolds number, R. Fig. 11 shows the re
sulting comparison between Eqs. 5, 6, and the authors' results; herein, the 
friction factor has been calculated from the Blasius formula 

f = 8 u;2 = 0.316 R-0.25 

u 
. ( 28) 

for R {,,, 105, and Prandtl's universal law of friction for smooth. pipes, 

1 
- = 2 log R ff -0.8 •••..••••..••• ( 29) 
ff 

for R > 105. The value of the power law exponent, n, as a function of R has 
been taken as given in Schlichting. 21 The authors' results are shown for 

TABLE 2 

Mesh 
point w U' k~vg I1 I2 I3. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

i = 0 0 1.000 0.024 0.050 0.0521 0.0009 
i = 1 0.1 0.894 0.088 0.139 0.160 0. 0134 
i = 2 0.2 o, 777 0.158 0.217 0.273 0. 0506 
i = 3 0.3 0.644 0.208 0.281 0.393 0.0718 
I = 4 0.4 0.488 0.238 0.330 0.522 0. 0880 
i = 5 0.5 0. 307 0.248 0.361 0.661 0.1094 
i = 6 0.6 0.084 0.238 0.369 0.814 0.1156 
i = 7 0. 7 -0.204 0.208 0.349 0.987 0. 0975 
i = 8 0.8 -0.609 0.158 0.288 1.190 0.0165 
I = 9 0.9 -1.30 0.088 0.158 1.61 -0.155 

~-3.36 0.024 -0.010 -0.437 (smooth 
boundary) 

i = 10 1.00 r2.40 0.024 0.038 -0.250 (rough 
boundary) 

-3.16 0. 024 0.000 - 0.427 (best choice: 
I1 = 0) 

comparison; for the smooth case, the Reynolds number is determined from 
Eq. 28 and for the rough case, because no unique Reynolds number relation 
exists, an arbitrary value is used. Also shown are three experimental results 
determined by the writer in a pilot study for a research project now in pro
gress; these experiments were conducted in a flume 10 in. wide, using flows 
2 in. to 4 in. deep over a movable sand bed whose form was dunes roughly 1 in. 

21 Schlichting, H. , "Boundary Layer Theory,• McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New 
York, N. Y., 1960. 
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high. It is worth noting that for large Reynolds numbers, Thomas' s result 
seems to be tending towards E ider's; this is a logical development because, 
as Schlichting notes, for large Reynolds numbers the power law distribution 
must tend towards a logarithmic distribution, whereupon Thomas' s solut ion 
must tend towards Elder' s. Unfortunately, Tho mas' s resu lt loses definition 
at high Reynolds number, as the value of the exponent n is not experimentally 
well defined. 

·Because the authors elect to use a logarithmic velocity profile, their re
sults s hould tend asymptotically to Eq. 6. That they do not is a clear indica
tion that the numerical method is i n error. The writer has made a calculation 
to determine whether the error arises from the size of the y- direct ion mesh 
or the handling of the velocity at the bed, and has found that it does not. The 
calculation is shown in Table 2, in which the following equations were used: 

Col. 2 

Col . 3 

w= l =y ..... .... • 

KU' ( u - U) 
u' = 1+ l n·( 1 - w) = - - = K -~-- •••••• •• u. u. 

. ( 30) 

. ( 31) 

in which K is the·von Karman constant, Col. 4 

Col. 5 

Col. 6 

Col. 7 13 

I 

and 

k' = w(l - w) = ±. k _K __ ....... . . . (32) 
K - K h U* 

w.+0.05 
l 

J u ' dw; 
0 

1.00 
J u' dw ... .... (33) 
0 

w. +0.05 
l w 

kl ' J' 
0 

u' dwdw . . . . .. . . ( 34) 

w.+0.05 
l w 1 w 

J u' dw J k' dw J u ' dw • •••••• ( 35) 
0 0 0 

1.00 w 1 w 

J u ' dw J k' dw J u' dw .••• . .•• ( 36) 
3

10 0 0 0 

-h u. 
D I . .. . . . ..... . . ( 37 ) 

3 310 K 

The nu merical calculation is simulated by dividing the velocity profile i nto 11 
segments, as shown in Fi g. 12. T he value of k for each segment is taken as 
the average value of k at each end, as has been done in the authors' numerical 
approach . For simplicity of calculat ion, the values of both k and u' have been 
normalized by the von Karman constant, K, for use in the table, and the final 
r esult multiplied by K3 . It should be noted that the author s use a value for the 
von Karman constant of 0.40, whereas E lder uses 0 .41; t he writer has used 
0.41 in order that his results be d irectly comparable with Eider's. T he writer 
obtains the following results: 
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1. For u10 = 3.36 (in which u10 is the velocity at the bed), which cor
responds to the authors' assumptions for a smooth boundary 

D = 6.33 h U* .... . .... . .. . . . .. (38) 

2. For u10 
rough boundary, 

2.40 , which corresponds to the authors' assumption for a 

D = 3.62 h U* .. . . . • . .. •... . .(39) 

3. For u10 = 3. 16, which is the logica l value to use, because it is the 
only onl=! for which the integral of the point velocity over the depth is equal to 
the mean velocity 

D = 6.19 h U* •. ... • . . . •.• •• .•. (40) 

Eq. 40 is an excellent agree ment with Elder' s result; the other two results 
are spurious (because the integrated point velocity does not equal the mean 

1.0 -,-----------------..-------~ 

0.8 

,.. 
a: .. 
0 
z y 0.6 ::> 
0 
m 
:c .... 
0 
0 

0.4 ~ 0 
II 

~ 
0.2 

,.. 
a: .. 
0 
z 
::> 
0 
m 
:c 
C> 
::> 
0 
a: 

LO G LA W 

STEP FUNCTION FOR 
NUMERICAL METHOD 

-3.5 -3.0 -2.0 - 1.0 0 1.0 2.0 

u' 

FIG. 12.-VELOCITY PROFILES USED TO SIMULATE 
NUMERICAL PROCEDURE 

3.0 

velocity), but they show how the authors r eached their incorrect conclusion 
that D depe nds on the friction factor. The authors' assumption that the bed 
velocity can be assumed to be the velocity at the top of the roughness projec
tion is not acceptable, as it injects a lar ge error into the result. 

The writer's contribution is essentia lly negative, in that he has only de
termined what is not the cause of the authors' error; however, when a nu
merical procedure contradicts a well established analytical result it is cer
tainly the numerical method that must be questioned. The responsibility 
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remains with the authors to perfect their method to the point where it produces 
the correct final result; if this can be done the authors will have provided a 
useful procedure. 

Because the authors present Eq. 26 purely as an empirical result, ob
served from their data, the writer feels it worthwhile to note why this relation 
must be valid. The proof can be given briefly as follows: Consider any proc
ess that satisfies the diffusion equation in a coordinate system moving with 
velocity, U. Let c0 ( x) be the initial distribution, which is entirely upstream 
from the fixed observation point located at x0 • Let x ' be the moving coordi
nate, so that 

x' = x - u t ••..•••••• ( 41) 

ac _ a2c 
at - ex' 2 •• 

.•• ( 42) and the governing equation is 

Then the well-known fundamental solution to the diffusion equation yields 

00 

(x-~-U.t) 2 

4 D t 
C(x, t) = J c

0
( ~) 

- oo .J4irDt 
d~ .• •. ... • .•.• (43) 

The variance of the time-concentration curve taken at the fixed point x0 is by 
definition 

•••• ( 44) 

Substituting Eq. 43 in Eq. 44, carrying out the integrations, setting x = x0 , and 
separating out those terms that include a dependence on x0 yields (for details 
see the writer's memo22) 

-2 2 XO 
U at = 2 D :=- + f(D, U, c

0
)· • •••• • •• • (45) 

u 
Because D, U, and c0 are independent of time, the function on the right can be 
regarded as a constant for any given problem, · so that, with x0 = U t the 
result is 

d - 2 
dt (U at) = 2 D ........ .. . • ..... ( 26) 

22 Flecher, Hugo B., "Determination of Dispersion Coefficients by the Change of 
Moment Method," Technical Memorandum No. 64-6, W. M. Keck Lab. of Hydraulics 
and Water Resources, California Inst. of Tech. , Pasadena, Calif., June, 1964. 
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APPENDIX III 

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 

This Appendix gives all group-averaged concentration measure

ments obtained during the multiple-probe experiments in the 40-meter 

flume . The tables give cross-sectional mean concentration, c, and 

variation from the mean at each probe, c', at each of the selected times. 

Probe positions are given in each table. For the two-dimensional series 

(2300 through 2700) the tables give normalized depth, y' = y/d; for the 

three-dimensional series (2800 through 3400) the tables give lateral 

position with respect to the same datum as shown in the cross-sectional 

drawings included in the text (figures 39 through 44). 

The concentration units given are those obtained directly from 

the data according to equation 91. In each series, the area under the 

concentration-distance curve is given for each group, and increases as 

the source is moved away from the probes. This is because the amount 

of tracer injected was increased between groups, so that for each group 

a nearly full scale Sanborn deflection could be obtained. The figures in 

the text show measured concentration units for the first group of each 

series , but for each subsequent group the concentration units are multi

plied by a normalization factor so that each curve subtends the same 

area. The units g ive n in the tables of this Appendix may be converted to 

those in the text figures by multiplying by the area under the concentra

tion-distance curve of the first group of the series and dividing by the 

area under the curve of the group under consideration. The original data 

shown in these tables were used in a ll detailed calculations, but were 

normalized for presentation in the text to show the decay of concentra

tion which would occur if a constant amount of tracer had bee n used. 
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A6.0 -2?.2 -11.4 -B.5 7.) 11.9 IB.3 39 . 8 
BR .O ·211.4 · 70.8 -11.6 9 . l 14.b z ... 3 54.b 
9o.o -2q . 9 -1s.5 -10.1 6.3 13.1 2 5 .• 66.b 
QZ.O ·2A .I · 1 3.b -9.6 b.O 12.4 22 .4 76.1 
Q4. 0 -2 1).Q ·11.6 -9.0 6.7 9.0 17.5 82 .9 
q 6 .0 - n .o -8.9 -i. . 1 6 . o 5.5 1 1 .1 Ro.o ! qe.n -1 .s -b.q -4.2 s.o 1.t b.4 s1.o 

100.0 -).1 -1. 9 ·l.6 4.2 -0.2 2 .7 Bb.4 
102 . 0 - 0.1 -o.9 -o. 5 z.a -1. 5 -o.s A4.o 
104. 0 2 .1 1 .1 o.8 1.'I -1.0 -3 .4 oo . 5 
I Ob . O 6.f 2 . A Z .1 I . I - 5.2 -5.'I 15.1 

: lOA.0 7 • ., 4.3 3.q -0 .0 -5. b - 1.q 70 .6 
I 11 0 . Q IJ .1 4 . 8 ).,9 - Q.,4 -5.8 -e."> t- '$.4 

112.0 11.1 6.2 J.5 - 0.9 -6.2 -9. 7 5'>.8 
114. 0 12 . l 6.8 2.8 -o .~ -b.q -1 0.1 s•.0 
l l b.O 1 2 . e 6 . 8 1 . 1 -o.9 -b.8 -1 0 .e 4q.1 
11R. O I II.A 1.8 4.0 -1 .2 - 6.) -10.6 •• . l 
120.0 

1 

10.~ 1 . A 4 .7 -3.4 - 5 . 5 -9.7 .Jq.3 
127.0 9.6 6.9 ... q -l .7 ... . ... -9.) )4.7 
124.0 A 0 ) 5 . 9 4 o<> ·lo4 ·3.8 -9.0 30 . 7 
126.0 j' 11.0 1 ... . z 4.5 -1.3 - 1.n -0.1 zr.z 

: ;~ : g I ~ : ~ I ::~ !:~ =~:~ =~:~ =~ : : ~~:: 
ll2.0 7. 0 5. .. 2 . 8 -2.b -z.q ..... 9 11.8 
114. 0 h.tt -; .s l .'\ -2.4 -z.e -1. . 6 •~.b 

1}6 . 0 t> . 6 4 . 9 I.A ·1.9 -2.1 -5 .9 13.J 
llH. f) 6. 0 J . 8 1 .6 -1.6 - 2.) -5.Z ll .4 

: :~ ~:~ I ~:: J:~ ::~ :~:! :~:~ :~:: ::~ 
l ~o. o \ 7.'I I 1. 1 o.6 - o.B -1.1 -2.5 4.1 
15~. o l .J 1. 5 0.1 -o.t. -o. 5 -2.0 2.1 

• 160.0 l 1 .6 1.0 0.6 -0.'I -0.2 -1 . 2 1... i 
L . _ 1_i.~_._ o _ _ _ __ o .:.~ _ L__~_-_8 _ -~ -~ :.~- _ _ -_o __ ._2 _ _.__-_o_._e _ _.'--___ o_._8 _ __j 

i 
: 

' 

I 
i 
I 

I 
I 

i 
i 

I 



TI "'E FROM 
RELEllSE 

20.0 
?.l. 0 
ll. ') 
22.0 
22. 5 
23.0 
2 3. 'j 
24. 0 
Z4.5 
25.0 
2'> . 5 
26.0 
21.0 
28 . 0 
29.0 
30.0 
31.0 
32.0 
33.0 
34.0 
35.0 
36.0 

TI 1"E FROM 
REU:ASE 

41. 0 
42.0 
43.0 
44.0 
45.0 
46.0 
47.0 
46.0 
49.0 
50.0 
51. 0 
52.0 
53.0 
54.0 

I 
')5 . 0 
5 6 . 0 

I 57.0 
5F!. 0 I 

I 59.0 
60.0 

' 62.0 ! 64.0 
I 66.0 

i 68.0 
12.0 

L _ -----·- - --
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GROUP AVtRAGEO RESULTS OF RUN~ 2601 THROUGH 2605 

OISTA"ICf: f-ROM SOURCE TU PROl\fS IMETERSI 
ARFA UNDER CIJRVf: ISEC. TIMES CONC. UPlllTSI " 
MEAN TIMt OF PASSAGE ISEC. FROM RELEASEI 
VARJAPllCE !SQUARE SECONOSI 

1.06 
1t21.80 

24.ltq 
3o8<J 

-·- -- - -- . ·-----. -- --- -- ----- --- ----
CONCENTl<llT ION AT PROBE I RELATIVE TO MEANI 

PROBE H PROllE F PROBE J PROBE I PROBE E PROBE 
Y/O:.Olt Y/O= .23 YIO=.lt<J YI0=.70 YI0:.90 YID%. 

·-----
-0.1 -o. l -o.o -o.o 0. l o. 
-4. I - I. 9 -0.3 3. 2 2. I o. 

-15.6 -fl. l 4 ... 4.3 10.1 o. 
-36. 0 -21. 5 14.l 7. (J 26.3 o. 
-60.4 -37. 3 20.0 24.0 34.9 o. 
-44.3 -35.5 14.7 18 . 4 B.6 o. 
-33.5 -5.6 7.5 12.6 7. 5 o. 
-16.4 fl. 7 -0.2 11. l -9.6 o. 

4.4 15.4 -5.9 5.5 -16.6 o. 
17.7 72.5 -9.0 -3.5 -23. l o. 
2 l • l 73.6 -9.9 -7.3 -21.1 o. 
2 l. l 22. 3 -6.6 -7.6 -21.5 o. 
2 3. I! 16.9 -9.6 -6.A -1 7 .o o. 
20.1 7.5 -6.0 -4.4 -11.0 o. 
11.6 2.5 -3.2 -1.9 -5.0 o. 
5.9 1.7 -1. 5 -0.9 -3.2 o. 
2.1 1.5 -1.0 -0.2 -2.1 o. 
1.4 l • l -0.6 -0.1 -1. l o. 
0.7 0.3 -0.4 0.1 -0.5 o. 
0.3 o.o -0.2 0.1 -0.·2 o. 
0.2 -o .o -o.o o.o -o.o o. 
o.o -o.o -o .o -o.o -o.o o. 

. GROUP llVERAGEO RESULTS OF RUNS 2606 THROUGH 2610 

OISTA"ICE FROM SOURCE TO PROBES CMETERSI 
AREA UNDFR CURVE ISEC. TIMES CONC. UPlllTSI 
MEAN TIME OF PASSAGE ISEC. FROM RELEASEI 
VAR1ANCE (SQUARE SECONDSI 

CONCENTRATION l\T PROBE I RELA Tl VE TO 

PROBE H PROBE F PROBE J PROBE I PROBE 

MEANI 

14.06 
782.31 
50.87 
11. 83 

E PRORE 
Y/0=.04 YIO= .23 YID= .49 YID=.70 YI0=.90 YID =. 

-o.o -o.o -o.o -o.o 0.1 o. 
-0.2 -0.2 -o.o 0.1 0.2 o. 
-0.A -0.5 o.o 0.1 0.4 o. 
-3.7 -3.0 0 .6 1.0 4. l o. 

-12.6 -9.3 1.4 0.6 16.8 o. 
-26.7 -16.4 4.6 3.2 29.4 o. 
-44.3 -22.ll 13 .0 3.7 35.9 o. 
-36.0 -1 t. .0 10.0 7.5 24.0 o. 
-19. 3 -1. 3 z.1 6.5 9.7 o. 
-9.3 -1. l 0.1 6.2 l. l o. 
- l .o l. 9 -o.s 3.9 -4.9 o. I 6. 1 l 0. l -7.l -0.9 -13.9 o. 
9.6 14.4 -2.2 -'j. 7 -14.2 o. 

I 7.7 1 7.2 -4.0 -6.5 -13.2 o. 
4. fl 15 . 6 -3.3 -6.7 -9.9 o. 
4.0 ll.6 -2.6 -4.5 -1.1 o. ! 

3. 7 6.6 -2.0 -3.4 -5.4 o. 
4.7 5.4 -2.1 -2.1 -4.l o. 
4.0 3.6 -1.5 -2.0 -2.9 o. 
2.5 2.2 -1.3 -1.1 - 1 .6 o. 
0.4 0.9 0.1 -o .o -1. 4 o. 

-0.3 0.4 -0.2 0.4 -0.4 o. 
-0.3 0. l -0.1 0.3 -0.2 o. 
-0.7 o.o -0.1 0.3 -0.1 o. 
-o.o -o.o -o.o 0.1 -o.o o. 

" - - --~ 

-- . -1 "!EAN 
CONCE,...Tl<A TIO"' 

o.~I 
5.6 

I lB.8 
44.9 
75.7 

l 0 z. l 
l 05." 
96.3 
Ill. 0 

I 69.5 
51.4 
46.0 
2A.9 
16.3 
6.3 
4.7 
2.1 
l. 4 
0.5 
0.2 
o.o 
o.o 

MEAN 
CONCENTRATION 

o.o 
0.2 I 
0.8 I 
4.0 

14.8 
36.9 
66.3 
1\3.9 I 94.0 
94.4 
67. 3 
76.9 
63.4 
49.2 
36.6 
25.0 I 
16.9 
11.0 

7. l 
4.4 
2.0 
0.9 
o ... 
0.2 I o.o__J 
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GROUP AV£~AGEO Rl:SULTS OF RUNS 2611 THROUGH 2614 

OISTANCE FROM SOURCE TO PROBES IMET ERSI 
AREA IJNOFR CIJRVE: ISEC. TIMES CONC. U"llTSI: 
MEAN TIME: OF PASSAGE IS£C. FROM RELEASEI 
VARIANCr ( SQUARE SECONOSI 

21.0b 
1074.61 

TI ,.f- F R~M--f .. - - CONCE ~;~-A-T-;-~~ .. AT PROB-~-~-;El A-~~-~;- -TO--ME~~-1- · 

RHlA
5

1: P~OBE ~- i -P-~~BI: F PROB E J PROBf I PROBE E PROBE 
Y/0=. 0 4 Y/D= .23 Y/0=.49 Y/0=.70 Y/0•.90 Y/O =. 

- -- - - ----- . .. -- · 
64.0 -o.o -o.o -o.o -o.o 0.1 o. 
bS.O I -0.3 - 0.3 - 0.2 0. 1 0.1 o. 
66.0 -0.9 -0.R -0.l -0.l 1.7 o. 
67.0 -1.4 -1.5 -0.2 0.1 2. 0 o. 
6R.O -2.9 -4.5 l.l 3.6 2.0 O. 
oq.o -6.8 -10.0 5.o 4.7 5.6 o. 
70.0 -14.6 -17 .8 R.9 5.9 13.3 O. 
71.0 - 7.2 .0 -19.S 11.2 9.3 14.l O. 
7 2 .0 -30.2 -19.0 12.R 7.3 19.3 O. 
7 3 .0 -29 . 2 -14.3 10.7 6.4 16.8 o. 
74.0 -22.0 -12.5 6.4 B.2 13.2 O. 
75 . 0 - 12.9 -7.S 3.7 S.5 7.3 o. 
76 .0 -5.3 -1.9 1.5 0.6 3.4 O. 
11.0 s.1 4.6 -1.s -7.3 0.1 o. 
7R. O 13 .0 11. 2 -4.b -10 . l -5.6 O. 
79. 0 i1.1 15.9 -7 .3 -13.2 -7.8 o. 
AO.O lA.5 17.0 -5.8 -14 .4 -10.2 O. 
82.0 21.1 16.2 -6.0 -12.3 -13.4 o. 
84.0 14.2 13.9 : -7.3 -8.l -8.4 o. 
B6 . 0 1.1 8.3 -4.l -s.1 -4.5 o. 
88.0 3.8 4.0 -1.7 -2.9 -2.1 o. 
90.0 2.1 1.7 -0.6 -1.4 -1.2 o. 
92 .0 o.a 1.3 -o.5 -0.1 -o.8 o. 
95.0 0.6 0.5 -0.3 -0.2 -0.4 O. 

100.0 0.1 0.2 - 0 . 1 -0.1 -0.1 o. 
lOS . O O. O. O. o. O. O. 

~------~----·· ·---··· --·-·- - -·- -· - - - - ·· 

TIME F ROM 
RtlEASE 

--- -- -
88 . 0 
90.0 
9 2 . 0 
94 .0 
96 . 0 
9R . O 

100 .0 
10 2 . 0 
104.0 
106 . 0 
108 . 0 
11 0 . 0 
112. 0 
114. 0 
116. 0 
118.0 
120.0 
12 2 .0 
124 . 0 
12 1! . o 
11.! .0 

GROU P AVERAGED RESULTS OF RUNS 2615 THROUGH ?6 18 

DIST ANCE FROM SOURCE TO PROBES IMETERSI 
ARE4 UNDER CURVE ISEC. TIME S CONC. UNIT S ) • 
MEAN Tl~ E OF PASSAGE I SFC. FROM RELEASEI 
VARIANCE ( SQUAR E SECON.OS I 

28.06 
12 45.17 

102.F!9 
29.23 

CONC ENT RATION AT PROBE I RE LATIVE TO MEAN) 

PR ORE H PROBE F PROBE J PROBE I PROBE E PRO RE 
Y/0=.04 Y/0 = .23 Y/0=.49 Y/0= .70 Y/0: .90 Y/O =. 

- ----------- ----
- 0 . 2 - 0.1 o.o -0.2 0.4 o . 
-1. 2 - 1 • l 0.6 0 .6 0.6 o. 
-3.7 - 3.2 l. 2 l. 8 2.1 o. 
-9.7 - 11. 7 4 .9 4.7 9. "2 o. 

-1 6 . 9 -\8 .7 8 .7 R. 2 13. 8 o. 
-1 3. 7 - 17 . 5 9.4 6 . 0 11. 6 o. 
-10.1 -9 . 4 5.5 2 .7 8.2 o. 
-4.9 4.8 -1 . 1 -1.4 0 . 1 o. 
o. o 15.6 -S .1 - 4.4 -6 .7 I) . 

6 .2 22.3 -6. S -1 3 . l -8.0 o. 
6 .1 22 .5 -7.8 -13. l - 6 .7 o. 
5 . 3 l q . l - 6 .7 -11. 6 -5.7. o. 
2.s 13.3 -4. 1 -7. 4 -4.2 o. 
I • 1 8.3 -2 .4 -4 .0 -3 .0 o. 
l. 3 4.8 -1.B -2.3 - 1 .1 o. 
l. "2 3 . 2 -1.1 -1. 9 - 1.2 o. 
0.6 2.4 -0.7 -1. 2 -1.0 o. 
0 .1 1. 3 -0.4 -0.9 -0 . 6 o. 
0.4 1.3 -o.3 -0.8 -0.6 o. 
I). 2 0.4 -o . o -0.3 -0.2 o. 
0.1 0.2 -o.o -0.2 -0.2 o. 

ME Al~ 
CONCE"ITHAflON 

') .0 
0.3 
l . 0 
7..1 
5.b 

1 '. 2 
7.1>. 9 
43 . S 
63.S 
8 3. 7 
97.0 

104 . 2 
104.9 

9 9 .2 
87.9 
73.4 
bO.b 
39.2 
23.6 
13.0 
6.l 
3.2 
1.5 
0.1 
0.1 
o. 

MEAN 
CONCENTRATIOllj 

0.2 
l • 1 
6 . 6 

20.3 
45.5 
74.8 
95.0 
9 8 .4 
8 7. 2 
68.7 
4R.O 
31 .6 
19 .0 
10. S 

5 .7 
3. 7 
2 .3 
l. 3 
1.0 
0.3 
0.2 

~- - ··- -- ·-- · - - - - ·- -·----- ----~ -·-

I 
i 
' I 

i 

I 

I 

I 



TIMI:: ~ROM 

RELEllSI: 

32.0 
33.0 
34.0 
34.5 
35. 0 
v;.'> 
36.0 
36.5 
37.0 
3 7. '\ 
18.0 
3!l. 5 
1'1.0 
3'1.5 
40.0 
41.0 
42.0 
43.0 
44.0 
46.0 
'-8· 0 
50.0 
52.0 
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GROU P llVERllGEO RESULTS OF RUNS 2701 THROUGH 2704 

UISTllNCE FROM SOURCE TO PROBES IMETERSl 
f\REll IJNDER CURVE ISEC. TIMES CONC. UNITSI s 

MEllN TIME OF PASSAr.E ISEC. FROM RfLEASEl 
VlKIANC( ISUllARl: SECONOSI 

-o.o 
-1. ') 

-14.4 
-7. '). 7 
- 2 4. 8 
-2A. 'I 
- .H .. 8 
-30.3 
-19. 8 
-a. to 

3.0 
13.4 
lA.6 
20..0 
2l.A 
24.6 
19 .11 
11 . 3 

7.9 
6.2 
2.3 
0.4 
o. l 

-o.o 
-1 .5 

-15.Z 
-Z6.3 
- 32. 'I 
-38.2 
-JA.2 
-18.4 
-0 .7. 
5.4 

l 0 . l 
17 .6 
7. 3 . l 
27.1 
29. 6 
24.9 
21.s 
15.6 
13 .5 
5.7 
2.6 
l • l 
0.5 

-o.o 
-o.5 
-Z .5 
l. 0 

-0 .9 
-6.'I 

-11. 0 
-4.6 
-3.9 
-1.4 
0.8 

-4,R 
-10.1 
-11. 4 
-7.3 
-2.6 

·. -2. 7 
-0.9 
-0.4 
o.o 

-o.o 

-o.u 
0.3 

10.4 
22 .9 
21.0 
19 . l 
24 .9 

l '· 1 9 .9 
3.5 

-1. 7. 
-B.O 
-9. 7 

-11. I_\ 

-l3. 3 
-10.3 
-1 . 6 
-8.0 
-6.5 
-3.11 
-1. 5 
-0.5 
-0.2 

0. 1 
-o.e 
16 .8 
20.8 
23.2 
28.0 
40.3 
21.6 
6.7 

-3.7 
-12.z 
-15.7 
-1s.o 
-11.1 
-8.l 

-10.2 
-12.9 
-8.R 
-6.7 
-3.6 
-1. 6 
-o.s 
-0.2 

14. Oh 
'-6'1. 0 1 

3R.411 
H.50 

-o.o 
5. l 
3.6 
Z.9 

l3. l 
30.4 
20.6 
12. l 
4.9 
3. l 

-o. fl 
-13.4 
-19.9 
-20 .6 
-20.0 
-1 7. l 
-13.6 
-1. 0 
-5.3 
-3.2 
-1.'-
-o.s 
-0.2 

4 2. 4 
54.0 
10 .0 
73. 3 
1 Z .'I 
70.6 
66.0 
56 .4 
., l. 7 
46.3 
41. 0 
34.3 
25.6 
l 6. l 
10.9 
4.7 
1.7 
o.s 
0.2 

-~----- - --- .~---------------~---------------' 

I 
Tl"'E FROM 

KELEASE 

I 
l,1.0 
I 5'1. o 

I
' 61.0 

62.0 
I 63. o 
I M.o 

65.0 

I 

1>6.0 
67.0 
6fl.O 
6''1. () 
10.0 
71. 0 
12.0 
73. 0 
74. 0 
75.Q 
76. 0 
11. 0 
7 '1.0 
8 1 . 0 
A3.0 

\

' 85. 0 
f\7.0 

L __ ~<i_·_o_ -

., GROU P AVEKAGEO RE';IJL TS OF RUNS 2705 THROUGH , 2708 

OlSTANCl FROM SOURCE TO PROBES IM~TERSl 
AREA UNOtR CURVE ISEC. TIMES CONC. UN ITS) 
MEAN TIME OF PASSAGE ISEC . FROM RELEASEl 
VARIANCt I SOllARE SE CONO S l 

25.06 
llll.69 

66.BO 
19.42 

CONCENTRATION AT PROllE (RELATIVE TO MEANI 

PRO/IE G PROBF F PROBE I PR OBE H PROBE J PROBE E 
Y/Oc,06 Y/0=.2 4 Y/0=.41 Y/0= .61 Y/O=.BO Y/0 =.95 

o. o. o . 
-0.1 -0.1 -0.3 

-11.1 -ll.6 -2.4 
-71.8 -24 . 3 -2.1 
-31.3 -34.l -2.A 
-41.5 -3 3 .5 0.3 
-37.5 -36.2 l.A 
-29 .l - 23 .7 3.9 
-23.l ,I - 5 .9 0.9 
-1 0 .1 o.6 J 2.5 

0.9 7.1 I 2,9 

~:~ I ~~:~ ! -~:~ 
14. 7 2 4 . 9 ' -3.4 

7.CJ 24.2 I I.A 
10. 2 19.2 4,5 
10. 9 17.7 3.4 

I 11.4 17.4 o.4 
<;,q I 15 .A 0.3 i 5.l l.?.3 -1.5 

o. 
0. 7 
5 .6 
6. 4 

17.9 
1 7. 7 
17.9 
13.9 
lC.4 
9.2 
6.7 
2.9 

-1.2 
-6. l 
-5. 2 
-4.6 
-5.9 
-6.A 
-5.7 
-4.6 
-2.0 
-1. 2 
-0.0 
-0.4 
-0.2 

o. 
0.6 

10.7 
12.3 
16.2 
2 7. 2 
?6.6 
16.3 
6.7 

- 3. 5 
I -11.9 
i -19.3 

-19.3 
-16.6 
-16.7 
-17.0 
-14.8 
-11.0 
-9.8 
-7. 5 
-3.a 
-1. 8 
·· l. 0 
-0.'5 
-0.2 

o. 

'l .B 
35,A 
38.8 
31. l 
211 . R 
18. 4 

-l.4 
-8.1 

- 10. 4 
-1 2.A 

I 
-15.7 
-15.4 

I 
-1 ">. 5 
-ll.6 
-ll .9 
-7. 7 
-3.9 
-3.0 
-1.2 
-0.1 
-o.s 
-0.2 

MEAN 
CONCENTRATION 

o. 
0 .1 

l 3. 4 
l l. 4 

">2 . 4 
72.5 
Ql,S 

1 02 .l 
l 0 1>, f> 
1 05. l 
97. l 
84.8 
11.h 
61.4 
50.6 
41.l 
17. l 
25.0 
18,4 
10.J 
4,9 
2 .0 
1.0 
o.s 
0.2 L flJJLL IL 

-----~--- --- - ---- --- --- -----
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~ RrJUP AVf.RAGtO RlSUL TS OF <WNS 2801 Tlll<OUGH 11105 

IJISTA/\l(l fHll" SOUllU TO PROBES PIETERS) 16.u7 
ARfA UNlllR Ct:RVE IStC. TIMES CONC. U/\llTSI • 1818.113 
MFAN TIM~ OF PASSAGE ISEC. FROM RELEASE I 61.fl'I 
VARIANf.( ISUUARE SFCONOSI 1611.12 

I '!:~l~~~~L - -~T~-t-t~~~N IRAT~o~- ·~· -A;>~ol~-~R~·L·A-'F·I~~ rn ~~ ~ -- -T:~c=~~~A-r-;:1 
i l'ROf\l G PROfll J PROBE I PROSE E PROBE F i PROf\E ;I : 

L_ --~- H-~w -- _ _!5.uw ____ ~-2 . <1w _ __ <1.1w ___ o.Jw · -f- - 2.IF I -----t 

1~.o 1 o. I o. o. o. o. I o. 1 o. 
4 0 .0 -l.4 -1.2 1.0 0.11 -1.4 -1.4 I 1.4 
4 l .O -11.0 -A.3 11.2 6.2 -16.Z -11.1 17.1 
44.0 -b4.2 -'l.R '0.4 20.'I -5b.9 -b4.) 67.0 
4o.o -<11.1 ,

1 

-1 0 .b 34.o 37.1 -os.4 -81.b 100.4 
4A.o -06.1 -10.4 23.8 I 21 .2 -32.4 -6S.4 <11.s 
so.o -36.0 - 1> .o 1>.4 I 1s.6 -6.8 -3o.s 11.e 
sz.o -11> . 7 _,.4 1.3 I b.8 3.6 -10.4 S7.3 
54.0 -4.0 I O.b -4.5 3.0 8.9 2.3 46.3 
5b.O 2 .0 I l.b -1>.J 0.9 10.9 7.8 40.b 
Stt.O s.s I 2.0 -7.3 -0.1 12.0 10.S )b.S 
60.0 7 . 9 J.0 -R.0 1 -1.7 12.2 ll.'> 33.0 
o5.0 11.1 2.9 -1.a -2.1 11.1 14.4 26.e 
70 .0 12. '> Z.4 -b.1 -3.1 10.7 14.o 21.~ 
75 .0 12.2 7.b -b.8 -2.9 9.3 13.4 17.5 
AO.O 11.s Z.b -s.1 -J.'I 7.3 11.4 14.3 
AS.O 10.A z .3 -5.2 -2.7 b.3 10.3 11.0 
'10.0 A.A 1.7 -3.9 -2.1 4.9 8.3 A.6 
'IS.O 1.t 0.7 -2.fl -1.9 3.7 6.7 6.9 

100.0 5.6 o.a -z.s -1.3 3.o 5.o s.4 
110.0 4.S I 0.3 -1.2 -1.3 1.7 3.4 3.3 
120.0 2.<1 o.s -o.9 -o.9 o.9 2.( . 2.1 
130.0 1.11 0.'1 -0.1 -0.1 o.s ··~ 1.3 
140.0 1.0 o.3 -0.4 -o.s a.a 1.4 o.s 
1so.o o.6 Lio.a -o.3 -o.3 0.1 1.1 0.3 
11>0.0 o.s -0 . 1 -0.1 -0.1 0.4· o.s 0.1 
110 . 0 0.3 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.2 o.z 0.1 
lflO.O O. O. O. o. O. o. · O. 

·- -

GROUP AVERAGED RESULTS OF RUNS 2807 THROUGH 2811 

ntSTA/\ICE FROM SOURCE TO PROfl[S IMETERSI 
AREA UNOE~ CURVE ISEC. TIMES CONC. UNITSI • 
HEAN TIHt OF PASSAGE ISfC. FROM RELEASEI 
VARIAN( ~ (SQUARE SECONOSI 

26.11 
3100.63 

102.23 
ost.4<1 

~--;,-;;;;-i--· -CONC~~;RA~-,~-~ AT PR~~-E- IRE·L;T~~-E ~"ci" · ~~~~-j -· -'

i RHtASE ~;-;F·m~·Bf J PROflt I PROBE E PROB·E-;;- PR·;;-~ H 

-- ·--=i ME;AN 
CONCENrRATION 

' lfl I :~ml~irn ·:iii :iil =~iii :iii~ -1-----;!~i 
74 . 0 -54.3 -14.7 27.5 18 .3 -43.2 -53.3 61.l 
76.o -01.6 -9.Z 24.7 20.0 -39.9 -59.2 1s.o 
7A.O -Sb.I -5.8 17.9 1'1.7 -26.6 -so.I 7A.6 
80.0 -42.4 ! -4.6 12 .Z lS. 2 -1'1.l -3A.3 13 . b 

! 

~5 . 0 -17.'> -3.6 l.5 '1.1 -3.0 -13.l 6C.2 
90.o - 8 . 2 -3.6 -1.6 6.9 2.A -1.s 51.8 
95.0 -3.1 -J.A -4.4 b.O b.6 4.9 46.9 

100.0 O.A -3.8 -5. 2 3.6 10.6 9.6 43.A 
105.0 2 .1 -3.8 -5.7 2.4 12.5 13.5 3 '1. 0 
110.0 3 .1 -3.s -b.t 1.5 13.'I 15. o 34.4 
l ?O .O 3.l -4.8 -4.2 D.1 12.5 15.'I 2b.o 
130 . 0 3.8 -3.4 -4.7 0.3 12.2 lS.'I 18.5 
140.0 2.5 -2 .3 -l . 'I 0.4 9.l 13.0 13.0 
150.0 2 .4 -1 .b -2 . <1 -0.1 7.1 10.5 8.4 
lbO.O 1.4 -l.4 -1.7 -o.z 4.7 1.h S.1 
l7Q.O 0.1 -1.0 -\.? 0.4 2.0 4.5 4.0 
l~0.0 O.h -0.7 -0.9 0.2 1.7 3.7 2 .4 
l'IO.O 0.5 -0 . 5 -o.s -0.1 1.3 2.2 1.2 

~ig:g g:~ :g:~ :g:~ :g:~ J g:~ i' !:~ g:~ 
7.2.;;.o 0.2 -o.i -0.1 -0.1 o.3 0.1> , 0.1 , 
no.o o.o -o.o -o.o -o.o o.o 0.2 • o.o I 

L_;;g_~g _ L g: g: ___ J _:__ _ __t _____ J_:__ --~: ____ L_ _____ g: _j 



I 
24. 0 

I 2'>.0 
I 26.0 

2 7. 0 

' 28.0 
I 

2'1 . 0 
I 
I 30.0 
I 32.0 

14.0 
36.0 
311 . 0 
40.0 

I 4'>.0 
! so . o 

i 55.0 
60. 0 
6S.O 
10.0 
80.0 
90.0 

100.0 
110.0 
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GRnUP ~VE~AGtD RESULTS OF RUNS Z90l THROUGH 2'105 

OISTAlllC~ f ROM SOURCE TO PROBlS IMET ERSI 
AREA lJlllD~R CURVF I SEC. TI MES CONC. UllllTSI • 
HEAN Tl~F OF PASSAGE ISEC. FROM RELEASEI 
VAR I ANC( I SQUARE SECONDS I 

-10.5 -9 .11 -6.6 5.0 9.5 
-41. 9 i -36.0 -Zl.7 1 7. ll 34.3 
- 63.l -4'1.4 -8.2 17.6 31.4 
-56. 7 I - 37.4 - 5. 3 ll.4 Z4. l 
-4 3. I I -22.3 -1.0 8.7 13. 2 
-2 7. 7 I -10.3 I l. 9 4.) 5 . 9 I -1·6. 9 

I 
-2.4 I 3. I 

I 
l. fl 0.3 

-4.0 J.O 3.3 -1. 0 -2. 4 
3.4 4.5 z.1 -1.0 -4.l 
1.4 6 . 0 2.2 - 2 .3 -4.3 
9.6 <; . 9 Z.5 -2.8 - 4.6 

l o . Cj 6.0 2 .1 - 2.9 -4.7 
l0.6 '>•A 0.6 -2.6 -3.8 

8 . 2 I 4.2 0 .6 -2.0 -2.9 
6. 5 3.0 0 .4 -1. 5 -2.0 
5.1 2.1 o.o -1.2 -1.3 
3. l 1 .4 -0.1 -0.1 -0.9 
2. l 0.1 0. 2 -0.4 -0.6 
o.9 I 0.4 0.1 - 0.3 -o.z. 
0 .3 

I 
0 . l 0 . 1 -0.1 -0.1 

0 . 2 o.o -o.o -o.o -o.o 
o. o. o. o. o. 

I 

16.0fl 
724.17 

35. 14 
l l l .Z5 

5 . 9 
20.11 
33.9 
2 fl. 7 
16.0 

7 . fl 
2 . R i 

-2.7 
-4.3 
-.r,. 8 
- 5 . I 
-4. 6 
-4.l 
-3. 0 
- 2.3 
-1.2 
-0.1 
-0.6 
-0 .2 
-o.o 
-o.o 

o. 
.. 

GROUP AVERAGEO RESULTS OF RUNS 2906 THROUGH 2'110 

DISTANCE FROM SOURCE TO PROBES IMETERSI 
AREA UNDER CURVE ISEC. TIMES CONC . UNITSI • 
ME~N TIMc OF PASSAGE ISEC. FROM RELEASEI 
VARIANCE ! SQUARE SECONDSI 

26.12 
llAl.59 
. 57.21 
178.97 

10 .6 I 42.3 
64.5 I 65.9 
55 . l 

I 
I 

44.9 
37.'> 
29.6 
ZS.I 
21. 5 
111. l 

I 15 .6 
10.3 

6 .8 

I 4.2 
2.6 
1. s I 

0.9 I 
0.4 i 0.1 
o.o 
o • 

.-------....----~-~------------------------------..---------,, 

TIME FROM CONCFNTRATION AT PROBE (RELATIVE TO MEANI 
RELEASE 

PROB E H PROB E G PROBE J PROBE F PROBE E PROBE l 
33.2W l0.2W 26.2W 22.3W 1B.4W l 4 .3W 

I 37.o o. o. o. o. o. o. 

39.0 -2.3 -2.3 -1.2 0.4 2.4 1.6 

l'!EAN 
CONCENTRA Tl U,._ 

o. 
0.3 
2.3 

i

1

I 3 ~ .o - o.3 -o.3 -0.2 0 • 2 0 • 4 0 • 1 

40.0 -6 . 9 -ll.O -4 . 0 2.4 7.6 5.8 9.0 
4 1. o -zo.3 -17.3 -6.3 4.0 I 16. 9 13.A 20.6 

I 
42.0 -33.l -7.6.I -11.6 A. 2 24.0 19.2 14.S 
43.0 -44 . '> -31.4 -7.l 10.6 22 .4 23.7 47.0 

I 
44.0 - 4 5 .5 I - 31.7 -5.7. 12.1 19 .l Z3.4 5 0 .8 
45.0 I -42.Cl - 21>.6 -2.1 10.4 I 16. 3 19.5 51.l 

: 

46. 0 -36 . 6 -1'1. 7 -1.1 7.2 12.6 14 .'I 4'1.5 
411,0 -25. 2 -ll.4 0 .9 4.5 6.8 8.0 4 5 . 3 
50 . 0 -14.9 -5.6 1.2 l.9 3.5 4.1 4 2 .4 

i 57..0 -7.5 -2.0 1.6 0 . 2 1.3 1.1 39 . 4 
I 54.0 - 2.0 0.5 l.6 - 0.5 -0.B - 0 . 5 31':>.5 I 56 .o 1.0 2.4 1.9 -1.1 -1.0 -1.s n.6 
I 56.0 5.2 4.0 2.2 -2.0 - 3.6 -7.6 30.S 

I
' 60.0 7. A 5.1 2 .7 -3.8 -4.0 -2. 5 27.4 

70. 0 11.5 5.9 2.1 -l.6 -4.3 -4 .3 14 .9 
i flO.O 6.1 I 3. 7 O.A -2 . 2 -2. 6 ' -2.6 1.0 
j "IQ.O 4.'> 2.1 0.4 -1.21-1.4 I -J.4 3.2 
: 100.0 2.6 I l.O o .o -0.1 -0.7 I -0.5 1.3 
I 110.0 I 1.0 I 0.'> -o.o -0.3 -0.3 -0.2 0.5 
' 120.0 I o.s L O.I -o.o -0.1 -0 .1 -0.1 0 . 2 I 
i 130 .0 0.7 0 .1 o .o -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 o .u · 
I 140 . 0 I 0.1 -o.o -o.o -o.o -o.o 1· -o.o o.o 
L!_~~~?- ____ L _ ___?·~- - ~~-~~ - -~---o_._o __ _ _ -_o_._~ _ _ -_o_._o_~_-_o_. _o ___ ~ ____ o_.o 
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GRnUP AVt~AGEO RESULTS OF RUNS 3001 fHROUGH 1004 

OISTANCl fRUM SOURCE TO PRORLS CMETERSI 
AREA UNOtR CURVE CSEC. TIMES CONC. UNITS) 
MtAN TIM[- OF PASSAGE CSFC. FROM RELEASE) 
VARIANCE CSQUARf SECONDS) 

l A. 10 
605.42 

36.2'> 
107.}'I 

r;;-;:~- - ~,;;;~-~-----~~N~-~N·T~~-;;·O~-~ -; ·- ~ROBE - ;RELATIVE TO MEAN) ·-·- l MEAN ---1 

; 32.3w 2'1.0w J 2s.5w v.ow ie.5w ' is.ow 1 

: t<ELEASt: f'R!l~~ ---F-r ;;~R-:··;i-;;~R-~~ P;~-B~-1-;.;~B ~- ~T;RO~E--~ C.ONC.f.NTRATIO'· 

>-- ·- -- ·-t-·- -·- -- - ' -- - ··-·- - - ,-- -+-- --- ~ ·- ---
' 73. 0 I o. o. o. o. o. 1 o. I o. 
i 24. 0 I -0 . L -0.L -0.1 o.o I 0.2 0.2 I 0.1 
· 25.o : -3.4 -3.3 -1.5 2.1 1.6 5.8 \ 3.4 

2b. O -20.3 -11.1 -5.4 15.l I ll.6 13.4 20.4 
27.0 -49.4 -36.l -15.4 21.9 34.7 43.2 51.0 
28.0 -!>4.5 -37.7 -8.8 18.5 34.8 45.2 6~.9 

79.0 -35.2 -21.4 -11.9 10.8 23.9 3 5.3 51.2 
30. 0 -19.3 -10.0 -1.7 3.6 12.l 16.9 41.0 
32 . 0 -0.H -0.l 0.7 -0.9 -0.4 3.l 2 8 .6 
14.0 4. 2 l.9 0.2 -2.5 -2.3 o.6 22.1 
36.0 5.2 2.8 0.2 -2.2 -3.0 -1.2 19.0 
lA.O 5.R 3.l 0.3 -2.A -3.0 -1.3 16.3 
40.0 5.9 J.3 0.4 -2.8 -3.2 -l.9 11.9 
45.0 5.7 3.2 -0.1 -2.3 -2.5 -1.9 9.2 
50.0 4.2 2.3 0.3 -1.7 -2.4 -l.6 6.2 
55.0 3.3 l.7 0.1 -1.5 -l.3 -l.5 4.0 
60.0 2.5 1.3 -0.2 -0.9 -1.2 -0.1 2.6 
6':>.0 t.6 1.0 ·:..o.o -0.9 -0.·1 -0.5 l.6 
10.0 l.l 0.6 -0.1 -0.7 -0.2 -o.s 0.9 
eo.o o.6 L o.5 -o.3 -o.3 -0.1 -0.2 0.1 
90.o 0.2 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 o.o 0.1 

lOC.O O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 

GROUP AV ERAGED RESULTS OF RUNS 3005 THROUGH 3008 

DISTANC E FROM SOURC E TO PROBES CMETERSI 
AREA UNDER CURVE ISEC. TIMES CONC.. UNITSI 
MEAN TIME OF PASSAG E <SEC.. FROM RELEASEI 
VARIANCF (SQUARE SECONDS) 

29.0l 
!170.82 

60.50 
240.18 

I TI l"E FR OM 

I RELEASE 
MEAN II 

CONCENTRATION 
CONCENTRATION AT PROBE !RELATIVE TO MEAN) 

PROBE F PROllt E PROBE J PROBE I PROBE G PROBE H 

h 32.3W 29.0W 25.5W 22.0k l8.5W 15.0W 

3-9-.-o--+---o-.---<---o--.-~- o. o. o • o. o. 

I 
40.0 - 0. 5 -0. 5 -0.4 0.9 0.2 O.l 0.5 
41.0 -4.3 -3.6 -1. 2 3.5 1.8 3.7 4.3 
42.0 -15.0 -12. 5 -6.l 11.2 9.3 12 . 2 15.l 

· 43.0 -2 9 .A -24.2 -10.l 16.4 20.3 27.5 31.7 

I 
I 

44.0 -18.8 -79.3 -9.6 17.3 26.5 32.4 44.l 
45.0 -4 2 .2 -26.6 -6.9 15.6 25.2 31.0 51.3 
46.o -34.l - 20 .4 -5.2 l0.7 21.s 21.1 51.5 
4A.0 - 17.9 -9.A -0.4 4.6 9.8 10.9 44.l 
so.a -A.5 -4.6 o.o 2.1 4.5 5.1 39.5 

I
i !~:g ~:~ ~:~ ~:~ =~:~ =~:~ =~:g ~~:~ 

65.0 5.7 3.3 l.7 -2.1 -3.4 -3.9 21.8 
70.0 6.1 3.6 1.3 -2.6 - 3.6 -4.0 17.1 
75.0 5.6 3.0 0.7 -1.7 -1.3 -3.4 12.9 I 00.0 s.2 2 .6 o.4 -1.6 -2.e -2.9 9.4 
90.0 3.1 l.A 0.3 -1.0 -1 . 9 -1.9 5.0 i 100.0 I 1. 1 o.ll 0.1 -o.s -o.8 -1.1 2 .6 

I 
110.0 I o.9 o.4 0.2 -o.4 -o.s -o.6 1.0 
120 .0 0.3 0.2 0.1 -0.1 -0.2 -0.4 0.5 

I 
130.0 \ 0.2 o.o o.o 0.1 -0.1 -o.z 0.2 

I 140.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.l -0.l Ool 
~~ _ _j_ __ o_. _ _ _._ _ _ o_. _ __. __ o_. _ _._ __ o_. _ _._ _ _ o_. _ _._ _ __ o_. _ _._ ___ _ o_. _ _ __, 
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GROUP AVtRAGEO RESULTS Of RUNS 3103 THROUGH 3106 

OISTANCC fKOM SOURCE TO PROBES IMET ERS I 
AREA UNO[R CURVE IS EC. TIMES CONC. UNIT S I z 

MEAN TIMt Of PASSAGE ISFC. FROM RELEASfl 
VARIANCE (SQUARE SFCONOSI 

l 7. '>0 
AI0.9'> 

39.6 7 
110.27 

~;;- ,-•o• -1 - ·-zo•u ,;, "-;-; o• --;;-, -;;; ;;-,;-;--;; e; ~; ;-~, rn """ I RELEAH --·------ -----TI------ - -·-· - --·· - - ·-----,--.·-
PROBE J PRCl6f I PROBE G PROBE H 

"o" f" I 25.4W 23. IW l9.9W 17.2W l3.9W 10 I 

r;--;:~-0 --···--~-- -· ··- . ····- --1--- -- -·-- -- ---·-·· . . . -· 

o. o. I o. o. o. 
I 

Mt AN 
-- - CONCENfRATl014 I 

RE E 1 

__ l ____ -·· -1 

.6W I 
o. 
0.5 
5.0 

I -- ----- - ----< 
o. ; 

~: f Ii ! 
I 

75 . 0 
26.0 
77.0 
2 !!. 0 
29.0 
30.0 
'H . O 
12.0 
34.0 
36.0 
38 . 0 
40.0 
45.0 
50. 0 
S5.0 
bO.O 
65.0 
70.0 
75.0 
60.0 
90.0 

100.0 
110.0 

- 0 .2 -0.2 -0.2 
-3.l -3.0 -1.t. 

-16. A -15.5 I -6.6 
-39.5 -31. 6 -15.3 
-46. 5 -32.8 -11.4 
-35.3 -23.0 -5.6 
-23.4 -13.9 -2.9 
-13.4 -7 .4 -0.9 
-4. 6 -1 .6 0.2 
-0.2 O.R 0.5 

2.4 2.1 O.A 
4. l 2. II 0.9 
6.4 4.3 l • 3 
6.3 4.l 0.6 
5.4 3.2 0.4 
4.4 7.b 0 .5 
2. 1 l. 6 Q.3 
7. l l • 3 0.3 
1.4 1.0 0.2 
.0. 9 o.5 0.3 
0.4 0.3 0.1 
0. l 0. l 0. l 
o.o -o.o -o.o 

-0.1 0.2 
-0.3 2.4 

2 . 1 12.2 
9.1 26.6 

10.4 23.9 
7. '> 16.3 
4.3 10.3 
l. 1 5.4 
0 .2 1.4 

-0.6 -o.5 
-1. 2 -1.3 
-1.4 -2.2 
- l. 7 -3. 2 
-1. 6 -2.9 
-1.0 -2.3 
-1. l -1.9 
-0.5 -1.5 
-0 .A -o.e 
-0.4 -0.6 
-0.3 -o.s 
-0.1 -0.2 
-0.1 -0.1 
-o.o -o.o 

l 
2 
2 
l 
l 

-
-
-
-
-
--
-
-
-
-
--

t.. 6 
9. l 
1.6 
6.7 
l. 6 
0.1 
l. 3 
1.5 
3.2 
2.6 
2.4 
l. 6 
l. 0 
0~7 
0.5 
rj. 3 
0.2 
Q.l 
o.o 

GROUP AVEKAGEO RESULTS OF RUNS 3107 THROUGH 3110 

UISTANCE FROM SOURCE TO PROBES IMETERSl 
AREA UNDER CURVE ISEC. TIMES CONC. UNITSI 
MEAN TIMt OF PASSAGE ISEC. FROM RELEASEI 
VARIANCE !SQUARE SECONDS) 

29.45 
1366.95 

66.81 
24 l. 26 

l 1. 1 

42.1 I 
57.0 
53.l 
4f>.9 
41.0 
34.S 
30.6 
21.2 
24.3 
17.5 
12.} 

A.3 
5.4 
3. 4 
2.1 
1.2 
0.1 
0.2 
0.1 
o.o 

I 
I 

i. 
I 
I 
j 

~,-T_l_M_.E_F_R_O_M ___ ___ C_O_N_C_E_N_T_R_A_T_l_O_N_ A_ T_ -~-R-0_6,_E _ _ l_R_E_l_A_T_l_V_E_ T_O __ M_E_A_N_l _ _ _ ~---M-E_A_N---~l 

: ~f:U:ASE PKOflE J I PROBE I PRORE G PROBE H PROBE F PROBE E CONCENTRATION I 

I 25.4W 23.lW l9.9W 17.2W l3.9W 10.6W i : 
:.-i --:-~-:-g--+--~~:~f: 4 _ _._ ___ -~-:-0 _ _._ __ g_:_J _ _,_ __ ~_:_2 _ _,__ ~: 1 

I 46. 0 -13.~ I =~3.0 -6.8 3.0 ll.b 11. 5 
4A. 0 -26.8 -22.fl -6.6 5.9 17.3 18.4 

I 50 .0 -25.9 -17.3 -4.0 4.5 13.0 14.3 
52.0 -16.9 -12.5 -2.5 3.6 9.3 9.1 

ii 54 . 0 -13 .4 -9.0 -1.7 3.2 6.3 b.2 
56.0 -9.7 -6.l -0.9 2.2 4.4 3.6 
56.o -6. 3 -4.o -o.6 1.6 2. 1 2. s 
60.0 -3.4 -1.6 0 . 2 0.1 1.2 0.0 
65.0 1.9 1.7 0.6 -0.3 -1.2 -1.9 
70.0 5. 2 3.5 1.2 -1.3 -2.4 -3.2 
75. 0 7. 0 4.6 l.O -1.3 -3.3 -4.0 
60.0 f>.A 4.5 l.2 -1.7 -3.2 -3.4 
es.a b. 3 4.l 0.1 -1.3 -2.9 -1 .1 
90. 0 5.3 3 . 7 o.6 -1.5 -2.2 -2.1 
95 . 0 4.5 2.0 0 .6 -1.2 -1. 9 -1. 9 

100.0 3. 2 2.0 0.5 -0 .1 -l.4 -1.6 
110.0 1.41

1 

0.9 0 . 3 -0.3 -0.6 -0.9 
170.0 O. B 0.4 0.4 - 0.3 -0 .4 -0.4 
130.0 0.3 0.2 0.2 -0.1 -0.2 -0.4 
140.0 0. 1 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 · -0.l 

L' 150.0 o.o o.o o.o -o.o -o.o -o.o 
160.0 o. o. o. o. o. o. 

··-· · ----- - · ---- - ··-- ---·- ----'---·---- - ·- - --- L----- - --- -- --

o. 
l .4 

14.6 
3 3.7 
39.9 
4 l • l 
41. 3 
40.9 
40.3 
39. l 
34.b 
26.7 
22 .1 
17.3 
12.6 : 
9.0 . 

6.3 I 
4.5 

2.1 J 0.9 
0.4 
0.1 
o.o 
o. 

- - --
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GRO UP AVIPA GtO R[S UL TS OF RUNS 32 0 1 THROUGH 12 04 

l)(';IA NCt IRO" SOURCf TO PROB ES (METER S > 
hR EA IJ NOlK CllRV t !S EC. TIMES CON(. llNITSI • 
MtAN TIM£ OF PASSAGE ISEC. FROM RELEASE> 
VARIANC l I S OUAKE SECONOSI 

I 1. Sb 
9 44.9(" 
40.bl 

1•n.q11 
··- .. ··- - -- - -·· ·---
HE (RELUIVE TO MEAN l 

-~;o;, . r·~ .. :r,.,, 17. 0 w 14.0W 10.bW 
-- - ···- --- - -- --

r;;~E F ; OM .b (l)l'KHHRAflON AT PRO 

II 
0

RfltA S£ - , 
. P RO At f PR OB[ H PROBE f 

~-- __ _ _.!_ '>. 2 w _ 21.ow __ -~~. - ~w-

1 
24. 0 o . I o. o. o . o. o . 
2 '> .0 -0. 2 - 0.2 - 0. 2 - 0 . 2 0 .3 0 .5 

'I lb. O - 2 .1 - 2.b - 1.6 
27 .0 -22.1 - 22 . 0 -11. 2 
2 8. 0 -67. 9 - 6 ? . 6 -47 .8 
29 . n -84.7 -11.0 -30 .b 
30. 0 -b5. 3 -49.4 -1 2 . 5 
3 1 .0 -3 b . 3 -20 .q -1. 3 
12. 0 -16. 5 -6. 0 7.. 9 
H . O -1>.I 0.3 3.7 
34. 0 -0.2 3.1 3.9 
36.0 5.0 
311 .0 b. !! 
40. 0 7. 8 
45. 0 ·· e. o; 
o;o. o ". 2 
5 5. 0 7 ... 
bO. O i..o 
b 5 . 0 4. II 
70. 0 3. 7 
75.0 ?. A 
e o .o 2.3 
qo.o 1. 1 

100. 0 o. s 
11o.0 0. 3 
120. 0 0. 2 

') .2 
s .q 
b.3 
b. 5 
5 . q 
5.5 
4. 5 
3. 4 
2 .4 
1 .9 
1 .5 
0 .1 
0 .4 
0 .1 
o . o 

·- - -------

3 .b 
l.2 
'I.I 
2.9 
2. 3 
?.O 
l.b 
1.2 
0.9 
O. b 
0 . 4 
0.3 
0.1 
o . o 
o.o 

0.3 2.3 4.b 
3. I 2 4 .6 34.11 

24 . b '> 8 .1 8 4.4 
29 . 1 i b2.0 16 .b 
20 . '> I 41. 4 4 5 .2 
10 .7 i 1 7.1 lb.6 
4. '> 3.9 3.7 
1.4 -1 . 3 -1.e 
0.2 -3.7 - 5 . fi 

-1. 8 - 5. 2 -b.3 
-1.q -5.9 -6.8 
- 2 .1 -6.l -7. 3 
- 2 .b -6.0 -7.3 
- 2 .2 -5.b - 6 .'> 
-2.1 -s.o -5.9 
-2.0 -4.0 -4 . 3 
-1.8 -2.9 -3.3 
-1. I -2.2 - 2.6 
-0.1 -1.9 -2.0 
-0 . 1 -1 . 3 -1 . 3 
- 0 .4 -0.6 -0.1 
-0.2 -0.3 - 0.1 
-o. I -0.1 -0.1 
-o.o -o.o -o. ~ 

GROUP AV ERA GE O RES ULT S OF RUNS 3 20 5 THROUGH 3207 

I '1 "'E FROM 
QEL l:' AS E 

h 4. 0 
4 5 . 0 

I 46 . 0 I 
4 7 . 0 
4 8 . 0 
4 9 . 0 
50 .0 
52 . 0 
.., ... 0 
'>6 . 0 

I 
5R . O 
60 . 0 
65 . 0 

I 

I 

70 . 0 
7S.O 
~o . o 

11~ . o 

I 
9 0. 0 

100 . 0 
11 0 . 0 

I 
120 . 0 
130 . 0 
140.0 
150. 0 

I lbC. O 
I 110 .0 

I 180 .0 

DI S TANC t F RO M SOURC E TO PROBES IMETER S l 
AREA UNDER CURVE IS EC. TIMES CONC . UNITS) 
MEAN TIME OF PA SSA GE ISEC. FROM RELF.ASE> 
VA RIANCf I SOUARE S ECONDS I 

CONCENTRATION AT PROBI: IR ELATlVE TO 

PRO Rt E PRO Bf H PROB E F PROBE G PROBE 
2 5 .2W 23 .0W 20. o w 11.ow 14 .0W 

o . o. o . o. o. 
- 0 . I - 0 .1 - o .o o. o - 0.1 
-1. 7. -1 .2 -0.4 0 . 2 0. 9 
- b .9 -b. 1 -4 . 2 3. 4 b. O 

- 2 4. !l -22. b -1 2 . b 14.7 21.4 
- 52 .7 -47. b - 20. 1 2 3 . 9 40.3 
-6b . 4 - 5b. B - 22 .9 20.4 49.0 
-52.3 - 37 . B -13. I 14. 3 34.4 
- 2 5. 5 -17.3 - 2.1 7. I 12 .5 
-11.4 - 7. 4 - 0 .3 3. 7 4 .fl 

- 5 . 0 - 2 .6 0 . 3 1. 3 1 . b 
-1. 7 - 0.5 0 .9 O.b - 0. 3 

3 . 3 2 .1 2 . 0 -1. 3 -2 . 9 
6 .4 4. R 2 . 6 - 2 . 0 - 4. 9 
1 . 1 5. 8 2 .5 - ? . 4 -5.3 
B.l 6 . 0 2 . a - 2 .7 -5.7 
8.0 6 . 2 2 .4 - 2 .1 - 5 . 2 
7. 3 5 . 2 2 . 0 - 2.0 - 5. 0 
•;. 5 3.R 1.7 -1.7 -3 .7 
3 .5 2 . 2 O. b -1 .0 -1. 9 
2 . I t. 3 0.1 -0. 2 -1. 6 
1.4 0 .1 0 .4 -0. 4 - o. e 
0 .1 0.4 o.s -0. 3 - 0 .6 
o . s 0. 3 0 . 2 -0.2 -0 .3 
0. 2 I) . l 0.1 -0.1 - 0. 1 
o. l o .o o.o -o.o -o.o 
0.1 -o.o -o.o -o.o -o.o - - · 

30.57 
1707.78 

6 9.29 
352 .04 

MEANI 

I PROB E J 
10. e w 

o. 
0 .4 
l.b 
7 . o 

14. 7 
4 1. 9 
6 2 .7 
40. 5 
I 7. 6 

6 .R 
2 .5 
0 .1 

- 3.3 
-5 . 3 
-b.3 
-6 .4 
-6 . 6 
-5 .5 
- 3 . 9 
-2 .s 
- 1. 7 
- 0. B 
- 0.6 
-0. 3 
-0.1 
- o.o 
- o . o 

···- -- -, 
"E AN I 

CONC ENT IU f I ON ! 
' ' 

-·- - - . _ __J 
o. 

I 
0.2 
2.1 

2 2.e 
b 9. 4 
9 1.5 
eo.5 
'> A. 8 
4 3. IJ 
3b.3 
31.8 
2b. 6 
23. fl 
2 l. 5 

' lb . 9 
1 3.0 
9.b 
7. 3 
5.1 
3.7 
2.b 
l. b 
0.7 
0.3 
0.1 
o.o 

MEA N 
CONCENTRATION 

o . 
0 .1 
1.2 
1 .2 

25 .b 
55 . 0 
73. 8 
73. 3 
5 1>. 5 
4 7. <j 
43.4 
4 0 .7 
15 . 5 
30 . 3 
25 .7 
2 1.3 
17. l 
13.4 
7.9 
4.6 
2 . 5 
l. 3 
0. 6 
0. 3 
0.1 
o.o 
o . o 



r---·-· · 

I ll"E FROM 
! ~flE A St 

-· - -· 

I 

I 
I 

I 
! 
I 
' 

n. o 
u .o 
:n.o 
24.0 
25. 0 
26.0 
21. 0 
26.0 
29.0 
30 . 0 
32 . 0 
34.0 
lb.O 
Hl.O 
4 0 .0 
4 2 . 0 
44,0 
4b.O 
4 8 . 0 
50.0 
55.0 
60.0 
65.0 
10.0 
75.0 
AO.O 
R5.0 
90.0 

fl ME FROM 
RELEASE 

32.0 
34 . 0 
36 . 0 
,A.O 
40 . 0 
42.0 
44 ,0 
4b.() 
48.0 
50 .0 
'> 2 .o 
54.0 
56 . 0 
58 . o 
... o.o 
6'> . 0 
70.0 
1'>. 0 
RO . O 
B'>.0 
cio.o 
'15.0 

100. 0 
I 0 '>. 0 

L.~~--~-

-249-

~Rnuv AV(MAGtO R[5ULT 5 OF RUNS )401 THROUGH )40) 

l.JISTA'ICl ~ 11.n~ ~IJURCt TO PROS,Ec5 IMEHR SI 
AREA U'lra ~ CURVt I SEC . r IMF 5 CO'IC. U"ll TS' 
MEA"I TIMf Of PASSAGE I SEC. FROM RELEASE I 
VAR IA NC L ISvUARt SECONDS! 

16. 01 
1235.4 1 

14.41! 
, 2 .9 l i --- . -~~!loCfl'HMATI O'I AT PR.ODE (RELATIVE TO MEAl\11 r· MEAi'< - : 

1 

p~-.~AE FT~R-llfll J- 1-PROflE t-

1
-~;~~E -; ·r;•WAE G1f-;RUU~ ~ COl\1CfNTRATIOH . 

f 2t>.2w [ 11.JM -~ --~3.ow __ __!~ ·1M - t-~o.ow _ _ l7.9W --t----- _____ _ 

I 
O , I Q, f O , O, O. C . ,, Vo 

-1.0 I -1.1 ! -1 . 2 0.1 ! 1.<i , 1.1 2.0 

I 
-I b . b . - I l • fl i - 'I. 3 I 6. 0 ' l 3. 4 ! 14 . l 1 fl. 2 
-l'I ."> - 71.5 i -14. 7 9.b 24.3 37..4 '>0.2 

I 
-40 .4 -20,0 . -A. I> 'I , 1 20.4 2R.5 I o3. 1 
-35.0 _,,,, -3.9 5.7 15.0 2 1.5 69. 1 

I -25. 7 -9.9 - 2 . 0 I 3.4 ll.9 14. 6 i 70.5 

ii =:::~ =~:! -~:6 ii -~ :~ ~:~ ~:! I !~:~ 
-b • ., -2.4 2.2 -1.5 3.1 7 .9 . I 61.4 

I I. 2 0 . 5 3.2 -3.0 -0.6 -1. a 61 .9 
I 

I 
I 

' b ,5 2. I 4.6 I -4. b - 2.4 -4.6 

I 10.0 2 . 1 4.5 -5. "> -3. 2 I -5. 7 I 11. 3 l . I 4 , A -5.8 -3.4 -1. 0 
11. 5 3 .I> 4.b 

I 
-5.2 

I 
-4 .4 

I 
-7 , I I 

11. 5 3.9 4.0 -5. 0 -4 .4 - 6 .9 I 
11. I 3.6 ~.I -4 .5 -3. 9 I - b .3 
9,5 2 . A 2.3 -3.8 -3.0 -5:o 
8.5 7 . 7 0.9 -3.3 -2. 3 

I 
-4, I 

6.2 2 .1 0.2 -2.l -2.0 -3;4 
3.8 1. 6 0.1 -1.6 -1.6 i -1. 9 
2 .0 1.0 0.2 -0.1 -1.0 -o.8 
I. 4 0.6 0.3 -o. 5 -0.1 I - 0 .5 

I 

0.1 0.2 0.3 -0.2 -o.? -0.3 
o.5 o.o 0.1 -o.o -0.2 -0.2 
0.2 -o.o 0.1 -o.o -0 . 1 -o. l 
0.1 -o.o - o .o -o.o -o . o -o.o 
o. o. o. o. o. o. 

GR.OUP AVfkAGEO RESULT S OF RUNS 3404 THROUGH 3406 

OISTA'ICf FROM SOURCE TO PR. ORES IMETER SI 
AREA UND ER CURV E I SEC. TIMES CONC. UNITS! • 
MEAi'< Tl~f OF PASSAGt ISEC. FROM RELEASE I 
VARIANCt !SQUARE SECONDSI 

23. 98 
1709 .57 

5 l .'5o 2 
lll.R9 

CONC ENTRA TION AT PROBE I RELATIVE TO MEANI 

PRO BE F PROB [ J PROBE E PROBE I PROB E G PROBE H 
26.2 W II. 3M 23,0W 14 .3W 20.ow 17.9W 

o. o. o. o . o . o. 
- 2.b - 2.3 -1. 4 O.b 2 .1 3 . 3 

-20. 4 -11. 8 -7.2 5.9 11. R l 7. I 
- 79.4 -17.. I> - 6. 7 6-l 15.2 19.3 
-27. 9 - 'Lb -3.8 4.8 ll.9 16.6 
- 20.4 - e . 2 -2.1 3 . 11 8.6 12 . 7 
-1 2.1> -5. 7 -0.7 I. 2 6 . 0 8.4 
-7 • ., -2.ci o.8 -o.8 3 .7 4 . 5 
- 2 . 1 -0.4 1.4 -1.4 o.e 1. 0 

7. . 7 l.4 7..6 -2 . I -1.9 -1. e 
6. fl 2 . 6 2 . 5 -2.1 -3. 7 - 3. q 
6.9 4,0 2 . e -4.0 -4 .1 -5.l 

10.9 1.1 2.4 -1.5 -4.1 - b . 3 
11. 8 4.4 2 . 2 -4 . 0 -4.b -6.3 
12. I 4 .3 1.1 -3.4 -4.8 -I>. 4 
10.2 3 . 9 1. 2 -3. 0 -4.4 -4. 5 

1. 2 2 . ll 0 . 2 -1.9 -2.6 -3.6 
4.5 l . 4 0.2 -1.1 -1. 6 - 2 .0 
2 ,,, o .e - o.o -o ... -0.9 -1. 2 
l. 4 0 .4 -0.1 -0 .1 -o.5 -0.6 
O.b 0.5 0.3 -0. 2 -0.1 - 0.2 
0.9 o.o -0.1 -0.2 -0.3 0.1 
0.4 -o .1 -o.o -0.1 -0 .1 0.1 
0.1 - o .o -o .o -o.o - o.o 0.2 
o. o. o. o. o. o. 

55.1 
41!.0 
40.6 
33. 7 
21. 3 
21.7 
I 7. I 
IJ. 3 
9.9 
5. I 
2.7 
1. 2 
0.6 
0.2 
0.1 
o.o 
o. 

MEAN 
CONCENTRATION 

o. 
2.6 

2 3. 7 
44,3 
57.8 
65 , 9 
70. l 
70 . 8 
bR.8 
65.0 
5'1,4 
53.3 
41>.7 
40.5 
34.5 
22.0 
12 . 8 
7.4 
4 . 0 
2.2 
1.2 
0.5 
0.1 
1).0 
o. 

I 
' 
I 
I 

I 

I 
! 

! 

I 

I 

i 
I 

I 

I 



GROUP AVERAGED RESULT S OF RUNS 3407 TH ROUGH 3409 

DISTANCE fROM SOURCE TO PRO~lS IMETERSJ = 
AREA UNDlR CURVE ! SEC. TIMES CONC. UNIT S! = 
MEAN TIME OF PASSAGE ISEC. FROM RELEA SE I = 
VARIANCE I SQUARE SECONDS l = 

-- ----- ----- --------- -------

31 .CH 
210l.4 'J 

6<). Cl:> 
155. Fl"\ 

flME fROM CONCENTRATION AT PROBE (RELATIVE TO MEAN) MEA~ 

RELEASE ---r---T ·.· CONCENTRAflON ; 
PROBE F PROBE J PROBE E I PROBE I I PROBE G PROBE H I 

26.2W 11.3\ol 23.0W I 14.3PI I 20.0PI : l7.9W 

~--~-~~-~ -- - · t ---- -~- .--· ----~--- : -~- - --~.--··r- ----;~--r---~~- o. 
. I . . 

46.0 -o.s · -0.2 · -0.5 . o.o I 0.3 1.0 O.b 
48.0 -5.9 I - 2.9 ! -3.3 I 1.0 i 3.9 5.9 I 7.5 
5o.o -15.o , -1.1 : -4.8 3.0 . i 8.4 11.9 I 21.3 
52.0 -19.4 I - 7.4 : -7.2 2.5 i 11.2 15.2 I 34.4 
54.o -n.2 1 -1.s i -3.7 3.4 I 9.9 14.3 47.5 
56.0 -19. 2 I -6.9 i -2.7 i 1.8 9.3 12.3 I 57.6 
58.0 -14.8 -5.8 I -1.2 I -0.4 I 8 . 4 9.5 I 64.7 
60 0 0 -11.0 -3.6 - 0.8 I -0.8 j 5.8 7.2 70.3 
62.0 -7.l -2.4 - 0.4 I - 0.2 II 3.6 i . 4.5 I 72.4 
64.0 -l.7 I -0.7 0.2 I -0.6 1.8 I 1.8 72.3 
06.0 - 0.2 I o. 1 0.0 -0.2 ! - o. 1 -o. 1 10.2 
68.0 2.5 ! 1.6 1.2 I o.3 1 -2.2 -2.s 66.q 
70.0 5.l · 3.l l.l I 0.5 j -4.0 -4.5 62.3 
7').0 R.1 4.4 0 . 2 I 2.0 I -6.3 -6.5 I 48.5 
ao.o 0. 2 4.5 -0.1 I 4.6 i -1.0 i -7.6 34.9 
a') • o 1 • 3 2 • 1 . .,..o • 6 

1

. 3 • 9 i - 5 • 3 I -6. i 2 3 • 3 
90.0 4.9 2.5 -0.1 2.1 -3.8 

1
. -4.2 I 14.R 

95.o 3.4 1.9 
1 

-o.a 
1 

1.7 -2.s 
1 

-2.9 I 9.o 
loo.o 2.4 l.3 

1 
- o.3 I 1.2 -2 . 0 i -1.8 5.3 

105.o 1.2 0.1 · -0.1 I o.s -0.1 i -0.1 3.3 
i10.o 1.0 o.4 -0.1 0.3 -o.e i -o.3 i.s 
115.0 0.7 0.6 -0.7 I 0.2 -0.6 I -0.3 0.9 
120.0 O.R 0.3 -0.3 . o.o -0.4 -0.1 I 0.4 
125.0 0.5 0.2 I -0.2 ! -0.1 -0.2 ! -0.1 0.2 
130 .0 0. 3 0.1 I -0.1 ! - 0.1 -0.1 ! o.o I 0.1 
D5.0 0.1 - o.o 1 - o.o . -o.o -o.o i - o.o I o.o I 

l l4C.O l 0-~---··· ---~: __ ..[ - - -~ =- --I -0-~-- - · [ _ -- ~_.__ __ ..L __ ___ ~-~--__L· o. J 

I 

N 
(J1 

0 
I 


